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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of this study is to uncover, to describe, 
and to relate to life the religious experience behind the 
Negro Spiritual. The relation sought is a faithful repro-
duction of the ideals kept and of the tension held in balance 
by the motivation furnished through religious experience --
such religious experience as was involved in the authorship 
and in the vivid singing of Spirituals during slavery. The 
description attempted will be principally evaluation in terms 
of Christian revelation. The text and the music of the Spiritual 
will be consulted for uncovering meanings which will be treated 
as preserved expressions of individual ancl group religious 
experience. 
The Spiritual has earned a place of importance in our 
culture. In eighty years1 this body of songs from the re-
stricted places of its origin has found an acquaintance here 
and beyond the United States as representative American folk 
music.2 The Spiritual has been given the distinction of being 
appropriate music for the concert stage. The maru1er in which 
it has lent itself to artistic interpretation places it en-
tirely out of the class of the minstrel song, or even the 
work song, and the blues. There is some folk music which has 
1. Marsh, SJS, 32 . 
2. 1-iarsh, SJS, 32, 
2 
found appropriate presentation through the artistic medium of 
our culture's best musical tradition and when this happens it 
comes by a grasp of the .. rea.li ty in life and through gathering 
up valuable insights from the wisdom of the long experience 
of a national or ethnic group. Some such folk songs have 
persisted in high regard; such as, "Annie Laurie" and "Danny 
Boy" ("Londonderry Air 11 ). For frequency of concert presentation 
the Spiritual ranks well with other American folk music, our 
cowboy songs, and our mountain music. Their first presentation 
to the general public was by a group of singers who through 
id.enti ty with their songs only could have had any acceptance 
as a concert company. They were just 11four3 half- clothed 
black boys and five4 girl-women.S -- led by a man with a cause 
and a purpose. 
They stopped at Wilberforce, the oldest of Negro schools , 
where a black bishop blessed them. Then they went , 
fighting cold and starvation, shut out of hotels, and 
cheerfully sneered at, ever northward; and ever the magic 
of their song kept thrilling hearts , until a burst of 
applause in the Congregational Council at Oherlin re-
vealed them to the world. They came to New York and Henry 
Ward Beecher dared to welcome them, even though the metro-
politan dailies sneered at his 1Nigger Minstrels'. So 
their songs conquered till they sang, and brought back 
J. Marsh , SJS, 17. Fi, ve are named by 1-iarsh. 
4. Marsh, SJS , 17. Perhaps six including the accom-
panist. 
5. DuBois, SBF, 253· See also Cravath, JS , 5. Nine 
names are listed, five girls and four boys. 
I 
! 
'I 
3 
a hundred agd fifty thousand dollars to found FiSk 
University. . 
Of course they improved their techniques and were more 
poliShed after singing together seven ~ears. But their big 
accomplishment was in identity with their songs, "their songs 
conquered". James Weldon Johnson pointed out that their 
success was due to pity which white people had for the poor, 
oppressed Negroes. Their success in raising money very like-
ly did stem from arousing pity. But their breaking through 
the initial opposition, described by DuBois above, to get a 
general hearing can not be accounted for by pity. It should 
be remembered that this opposition faced them in ever,y place 
they visited in the United States at the beginning. While 
there may not have been open hostility, there was no appro-
priEta appreciation for what they \'rere presenting in the 
mind-cet of the audiences they confronted. 
Their songs won. Bow? '{.nat is there in the Spiritual 
which makes for its distinction? There is simplicity. There 
is plaintive melody, rich harmony, fascinating rhythm weird 
contrast and association, a constant pulse of movement. But 
these are fairly duplicated in the blues . Spirituals are 
distinguished for additional quality. No item of their form 
6. DuJ3ois, S:SF, 252- 253. 
m ~:~:'~ ,. 
-~: 
4 
gives the answer for it. Their content, their fUJ1ction in 
the life of the slaves, and the scope of their conception 
must be consulted. 
They are described as religious folk music and here 
is a clue for the start of this inquiry. A casual vie'~ of 
their words identifies them as religious. More than this, 
the fountain-heed from which they issued may be found to be 
religious experience. iihatever relation it bears to them 
it is that religious experience which this study examines. 
Church life and religious promotion in America have 
been strongly influenced by the dominant cultural and eco-
nomi c factors at work. Racial caste distinction has affected 
life i.n America all through the period of l~egro slavery. The 
general pattern of church life in the United States from 
colonial times has conformed to color caste. Justification 
for the work of the earliest slave traders vms given as the 
work of converting the heathen.? Throughout the years of 
slavery in the United States common use was made of the Bible 
to support it in the areas where it v1as carried on by re-
peated reference to the curse of Ham as a curse upon all Negroes, 
ordaining them by God's will as servants forever. There was 
continued preaching from the writ i ngs of Paul on the text, 
7. Brown. SAli , 10· 
~ : 
I' I 
I 
! 
;i 
I 
i I 
l 
i 
·i 
I 
5 
"Servants obey ••• your masters •• u8 The Christian 
conviction which crystalized in abolitionist sentiment and 
activity was screened from regular contact with the slaves. 
From the nat~re of the case any slave holder who became an 
abolitionist was separated from his slaves by manumission. 
Surrounded by religion that was accommodated to the slave 
system, the religious experience of the slave may be expected 
to have furnished no variation from this general trend. The 
slaves' share in the religion accommodated to slavery was the 
use of religion as an escape mechanism. This consisted of 
emotional outlet as an end in itself at the occasions of 
"meeting«, and a "pie- in-the- sky 11 acceptance of his lot in 
life with reward after while. 
This kind of religion has not lasted. The curse of 
Ham sermons and the admonition of Paul to servants are given 
careful criticism in the light of a growing Christian con-
science. The religion among Negroes which adheres to es-
capism is identified by many as undesirable. While it exists, 
and in some quarters is flourishing,it is suspected of being 
the tool of the exploiter. Where the slave-holder is no 
longer the promoting agent either some unfair imposition upon 
the Negro's labor or living conditions or the religious leader 
8. Colossians 3: 22 . 
i 
1 
6 
himself has taken over the role of beneficiary. A glance at 
the critically conceived religion taught in the theological 
schools among Negroes will bear out the ill-regard accorded 
escapist religion at present. More and more trained Negroes 
and those who have made material advancement are discounting 
all of religion by charging this defect to its account. While 
this blanket accusation is erroneous, the mood is none the less 
clear. In the face of this turning away from the religion that 
approves slavery the Spiritual remains in good repute in the 
most advanced circles of thought. The Encyclopaedia Britanica 
includes a section on "Negro Music 11 where a current evaluation 
of the Spiritual occurs in a discussion of early American Negro 
music. "The spirituals rank first in value and beauty. They 
indeed, constitute one of the finest bodies of folk songs in 
the world."9 It did not seem altogether too strange that 
Howard Thurman should choose for the Ingersoll Lecture on the 
immortality of man for the academic year of 1946-1947 at 
Harvard University "The Negro Spiritual Speaks of Life and 
Death".lO And the Spiritual proved to be a fertile resource 
for a commende,ble presentation on his part. 
There are at least two kinds of religion involved in 
slaver,r. One of them endorses the appropriation of men as 
9. AN, NM, Enc. Brit. 16, 199. 
10. Thurman, Art. (1948). 
I 
7 
material for the system's hopper. It would deal with them 
in a mass and manage them to a material profit. It is not 
interested in their personal development. The needs that 
they have are not viewed as the needs of men who are ends in 
themselves in the context of time. Their life after while 
is not the continuation of indiviclu.al, conscious existence 
through committed identity with the purpose of God which makes 
imperative their survival in immortality through God's preser-
vation of values. In fact, the life after while is not very 
real at all. It is something to promise dupes. It is not 
a just reckoning and needs no serious consideration by those 
who have the advantage of being informed and are the pro-
moters of the system. 
When this abusive religion is condemned and thrown 
out the nobility in "Go Dovm Moses", "Steal A'·rayn, "Couldn't 
Hear Nobody Pray", and "Deep River" is still recognized. 
Currently the religious circles among Negroes who exploit the 
people make little use of these time-tested Spirituals of 
worth. In fact a vogue of new llgospel songs" has grown up in 
the last fifteen years. Most of them are used in a way 
designed to draw out an adequate emotional response. A few 
years ago when some swing bands took on the novelty of in-
eluding the theme of a Spiritual to swing, its condemnation 
as sacrilege came from quite ordinary sources. When Sister 
Rosetta Tharp recorded some numbers to be offered to the 
!I 
I 
l 
' 1 
I j 
! ! 
I 
! 
8 
public on the vendors with blues and ~ing she chose from the 
ngospel songs" and not the Spirituals. These things may indicate 
the impression of high quality which the Spirituals have main-
tained. 
In summary, the kind of religion which is the tool of 
the exploiter and the drug of the victim must be thrown out 
as religion purifies itself. Some of the religion from 
American slavery has been discarded in this way; the Spiritual 
and the religion it represents have not been discarded. On 
the contrary they have enjoyed increased, substantial appreci-
ation. This confirmation of their ~uality attests the im-
portance of a study of the religious experience behind the 
Negro Spiritual. 
Too often any consideration of the slave gives defer-
ence to his fixed social and economic status. When attention 
is being given his art or his religion the fact of its being 
of the slave is not forgotten. Even when the study is being 
made by one disposed to be friendly or fair the result has 
still often been tinted. For there is the tendency to be 
paternalistic or to get out of balance by going on the de-
fensive. Interpersonal psychology furnishes an improved 
vantage-point for study. It affirms the psychic interchange 
in common kind among persons. It admits the philosophy of 
personalism ;-rhich regards personality a.s an end value in 
reality. With the psychology of personality it places a 
9 
premium on the individual person, the human being is the unit 
for psychological investigation. A man may best be studied 
not in a laboratory, where life-situations can scarcely if 
ever, be simulated, but in real life. In any relation there 
is most importantly, a meeting of psyches and upon such a 
meeting where normal consciousness is continuous there can 
not be total giving on the part of one and exclusive re-
ception on the part of the other. The process is a recipro-
cal one. Some tenacious fallacies may be eluded as inter-
personal psychology is applied as the point of view in this 
study. 
After a century has passed it is plain fiction to claim 
to know \'i'hat a slave felt on a given day as he \'las called to 
his overseer. Nor is it possible to reconstruct that over-
seer1 s words, feelings, and thoughts. The limitation which 
the removal in time places upon this study is a serious one and 
an i~surmountable one. Added to it is the laCk of records on 
the incidents bett'l'een the slaves and the masters. All records 
are scarce , even those for personal identity among the slaves; 
such as, birth, name, marriage, age, and death. Slaves bore II 
the lot of common stoCk on this score rather than having the 
distinction of prize Aberdeen cattle. They were registered 
with no association of breeders nor agency of the civil 
government. The frontier practice of putting a record into 
their own family :Sible \'las not practicable or lawful. Their 
10 
high rate of illiteraey prevented their keeping a record of 
themselves even if they had an interest in doing so. 
Psychology had not emerged as a science then and if 
techniques of the questionaire, the personal interview, or 
the case history could have been employed, a good deal of 
cooperation would have to have been secured from both slave 
and master. To surmount the difficult hurdle of getting in-
to the real-life situation to assemble data would require 
that the investigator be able to carry the inventions of 
sound recording and technicolor filming back beyond the 
point of their invention into the slave communities and with 
himself and his equipment invisible, spare no expense in 
filming and recording events. He \'lould need to catch the 
slaves at work under the direction of their overseers, the 
lives of the slaves at night in their cabins, in their gather-
ings, in private conversations , prayers, songs, sermons, 
testimonies; as well as, the conversations of owners with 
overseers, overseers and owners among themselves, their 
prayer life and religious practices , the scenes of sale and 
exchange, the changing seasons and locations or work. This 
collection of data could well extend over a selected half part 
of the period of years from 1619 to 1865 in order to furnish a 
desirable store of data. Psychology's job of getting back 
of performance to motives and feelings \•rould still be left 
to be done. One would still not be inside of those slaves' 
,. 
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heads to get what they thought. One would not be inside the 
seat of their emotions to know what they felt. Their religious 
experience would still have to be interpreted from this more 
adequate store of data. 
But such a speculation is fantastic and we are without 
any considerable articles of equipment used in their religious 
observances, there is no formal expression of creed or doc-
trine left to us, and there is no special body of religious 
literature produced by them. Even in this precious sur-
viving remnant of the record of their experience with God 
there has been loss. James Weldon Johnson estimates that 
five or six hundred Spirituals were produced during the days 
of slavery •11 We are considering any of the religious songs 
which come during the years of Negro slavery in the United 
States and do'l'rn through the years that an appreciable number 
of persons born in slavery still lived. All of the \'lell known 
Spirituals grew out of this period and any of the songs which 
can be shown to be religious will have a bearing upon this 
study. 
Approaching the meaning of religious experience Paul 
E. Johnson says: 
Religious awareness will be seen to ar~se in devotion 
to values. Briefly we may note three characteristics of 
11. Johnson and Johnson, SBNS , 12, 15. 
religious experience. (a) Religious experience is a 
value experience: a preference for interests and 
needs worth realizing (b) Religious experience is a 
divine reference: an objective outreach to a suureme 
value and source of values (c) Religious expe;ience 
12 
is a social response: an effort to cooperate with a divine 
power in the creation of values.l2 
Rather suggestively Harry Emerson Fosdick has said. 
IIReligion at its fountainhead is an individual. psychological 
experience.nl.3 In answer to the question. What is religion? 
Edgar Sheffield Brightman says: 
Religion is concerned about experiences which are re-
garded as of supreme value; devotion toward a power or 
powers believed to origi nate , increase , and conserve these 
values; and some suitable expression of this concern and 
devotion. whether through symbolic rites or through 
other individual and social conduct.l4 
Discussing the idea and origin of religion he says, 
11Religion is, subjectively, man's consciousness of relation to 
suprasensible Being; and, objectively , the beliefs, cus toms, 
rites, and the institutions which express and incorporate t his 
consciousness . nl5 The religious song of the enslaved Negro 
is a body of material which incorporates his religious ex-
perience. As folk music it is a bodj- of intimate psychological 
datum. The value experience , the divine reference, and the 
12. Johnson , POR, .38 
1.3. Fosdick, IIWhat is Religion? n in Kepler , CRT , , 14. 
14. Brightman, POR, 17. 
15 . Brightman, POR, 200, 
i 
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social response involved in it must be explored. 
The earliest literary work which makes this study 
possible is the work of those who collected and published copies 
of Spirituals. This required some skill and talent for the 
collector often needed to write as he listened to get the 
music on paper and to catch the wor~~s they were sung. The 
collector had to go where the songs were sung and make himself 
acceptable enough to be allowed to carry on his work. The 
earliest collectors had little to encourage them for they began 
before the Spiritual was a recognized folk song type. Of 
course those who sang them did not do so for the purpose of 
making a record. And there was a stigma of slave song at-
tached to them. Minstrel troops of white men caricaturing the 
Negro had already proceeded. Minstrels started early in the 
nineteenth century and by the Civil War had established an 
impression which ' affected the popular attitude to~<rard any 
material coming from the Negro. The earliest collectors worked 
against difficulties and t his work seems to have been done by 
some white persons who felt the \'lorth of the songs. Their work 
brought the Spiritual up for some serious discussion, v;hich 
according to W. F. Allenl6 reached some periodicals of repute 
including Continental Monthly, the Philadelphia Press, the 
Atlantic Monthly, the N.Y. Nation, the Watchman and Reflector, 
16. Allen, \'fare , and Garrison, SSUS, ii-xx. 
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and included among those who to.ok part, the name of the well 
known Harriet Beecher Stowe. 
A collection copyrighted in 1867 bears the names of 
William F. Allen, Charles P. Ware, and Lucy M. Garrison with 
the title Slave Songs of the United States._ According to 
W.E.E. DuBois17 this is the earliest collection of Spirituals 
made. This is verified by the separate collections found in 
connection with the present study. Their collection is a 
result of \'rorlc among the Uegroes of Port Royal, S.c. for the 
most part. In it are also songs from the Northern seaboard, 
the inland, and the 5ulf slave states. In the thirty-eight 
pages of introduction they express their interest in pre-
serving the music, describe the singers, locate the places 
where the songs are found, and tell how impossible it is to 
accurately reproduce the songs on paper. There are onehun-
dred thirty songs in the collection. Some of them are not 
religious songs. In the editor's note on pages 114 and 115 
the term 1 spiritual 1 is definitely used to apply to the re-
ligious songs. This term seems to have been used among the 
negroes themselves with whom Allen and his associates \.;orked. 
At least in the case of one of the religious leao.ers 
of this time the stigme. of slave song or llcornfield ditty 11 
seems to have outweighed the values in the songs. Wilber-
17. DuBois, GBF, 275, 276. 
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force University had ]ishop Daniel A. Payne as its president. 
He had been working with the school since before the Civil 
-War. He was stre~sly raising money to pay out the purchase 
price for the school. But there is no record of his employing 
the Spiritual or organizing anything like the group brought 
together by the efforts of George L. White which resulted in 
the Fisk Jubilee Singers. There is some eviclence to indicate 
that Spirituals were not at all acceptable at Wilberforce, 
during this time, where the Negro was trying to lift himself 
out of the association with slavery. 
A collection of Jubilee Son~_ (as sung by the Jubilee 
Singers) was copyrighted in the year 1872.18 It includes a 
preface by Theo. F. Seward and an introduction by E.N. Cra-
va t h 'I>Ihich expresses an appreciation for values in the songs • 
.At least one of the values, n.ot denied, is that of drawing 
people out to a concert where money could be secured from 
them through ticket sale and through additional subscrip-
tions. This printed collection of sixty-one Spirituals \'!as 
put on sale for t\-renty-five cents per copy. A Story of the 
Jubilee Sir:gers, '\>Ji th their songs, \vas published and by 1877 
had gone through six editions. Ey 1892 it had sol d lJO , OOO 
copies and still another edition was published. 
18. Crava.th and. Se,v-ard., ( ed.) JS , 1. 
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·This lead was quickly followed by the workers at 
Hampton Institute. Carrying a preface19 by Thomas P. Fenner 
with the date of 1874,a collection of Cabin and Plantation 
Songs (as sung by the Hampton students) appeared. Mr. Fenner 
was in charge of the "Musical Department" of Hampton. A tra-
dition of singing the Spiritual well has grown up in the colleges 
for Negroes in choirs and in special smaller groups of singers. 
This has continued to be true in institutions sponsored by such 
agencies as the American Missionary Association. It is also 
true in schools sponsored more independently by Negroes. 
Homer Smith, a tenor with the Southernaires for some years, 
carrie.s on a concert career in singing Spirituals in 'I'Thich the 
Music Department at Wilberforce claims a stake during his 
training as a student there. Important for promoting this 
tradition has been artistic arrangement of the songs by such 
men as Harry T. Burleigh, R. Nathaniel Dett, John W. Work and 
William L. Dawson. 
Collecting and publishing Spirituals has continued 
through the years since the Civil War. Examples which appear 
in the bibliography with others are the collection by Marshall 
W. Taylor, Revival H.ymns and Plantation Melodies _ published in 
1882, one by Natalie Curtis-]urlin, the Hampton Series of 
Negro Folk-Songs published in 1918, one by Nicholas G.J. 
19. Fenner , (arr.) CPS. 
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Eallanta-(Taylor), Saint Helena Island Spirituals published 
in 1925, one by :a. Emmet Kennedy, More Mellows __ pu,blished in 
1931, one by John W. Work, American Negro Songs and Spirituals 
in 1940, one by Roland Hayes, M.y Songsu_pu,blish~d in 1948. 
Each of these collections includes a preface or longer section 
of exposition. Here the collector may discuss his interest in 
the Spiritual, critically evaluate it, or give his purpose for 
collecting. 
The work of critical discussion has also been carried 
on by others. In 1903 W.E.B. Dul3ois closed his book The 
Souls of :Black Folk _with chapter fourteen on 11 The Sorrmv Songs" 
in vJhich he says that lithe Negro folk-song--the rhythmic cry 
of the slave--( is) ••• the greatest gift of the Negro people. n20 
He is referring to the Spiritual particularly and he gives 
details concerning the Jubilee Singers from his point of view. 
This is the statement of a northern-born, northern-trained 
Negro at the beginning of this century. Henry E. Krehbiel 
made a study in racial music under the title Afro-American 
Folksongs in 1914. He praises the work of the earliest col-
lectors, raises a question about the right place to give credit 
for the origin of the songs, he discusses what a folk song is 
and uses examples of them and includes some in the text of h i s 
book ,.,i th the '\-rords and music to make his studies nwre exact. 
20. Fenner , (ar r.) CPS , 251. 
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The number of songs examined is given as 527. All of them were 
not Spirituals and he does not include all of the total number 
in the discussion of his book. 
One of the smaller contributions to the literature was 
by Newman I. White on IIRacial Traits in the Negro Songu in 
1920. 21 Another article appeared in 1924 of about the same 
length but including such important information as the first 
published Negro song on record in the United States.22 This 
article was written by Joseph H. Smith on "Folk-Songs of the 
American Negro". Included in Du]ois 1 The Gift of Black Folk 
also published in 192Ll- is a chapter on "The American Folk 
Songn23 which shows a continued interest in this part of Negro 
life. 
Other work done in collecting the Spiritual and in e~ 
amining it, tvhich especially opens the way for the present 
study is listed in the follotving paragraphs in alphetical 
order. 
Johnson, H., The Green PastuTes Snirituals. 
In a brief introduction to the collection of Spirituals 
used toli th the stage pro(luction 11 The Green Pastures", Hall 
Johnson expresses enthusiasm in his work with Spirituals . 
21. White, Art. (1920). 
22. Smith , Art. (1924) 
23. DuBois, GBF, 274-286 
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BaCk stage on the opening night the fervor of the response 
of the audience seemed to me surpassed only by the emotional 
intensity of the cast and the choir. It was as though an 
emotional spark of these negro performers had been fanned 
into flame by the still warm breath of their ancestors.24 
He displayed ability to organize and train a choir in 
singing folk lm.lsic even before "The Green Pastures" \'las pro-
duced. Rut with this production he did, perhaps, his most un-
usual work. He exercised his abilities in arranging and com-
posing as well as doing the kind of conducting which consistently 
drevr an "inspired 11 interpretation of the songs from his singers. 
A clue to his effectiveness may be gleaned from the 
comment he makes of recept ion given "The Green Pastures" 
generally. 
'The Green Pastures' in performance has meant many things 
to many negro observers. For some it has had all the puri-
fying effects of a beautifully or5~nized ritual which brings 
htunan thought to a nearer contemplation of divinity; to 
others it has seemed but one more attempt to flatter the 
white man•s sense of superiority by permitting him to 
smile at the childishness of the negro soul.25 
Johnson, J. \'/. and J .R., The Book of American Negro 
Spirituals. 
----• The Second Book of American Negro Spirituals. 
James Weldon Johnson gives his appreciation for the be~uty 
and worth of the l~egro Spiri tua.l in the preface to The Book of 
Negro Spirituals .and to the Second Book of Negro Spirituals. 
24. H.Johnson, GPS, v. 
25. H. Johnson, GPS , v . 
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Ea~nest purpose and simplicity make for dignity in the 
Spiritual. Force grows up in it from a grasp of life in 
primitive terms. In this he makes a rather technical refer-
ence to musical form. 
Now the Negro in America had his native musical en-
dO\¥.ment to begin with; and the apirituals possess the 
fundamental characteristics of African music. They 
have a striking rhythmic quality, and sho"' a marked 
similarity to African songs in form and intervallic 
structure.26 
A transition is observed from earlier African forms 
which preserves some of that past and leads to a further 
development. 
But the Spirituals, upon the base of the primitive 
rhythms, go a step in advance of African music through 
a higher melodic and an added harmonic development.27 
Johnson has interest in and some evident understanding 
of the origin of the Spiritual. And in his critical evalu-
ation of its form and content he exceeds the work done by some 
of the other collectors. 
His contribution in the direction taken by this present 
study is a recognition that the Christian religion is one of 
the indispensable elements in the development of the Spiritual. 
The Christian religion is the thing "YThich led to llhigher 
melody and an added harmonic development 11 • The Spiri tUP.l 
26. Johnson and Johnson, BANS, 19. 
27. Johnson and Jo~_nson, BP.J~S . 19. 
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resulted when "the spirit of Christianity ••• was blown 
through • • • African musicu28 he says. 
He has a poet 1 s appreciation for the artistic beauty 
and worth of these songs. His poem no :Black and Unkno'lvn :Bards II, 
which appeared first in the Century Magazine~is a classic tri-
bute to this cultural heritage and to the people behind it.29 
Further in the preface to The :Book of American Negro 
Spirituals he gives an account of the origin of Spirituals, 
African rhythms included in them, their poetry, the work of 
collectors, the attitude of colored people toward them, and the 
probable number produced during slavery. The preface to the 
Second :Book of Negro Spirituals_points out the variety found 
among them, the total silence or limited attention to some sub-
jects among them, their sociological influence on American life, 
and their unmatched excellence in distinctive art. 
Mays, B.E., The Negro's God. 
Benjamin Mays, in his book The Negro 1 s God3° includes 
the ideas about God that are expressed in the Negro Spiritual. 
As he examines one hundred twenty-six Spirituals he employs 
wha,t is probably the mll:st extensive theological training31 of 
28. Johnson and Johnson, BANS, 20. 
29. See Appendix. 
30. Mays, NG. 
-31. Ph. Din Church History, University of Chicago. 
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anyone who has contributed to the studies about the Spiritual. 
He considers the literature from 1760 to 1860 in one unit and 
regards the Spiritual as a product of "the masses". He believes 
that their thoughts about God, in the main, grow out of their 
experience of slavery. They are, therefore, as urgently 
practical, not theologically speculative, as one might expect 
them to be. He isola tes and criticizes these ideas. From the 
conclusions he rea ches he interprets the trends taken in Negro 
social adjustment in the United States, especially since the 
Civil War. 
While the ideas lvfays locates are helpful the disciplines 
of church history may profit by aid from psychology in processing 
these ideas and in interpreting the behavior of the people who 
had them. When the historian has located an idea in time and 
"'i th r espect to the social situation he has done a great service 
for those 1.;ho 1·rould reconstruct a period in the past in terms 
of the principal forces exerted in the lives of men of the time, 
including a measure of the relative tension of these forces. 
If Mays had been covering less ground he may have been able to 
analyze more carefully this period out of \'lhich the Spiri tu.a.l 
greH. As it is he leaves something \oJ"anting by "Vray of locating, 
by year or the range of a fe<:! years, the appearance of an 
expressive Spiritual and relating its idea to the situation 
prevailing then. 
Odum, H.W., Religious Folk-songs of the Southern 
Negroes. 
23 
As a Fellow in Psychology at Clark University, Howard W. 
Odum submitted a dissertation toward the Ph.D. degree which was 
accepted on the recommendation of G. Stanley Hall. Its title 
was Religious Folk-songs of the Southern Negroes~}~ . Here Odum 
sho\'lS an ent i~usiasm for fo_lk nmsic as a medium for kno,ring a race. 
He believes that not only the past, but the inner life of people 
who have lived in the past may be recovered through treasures 
stored in folklore and song. If a people has a folklore a record 
of its psychic life is preserved. 
He found much value in the religious folk-songs or 
Spirituals as material for understanding religion among Negroes. 
«In no \·ray can a better insight into the negro 1 s religion be 
obtained than by a careful study of his songs. n33 He sets out 
«to present the best of the negro 1 s songs.n34 He keeps 'l'ri thin 
the classification of religious songs in those presented and in 
the sense that the religious may be the best songs, follo\'1S out 
his purpose. But he does not indicate how those he chooses are 
the best to be found, nor does he actually show ho'l·r those songs 
he choos es have excellence. They are not discussed as to the values 
32. Odum, Art . (1909) , 
33. Odum, Art. (1909), 23 . 
34. Odum, Art . (1909) , 5, 6. 
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contained in them. Although he promises at the outset 
••• to interpret impartially the exact spirit of 
their essential qualities • • • and the essential 
qualities of his (the Negro's) religion as found 
in the analysis of his religious songs and 
spirituals ••• n35 
He really deals with their principal characteristics or with 
24 
typical subject matter in them. Discussio~ of the religious ex-
perience is not brought into the main focus of attention. It 
comes in for casual consideration in the course of the descriptive 
reference to the wording of the songs. 
This discussion of religious folk songs among Negroes 
is as extensive as any that may be found. It includes good work 
in classifying the words of songs according to the subject matter 
they treat. He groups the ivords of Spirituals that deal with 
Jesus, ;.ri th heaven, with the devil; for example. After grouping 
excerpts from various songs, and after illustrative use of parts 
of songs, something may have been gained toward evaluating the 
Spiritual by considering whole Spirituals. Even something of the 
meaning conveyed by the melody and harmony to \vhich it was set 
should not be ignored. 
Thurman, H., liThe Uegro Spiritual Speaks of Life 
and Death. 11 
No more fruitful pursuit of the meaning contained in 
Negro Spirituals has been made than that made by Hoivard Thurman. 
35. Odum, Art. (1909), 6. 
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One of his discussions was for the Ingersoll Lecture on the 
subject 11The Negro Spiritual Speaks of Life and Death.u.36 He 
does not hesitate to attribute ambitious claims for the in-
tentions of those slave singers. Their grasp of truth is pro-
phetic. Their aspiration is noble. They take soul-flights in 
religious experience which number them in the company of the 
immortals. 
Slavery does not out-do them. God is repeatedly their 
ans,'ler. He "was a companion to them in their miseries even as He 
enabled them to transcend their miseries.u.37 Other aspects of 
the worth of the religious life of the slave are also related to 
the consideration of li f e and death. 
Before the three short centuries, 1600 to 1900 A.D., in 
which people from Africa joined with others in the growing life 
of the United States, their forebears on that continent had carried 
on life for many more centuries. They did not live at the swift 
rate of change that marked A~erican life in its change from fron-
tier and plantation colony to industrialized world power, but the 
process of instilling a culture which seeps through long centuries 
on end, had been taking place. Men secure from their parentage 
language, ways of getting and preparing food. ways of providing 
shelter, type of clothing usually worn, customs regulating 
,36. Thurman , Art. (1948). 
,37. Thurman , Art. (1948), 18 
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family life, modes of play, ceremonies for religion, and for 
making war. Every man is a product of his culture. The Negroes 
brought here during the slave trade brought part of West African 
culture with them. When Du:Bois and Herskovits go to i'lest Africa 
to delve into the culture of the Kingdom of Dahomey or to study 
the Ashanti they are on a warm trail of related connection. 
Their work along with information about the extent of the slaving 
belt, the tribes affected, and their religious practices is valu-
able baCkground for this study. 
The songs of the slaves reflected the events through which 
they were passing. They were reactions in the context of con-
secutive happenings among people who lived here in very 
strenuous times. The record of individual lives \'lith names and 
dates and places where many of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centUJ:J immigrants are concerned are very scarce. Relative 
population figures, distribution of slave and free population, 
type of \'TOrk imposed, comparative ease or oppressiveness of the 
lot of the slaves in viev,r of the changing events in the rise of 
the Cotton Kingdom and numerous pertinent events have their 
bearing as ba~~ground to the experience behind the Spiritual. 
It is a matter of historic record tha t the North American 
Indian fought practically to extinction against the tide of 
superiorly armed European invasion. Eoth the Indians and the 
Negroes met the Europeans in America. Differing reasons for the 
variation \'Thich led to fighting to extinction in the general 
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case of one and being enslaved in the case of the other will be 
-~eighed by anthropologists, sociologists, and ethnologists. 
Enough notice of the forces at work in the historic process will 
be included to relate the religious experience of the slave in 
its special life setting. 
The scope is confined to the slaves in the United States 
and to the people with whom they had contact. A competent ob-
servation of hoi.; they were treated, hoi.; they received this treat-
ment ::md hovr they treated others is sought. The scope of events 
includes especially the slave trade and work and life in the 
plantations. 
A supplement to the setting given by studies in history 
is that to be secured through social psychology. The happy 
combination of the efforts of sociologists and psychologists here 
furnish a m~:ns of investigation ivhich can intensively study the 
individual to recognize the importance of his attitudes a.nd keep 
in mind interactions beti'reen groups which may not flaunt them-
selves in striking, overt conduct. In a definition by L.L. 
Bernard "Social psychology studies individual and collective 
social adjustment behavior . HJ8 Wnen it studies the adjustment 
behavior of the Negro slave it may recognize an advantage in 
being removed in time enough to profit by being some\'rhat 
J8. Bern8.rd, "The Sources 8,nd f.1ethods of Socie,l Psy-
chology", in Bernard, FMS, 366. 
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detached.39 Among the divisions of st~- in social psychology 
are (1) culture trait interaction and (2) personality inte- . 
gration and behavior.4o This first one may furnish not only 
setting but helpful method for tracing the ways that the 
Christian religion got across to the slaves. The second may aid 
in describing the effects of religious experience in the life 
of the slave. Out of the early work done in this field comes 
the statement that social psychology examines the crises or 
incidents in group life which interrupt the flow of habit and 
give rise to changed conditions of consciousness and practice. 
Transportation and enslavement will be t he incident affecting a 
changed consciousness and practice, under \.;hich the religious 
exper ience is held for special consideration in this study. 
Interpersonal psychology is a social psycholo gy of reli gion. 
The Spiritual is a song. It was not said it vms sung. 
The 1·rords had the accompaniment of a t une and they vrere re-
pea ted and remembered with the help of the music. When brea th 
was short and stress cut down expression the singer hummed or 
moaned. These singers 1·rere not trained musicians by any means, 
but they composed and creat ed '"i th music as well as words. 
Their expressions vrere given fluency through music . A tech-
39. Berna rd, liThe Sources and Methods of Soci al Psy-
chology11 , in Bernard, ]}iS, 367. 
40. :Bogardus, liThe Field and Problems of Social Psy-
chology", in Bernard, FMS , 119. 
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nically trained musician may analyze form and point out 
symbolism from expressive patterns in order to identify mean-
ings. This is especially possible since the Spiritual has the 
impressionism of folk music explicit in it. But in the present 
study the music is part of the whole, gome'\'Ihat as the canvas is 
' I' 
'l'lhat the picture is painted upon or as a platter is used for 
the purpose of serving up meat. 
Repeated reference is made to biblical characters in the 
Spiritual. The ]ible had authority for them. It had rich stores 
for help. Messages from those who read the Bible \\'ere treasured 
and kept by putting them into song. It was God 1 s '-'lOrd. \Vhen 
they kne"r no other help they grasped for help in it. Search 
may be made in t h is area to see '\'!IJether they cried to God as the 
Hebrews did to get relief. 
Some suggestion has been made that the Bible furnishd 
instigation for slave revolt in rising up and smiting and throw-
ing off the yoke when Denmark Vissey thought of himself as a 
Moses. 
Classified in literature the Spiritual is poetry. The 
words are measured in lines and stanzas and they are often set 
in rhyme. This may locate it. in a body of material \oJhere it 
may be submitted to a standardized mode of processing. In this 
'tray it me_y be better understood and more accurately interpreted. 
Literary criticism has devised some tools and techniques and 
has worked eut sGme canons of procedure which carry authority. 
s. L. Bethell41 gives a discussion which carries promise for 
what nay be accomplished under this method of procedure. 
My approach (is the) ••• ··combination of theological 
considerations with close criticism of the text ••• 
Words are not applied after thinking, they are the 
means of thought ••• In the achieved work, form and 
cGntent are, for better or worse, identical. The con-
tent is not just a bare abstraction, the peem is a 
'message', but the whole tissue of inter-related ex-
perience which has evolved, much of it unconscir,:msly, 
in the course of composition. For a poem's an ex-
perience, to the writer and to the reader; it conveys 
not merely abstract thou~ht but a complex state of 
mind in which thought and feeling are mutually involved. 
A close examination of the words themselves is a funda-
mental process in modern literary criticism ••• When 
once the words have done their job, and the full con-
tent of the poem--or what you will--is available to 
us, we may discuss that content on any level; only, 
as I said, we must be sure that it is the full content 
from which we are abstracting.42 
It must be established whether the texts of tte Spiritual 
merit serious consideration as poetry. John W. Work t h inks that 
in the interest of the makers of Spirituals the words were only 
incidental to the music. Howard Thurman, on the contrary, sees 
the words as of first importance. The question is, however, 
whether they are shallow jingles with no significance, or ex-
pressive utterances which have worth-while application in life. 
If the Spiritual may be subjected to literary criticism 
the whole of the body of collected ones may be submitted to 
41. Bethell, ELC • 
. 42. Be the 11, ELC, 30-37. 
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some useful classification as to content. The thought or 
.meaning will be dealt: with in this manner. 
Spirituals cannot be gathered as so many apples and 
squeezed in a press until cider is made. They cannot be re-
duced in this way. Or if they \vere apples one might take sample 
slices from each of the lot and have laboratory tests made which 
could report the chemical elements or food properties present. 
This cannot be duplicated ~nth Spirituals. But psychology has 
devised techniques of examination which try to reach below the 
surface of a recorded statement and search back of an incident 
of behavior for causes and motives, for thoughts and feelings. 
It is conceivable that the men and \'/omen who came from \. 
Africa should not have sung at all. They could have been so 
depressed or so sullen that not a one of them would ever utter 
a musical note. They could have been so cov1ed that no one of 
'l I. 
them would have composed a line. Psychic activity was involved 
in the events that resulted in the Spiritual. Then this song 
did not have to turn out the way it did. It could have been 
sadder or funnier. Tul·ning out as a song it could have been a 
blues or a 1•1ork song. It could be involved l'rith a so-called 
Christian religion v1i thout being a Spiritual. 
The experience responsible for the religious song may 
safely be expected to be a religious experience. When that 
experience is well enough located to be described in terms of 
-l 
r 
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its principal elements it may then he considered further. From 
his primitive stages, man has sho\vn a religious interest and 
carried on some religious practice. .He has held many mistaken 
beliefs. In the course of his development he has discarded 
mistakes and improved the quality of his faith. All religious 
traditions are thus not on the same level of~hical development, 
nor are all levels of ethical development identical within the 
same religious tradition. They do not conceive of or promote 
values equally well. Because of this they do not promote the well-
being of their adherents quite identica.lly. The relative values 
in Mohammedanism and Christianity need not be argued to support 
this observation. It would be more to the point to recognize that 
in Christianity there is a level of personality development and 
control which is very poor. Its adherents admit its claim upon 
them and they hold to their religion vrhile they continue to be 
ill-tempered and spiteful. There is another level of personality 
development under the disciplines of the Christian tradition \>Jhere 
forebearance, understanding, and loving-kindness chart the pattern 
of life. The divorce courts are one indice.tion of the effects 
of these different stages of personal improvement. So far as 
they may be traced to levels of religious development the 
relevance of such development to the manner of performance in 
life is obvious. 
Not e.ll slaves had identical levels of religious develop-
IJ.·~.;· t ; ,} . . 
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ment. They did not all react in the same way to slavery. Those 
\'tho authored the Spiritual must have had similar experiences 
and those who sang them sincerely, or in the best sense "in the 
spirit", must have shared a similar experience. The effect this 
8XJ>erience exerted in the life of the slave may be evaluated. 
One of the best functions found in religion is that of 
binding together, unifying the personality. ~~other is tying 
him into a creative fellowship with others of similar adjust-
ment. Another is setting the individual at home in the uni-
verse and actively in accoro. for himself with the purpose of 
its Creator. Was the religious experience behind the Negro 
Spiritual capable of doing any of these things? 
tl 
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CHAPTER II 
EUROPEANS WITH INDIANS JUID AFRICANS IN E.A:RLY AMERICA 
The emergence of European nationalism had an effect upon 
the course of events in the rest of the vmrld. The exploration 
which led to the discovery of the West Indies and the North 
American continent \'las pa rt of the active competition of those 
grovring pOivers. Commerce with the East was profitable. Some 
goods could not be produced in Spain 1-!hich could oe ship.Ped there 
from distant places. If the trip could be shortened so that 
goods would not have to be brought all the \tay from India, that 
would be an advantage. The islands stumbled upon during the 
search for an all \'rater route to India had the right kind of 
climate for gro\•ring cane for sugar production. 
Each of these islands was small enough and separate from 
the others enough·. to be r eadily subdued. This done, claim was f; 
laid upon the island by one of the European powers and plan-
tations were put up for sale to hearty seekers of fortune. 
These men applied themselves to the task of becoming sugar 
planters. They employed the I ndians who were still living in 
their native islands. These people \1ere like the Indians of 
South America and the well-known ones of North America. The 
planters v:ere out to make money, a lot of it, and in as short 
a time as possiole. The virgin soil was good. Work was all 
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that was needed to bring fabulous crops, extensive clearing, 
planting, and some cultivation; later more and more cultivation. 
But it was not only the soil that gave way; men gave way too. 
Long hours under the tortuous sun, v.ri th further brutal treat-
ment took its toll. Forced gold mining was also engaged in. 
The native Indian population of the West Indies was practical~ 
exterminated. A representative description in 1507 vms lll'J:ine-
teen out of twenty of the Indians had by this time been des-
troyed; only 60,000 remained.u1 
The word got arouncl that a sour·ce of "~<Iealth had been 
tapped. The way to get rich was to become a West Indian planter. 
The horrors of slave life were not publicized. And the need for 
profitable enterprise was an effective spur back in Portugal, 
Spa in, England, and in France. Nations could get ahead by ex-
tending their commerce and, if possible, their territorial 
holdings. Some knovr how _:had been gained in the experiment \•!i th 
the first West Indian population. The planters themselves did 
not plant. They could not do their own labor and operate on the 
scale large enough to suit their fancy for the amount of return 
on a crop. They needed a labor supply. It had to be a cheap 
labor supply, no wages at all was preferred. This was a re-
quirement also in order to keep profits fabulous. 
During this casting about these men must have considered 
1. Southey, Ch'WI, 2., 106. See also Southey, Ch1'li, 2. ,lJ2. 
l'l'e'I"Iton Elili'!I, 18-20. 
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South America and North America where other Indians lived. 
Cap~ure was difficult here because of the larger range. Although 
the Europeans had superior arms these Indians could not be readily 
subdued and brought to the Islands to work in numbers large enough 
and steadily enough to supply t~e labor demand. There were workers 
in Europe. The Roman Empire had drawn slaves about over that 
continent. But there were laws that had to be observed in the 
sixteenth century which could get planters into complications 
should they try to extort a large slave labor supply. Non-
European places 11ere better adapted to the need. China had 
man power, but its political and national life was developed 
to such an extent that any capture and deportation of persons 
would have required the involvement of the government of the 
offending planter \'ri th the government of China. The people of 
India or any of the other far-off strange places would be taken 
if it would pay, or the people of Africa i~Tould do. 
In 1440 Alonzo Gonzales secured tv1elve Africans by capture. 
He put them aboard his ship and sailed to Portugal il!i th them. 2 
They were not put to a profitable use. It was more a chance 
happening than anything else. Merchants got anything and 
everything into their possession. But it was not totally for-
gotten and when the demand arose for the hands of men which could 
plant and cultivate sugar cane the connection 't<~as ma0.e.3 
2. :Senezet, HAG, J8. See also Donnan, DSTA, 18-23. 
J. Dubois , :SFTN, 155. 
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In 1510 to 1518 African slavery was introduced into the West 
Indies.4 It happens that these first slaveswere prisoners of 
war who were being held and may have met death if this means of 
disposal had not eventuated. Occasionally such wars occurred a-
mong the tripes of Africa as elsewhere. When these Africans 
arrived in the West Indies as potential workers for sale, the 
immediate question of how many more could be furnished was raised.5 
The men who had ships wanted to keep them sailing with cargoes in 
great demand and for profit. The planters needed workers, many 
of them, to get back on a paying basis. Friendly contacts with 
the chiefs along the \vest Coast of Africa '"'ere made and a trade 
in slaves for American ports was begun. With their work the 
island plantations flourished and paid large profits again. 
By the beginning of the seventeenth century Europeans were 
colonizing on the continent of North America. Among them were 
some men like those who were profiting in the islands or had 
made their fortunes and returned to Europe. In the warm southern 
part of t his larger area they were fired by dreams of far vaster 
accumulations of wealth. The plantation system could reap the 
bounty of the land. The slave system was a profitable labor 
supply for the plantation. 
4. DuBois, J3FTN, 156. Donnan, DSTA, 41, 4-2 ~ 
5. Hollingsworth, MGSA, 11. 100,000 slaves imported per 
year were r equired to keep up the labor supply in the West Indies 
Island.s, by 1788. 
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During the seventeenth centuxy there were two dis-
tinctions finally dra~m among the people found on this continent. 
There were more distinctions; such as, the Dutch in \'ilhat is now 
the leading city, the Spaniards, the French, the Portugese, and 
the English. But these people were on an equal footing so far 
as European nations are equal to each other. People from any 
of these nations bore the seal of a proud tradition of conquest. 
They \'Jere here to gather more glory for the homeland, \·Ji th the 
exception of some dissenters in this early period. There may 
be distinguished from them another group of people. They were 
the non-Europeans, the American Indians and the Africans. The 
non-Europeans could be sharply distinguished from the Europeans 
and opinions took form as to tre:ir comparative abilities and 
capacities. 
These comparative opinions grow with the passing of the 
years when they are designed to foster one's self regard. They 
ta~e on revisions and sometimes unpredictable lines of growth. 
They help ma~e up the cultural deposit of the people of the 
United States today. Those earlier Europeans \'>'ere glad to have 
their capacities judged on the basis of their military, nautical, 
political, economic, and religious achievements. From the rise 
and fall of the Roman Empire, through the success of Charles 
Martel, the eminence of the Spanish Armada, and her suc-
cessor there 1:1as great military strength. Columbus and Magellan 
sailed out from European ports. The ~-1agna Charta 1vas framed as 
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a develo.pment following Roman. law. Rich treasures had been 
carried back to her ports from the far corners of the earth. 
Paul the Apostle had. traveled out of Asia Minor perhaps to Spain 
and the Church of Christ had centered in Rome. 
They were proud of their achievements. Their emergence 
as a family of nations not only fostered competition, they re-
cognized a common bond as well. The Crusades showed them to be 
together as over against the rivalry of the east. Their will 
to conquer now in the ne1..r west was no lwss strong than it had been 
earlier in the middle east,and to some it seemed to have been 
another crusade. They were better armed now than formerly. Gun 
powder, \<Jhich had been discovered in China and had not been 
given a use to affect human relations, was taken by the Euro-
pean and pointed at other people to bring them into subjection. 
There were some fights among fellow-Europeans even on the con-
tinent itself. But most of the effort of these years was spent 
on gaining the upper hand on other people who \V"ere not in 
Europe, and in enriching the home continent. 
On the conti.nent of Nor'th America these Europeans met 
the American Indian. This was a valuable land and the Euro-
peans proceeded to take it by conquest. The Romans had nothing 
but contempt for barbarians, and conquest was an accepted 
approach for Europeans to make upon non-Europeans, savages. 
They \V"ould have taken from each other by fighting in Europe 
if the stakes had been high enough. Here, with such a prize 
. . ' 
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ready for the taking, there was no question as to what the pro-
cedure should be. In the case of William Penn there is a 
notable exception both in the approach and in the reception. 
The European purchased. The Indian, in turn, was not the un-
reasoning 11 savage 11 he was made out to be in the conquest pro-
paganda. There was brutal slaughter of Europ eans by the 
Indians, but even this does not look the same from the point of 
vie\v of the Indian. In his self-consciousness he seems not to 
have registered so much as a savage as he did a brave man. 
He was standing in the force of all the manhood he could 
command, fighting an invader who -..ras devastatingly armed (with 
the sixteenth century atom bomb). The Indian must defend him-
self as best he could and if possible by main strength or by 
terrorizing and scalping, drive out the enemy who was obviously 
bent on complete conquest. W'ith these two strongly felt and 
grea tly differing odds of purpose bet-..reen them there was 
little opportunity for the European and the American Indian to 
see anything of each other except their spearate and mutual 
capacity for inhumanity. 
From observable differences among men such as their 
' 
culture expressed in manner of dress or language,other differ-
ences are sometimes assumed. Let two different cultures meet 
and comparisons will be made. It cannot be doubted that a 
given culture may have devised a 'tray of performing one of the 
tasks necessary to carrying on life \·rhich is a,n improvement 
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over the way the same task is done in another given culture. 
When two cultures meet it is probable that neither of them 
would have all of the best ways of doing life1 s tasks. 
There have been notable exchanges of culture which disregarded 
the result of the triumph at arms. Thus the rich Greek culture 
Hellenized the conquerors, the Roman world. While this rather 
intuitive wisdom is practiced and superior items of culture 
survive, another polic~· also operates. It is based on the 
opinion men hold of each other. If it is not the honest 
opinion it is at least the practiced disposition which men 
assume. At the juncture of two cultures this disposition tends 
t~be assumed by an individUP.l for the whole cultural group dis-
tinguished from himself. This disposition seems to follow the 
line of the success of arms. Here cultural vs,lues and acco:m-
plishment in human excellence are overridden. Any Roman soldier, 
including a debauched one so long as he was in the uniform of 
the regu.lar army. was better than any Greek scholar in chains. 
A generalized identity with a cultural name can turn 
aside from discriminative judgment and intercultural appre-
ciation and assemble emotions of patriotism to heighten the walls 
of uncritical self-preference. In the seventeenth century Spain 
and Portugal were still sailing the seas with kings and queens 
prouclly seated upon Iich thrones at home. Add to their senti-
ments those of haughty Bri tains who he.d been knowing nothing 
but victories. the French and the Dutch, and the European 
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self-preference was well established. Ever.y European was 
assumed to be better than any non-European. A European might do 
anything to or with a non-European. North America became the 
property of Europe officially, the continent and all its re-
sources and population. Europeans here \'/ere suoj ects of their 
CrO\ms. Just as complete as this political arrangement was the 
transportation of the attitude of European preference through 
all the areas of contact between Africans, Europeans, cmd 
In~ians here. This attitude did not pass, although the years 
brought changes. One vague appearance of it is in the pride 
held by those who can trace their ancestry back to someone who 
came over on the Mayflower. In the eighteenth century freedom 
became a big issue of the day. This led to a break from Europe 
\'!hich meant independence from Britain who had gained ascendancy 
here. But the colonists then in control were still of good 
European stock and the Indians and the Africans were not. 
Another difference to be noticed oet'ileen the European stock and 
non-Europeans was skin coloring. There vlas no\-r in America a 
vrhi te stock and a non-white stock >·1hich follo\ved the lines of the 
former distinction. There \';ere white men end reo_ men and ole.ck 
men out there were still two classes of men, white men and non-
white men. When the Constitution was framed all men are created 
equal came to mean all white men. The Indian had no inalienable 
right to life li oerty and the pursuit of happiness. He \'las not 
represented in the convention- His birth in this place did not 
qualify:- him as a citizen. Color difference \<las practical in 
formulating policy for dealing with the red man. It lumped 
him into one item of disposal and eliminated numerous debatable 
issues that could arise. This also served as a convenient 
device for those men \'lho were claiming liberty for themselves, 
freedom from unjust treatment. lf.hile they were writing free-
,, 
dom into their new-born government, and eq_ualit~r of opportunity 
and just consideration with one he,nd and strangling the life 
out of American Indians with the other they could avoid the 
break down of splitting their o\'m p ersonalities by looking 
at the Indian with studied pity and applying an evasive, self-
deceptive formula, "If you were only a white man this would 
not have to hap_pen to you." But since he vras not \<Thite,he \'las 
a red s1=wage. He could not be reasoned 1'Ji th. He had no 
capacity for morality, no dependability. He had not the 
ca,pacity for civilization. He was an arrested likeness of 
humanity . One would only waste his time trying to deal fairly 
or even to impose one's own culture upon him by teaching hilll. 
"The only good Indian is a dead one." 
One may not feel the shock of immora.li ty in this slogan 
or national policy so 'l'lell in its memorized form as in an in-
verted form. "The only good \vhite man_is a dead one. 11 Then 
it be come s senseless and 'l'rhen applied in seriousness it is 
intolerable. The social life of America must have suffered 
serious desensitizing to..,1ard the persons in each of these groups. 
When no emotional objection accompanies the observation of 
children killing the Indians ever again in their play, the 
common reaction may be that there is nothing wrong with play-
ing cowboy and Indian. Who did not do it in his childhood? 
But change the scene and let the observer watch German children 
killing the Jews and putting then intQ concentration camps and 
the American observer can feel the undesirable consequences of 
uncritical thought. 
The fact to be noted is that imperoeptably a prevailing 
social attitude got into operation in America which accommo-
dated, without self-condemnation, to inhumane treatment of the 
native Indians and could accept the Africans as slaves. This 
could be done at a time contemporaneous to the nation's great 
original birth of freedom and justice. Some of the people 
motivated by religious principle protested, but the dominant 
trend in religious circles permitted and condoned the growing 
social attitude. Quakers protected Indians but birthright 
Quakers in that ethnic group are rare. They exerted themselves 
in underground railread activity but Negroes were left out of 
membership in the society despite this close association. Even 
that type of personality which authored and sang in quiet worship 
~steal Away to Jesus" or "Hush, Hush, Somebody's Calling My Name~ 
were left out. Methodists • Presbyterians and Baptists split 
North and South on the question of slavery. But never in the 
north has the Negro enjoyed first-class membership in these 
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churches. In the administration of the constituents individuals 
have been classified according to color in a w;zy that has given 
deference to the prevailing social attitude. This assumed a 
radical disparity bet\';een the persons (not merely the tastes, 
the life and thought habits, or the tendencies) of white and 
non-white individuals. For this inflexible reason congregations 
and ministers followed a strict pattern of s~paration by color. 
This state was a conditioning factor upon the religious ex-
perience affecting Negroes under American Christianity. 
Whether the charge against Indians and Africans was the 
slight European thrust 11 they do not wear clothes 11 , or the brand 
of racism later fully developed "they are both darker than we", 
the surface objection was meager to \'that it implied. The 
!~plication carried out in practice was that these people are 
not Europeans, they are not white; therefore, they are not 
human beings, e.t least not worthy ones. Human beiligs have 
dignity, they have rights, they demand respect. These do not. 
This position was supported by argument of relative 
capacities. When evidence of capacity for aAvancement was 
sought, the European, as has been pointed out, could hold up 
the achievement of centuries brilliant with military, nautical, 
political, economic, and religious achievements. When the same 
test was used by the European to judge the capacity for ad-
vancement in the African and in the American Indian, no capacity 
was found at all. This line of reasoning helped justify dis-
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possessing the Indian and using the African. wey should the 
Indian cumber the ground and hold back progress? Why should 
not the African be directed and ordered? They cannot be 
humanized. They cannot be dealt with as men. Since this was 
not merely the opinion of fanatics but the philosophy which 
accounts for the course of national policy, it mut be re-
garded. 
In the context of the sixteenth to the nineteenth 
centuries a burden of proof lies with those who would assume 
that the African does have capacity for advancement equiva-
lent to that of the European. The issue must be restated 
but there is an unavoidable burden of proof involved which 
must be assumed before this study can proceed. The situation 
may be referred to as posing a burden of proof in the sense 
that the relative condition--conqueror-conquered, master-
slave--of whites and non-whites in those centuries indicates 
full human capacity inate with whiteness and sub-human 
capacity inate ~nth non-whiteness. The problem of this study 
centers in an examination of religious experience which is 
not attributed to sub-human creatures. The study cannot 
proceed should there be alVdenial of the sensitive capacity 
referred to as personality. It must, therefore, regard this 
important requisite as independent of political or economic 
state. It also proceeds upon the understanding that the 
endowment of personality is not diminished nor increased in 
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keeping with the lines of ethnic or cultural identity. In ex-
amining the religious experience of the American Negro it 
will study him as a man who had experiences among other men 
in a trying period of the history of this nation. 
Man may easily have made unintended mistakes in his ,j 
'. 
ideas about himself since the science of anthropology is as 
recent as it is. If in the beginning of the seventeenth 
century a man observed a striking difference in the appearance 
and mode of life of a group of people over against his own 
that is understandable. He may have thought of their wa:y of 
life in contrast to his own and preferred his own for him-
self. If he thought of their way of life and even if he 
thought of them as inherently inferior to himself he did 
violence to no scientifically established findings on the 
nature of hwnan beings. He would have to square his thinking 
with the position of Christianity on the subject, but this 
was not as hard to do as it may have been if the Church had 
said and done one uniform thing. 
As the study of anthropology got its start types of 
human skeletons were labeled by giving them the names of the 
location where they were found. A similar force goes with 
the term Caucasian that very noticeably refers to an area in 
eastern Europe. Other designations were given by anthro-
pologists in early works to locate groups of people who could 
be distinguished by their appearance and by the place ,.,here 
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they might be found. 11:Buffon in 1749 classified mankind 
into six races. 116 Bnt there seems to have been no other 
intention on his part than that of the popular botanist who 
can distinguish the Chinese cabbage and the African violet. 
Still, his terms were not left as merely tags for convenience. 
They were seized upon as classifications and gradations. 
Variations were made upon them but the idea of three to five 
separate races of men persisted. There are white, yellow, 
and black, races of men with perhaps red and brown ones. 
These may be distinguished throughout by such features as the 
texture of the hair, but in v1hatever way they are dis-
tinguished the important emphasis made was that they are 
separate, distinct, and independent from each other. Any 
mixture became a violation of the right nature of things. 
The lines of demarcation indicated areas of varying degrees 
of the endowment of characteristics and capacities which tend 
toward excellence and achievement. The favored race was the 
white race. Those who have made noteworthy achievements, even 
from the most ancient times? have been white or nearly white, 
Nordic, Aryan, European. 
In this the doctrine of racism had unmistakable ex-
6. 1\iontagu., NMDM, 20. 
7; Seligmann, liM~. 17-36. Radin, RM, 5-51. :Benedict, 
RSP, 181-186, 191-194. :Boaz, RDS, 41-53. 
pression and academic respectability. Racism is "the 
doctrine that there is .special virtue in a.ncestry. 118 It 
operates as an assumption for action. It furnishes the con-
sistency for a biased medium of relationships between men. 
It operates in Europe, in North and South America, in Asia, 
in Africa, and in Australia. Wherever men have relationships 
with other men, in the administration and in the social life 
of the nations of the world. 
In the United States color casting has long been an 
application of this doctrine. Its record may be traced 
through the history of many years. Occasionally a.n ex-
treme statement is made such as the one in the book by Charles 
Carroll, The Negro a Eeast (or in the Image of God).9 The 
title page carries the statement 11 The Negro (is) a beast, but 
created with articulate speech, and hands, that he may be of 
service to his master--the White man. 11 Chapter ten bears the 
title 11 The Eible and Divine Revelation, as well as Reason, 
all Teach that the Negro is not Human.nlO The supposed find-
ings of anthropology which established separate races of men 
have stood 1tlith the meaning given by the racist doctrine with 
8. 
74.75. 
9. 
Gallager, "Racism and Color Caste 11 , in Craig, COC, 
See also Embree, POE, 42. 
Carroll, N.A:B. 
10. Carroll, llAE, 339. 
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apparently little objectionfrom the anthropologists. 
In 1938, however, the American Anthropological 
Association found its way to issue a resolution which put 
the association on record in opposition to the form of racism 
which was getting a fresh footing and extension in Europe at 
that time. 
Whereas the prime requisites of science are the 
honest and unbiased search for truth anQ the freedom 
to proclaim such truth when discovered and kno~m, and 
Whereas anthropology in many countries is being 
conscripted and its data distorted and misinterpreted 
to serve the cause of an unscientific racialism rather 
than the cause of truth: 
Ee it resolved, that the American Anthropological 
Association repudiates such racialism and adheres to 
the following statement of facts: 
(1) Race involves the inheritance of similar 
physical variations by large groups of mankind, but its 
psychological and cultural connotations, if they exist, 
have not been ascertained by science. 
(2) The terms 'Aryan' and 'Semitic' have no racial 
significance whatsoever. They simply denote linguistic 
families. 
(3) Anthropology provides no scientific basis for 
. discrimination against any people on the ground of 
racial inferiority, religious affiliation, or lin-
guistic heritage.ll 
Provoked by Nazi practice and the way some anthro-
pologists were conceding to the position demanded by it these 
scientists also come out to state that 11Anthropology provides 
no scientific basis for discrimination against any people on 
the ground of racial inferiority ••• 11 The committee report 
11. 11Report, American Anthropological Association, 11 
Art. (1939), 303. 
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carried the names of Cooper, chairman, _Cole, and Vaillant 
and was enlarged to include the officersl2 of the organisation 
who include the following men of ab:i.li ty: Ed11rard Sapir (absent 
because of illness), Diamond Jenness, John M. Cooper, Earnest 
A. Hooton, Wm. Duncan Strong, Frank M. Setzler, Cornelius 
Osgood, Leslie Spier, M.J. Herskovits,l3 Cornelius Osgood, 
F.H.H. Roberts, Jr., Frank G. Speck, R. Linton, T~C. Parsons, 
R. Redfield. The resolution was adopted unanimously by this 
committee and passed in the annual meeting of the American 
Anthropological Association December 29, 1938. In this 
American anthropologists were placed on record. as officially 
as they can be placed there. Individuals have sho\'m in their 
'\o!Ork their opposition to the racial myth \•.rhich makes lil'ordics 
superior to Negroes. Among them are Melvin J. Herskovits, 
Ruth Benedict, Franz Eoaz, and Herbert J. Seligmann. In a 
chapter with the title 11What is Race? 11 Seligmann says 
In conclusion, it may be said that in the appli-
cabili.ty of the word race to man as denoting species 
there is one species: the human species. There may 
be, and are, smaller ethnic groups designated as races. 
But the designation is either geographical, or based 
on physical description. And it should be clearly 
understood, first, that any 'race' will contain 
innumerable variations and overlappings with other 
ra~es; second, that the physical descriptions do not 
12. "Report, American Anthropological Association, 11 
Art. (1938), 297. 
13. 11 Report. American Anthropological Association, 11 
Art. (1938), 297 . 
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imply fatal limitations of cultural and spiritual 
potentialities.l4 
In the light of the findings of anthropologists and 
their most recent statements there appears no evidence that 
should indicate any other course in the present study than 
that the Africans enslaved in America should be examined as 
any other men. It might be assumed in line with opinions 
accompanying the practices of the time that the Negro did 
not experience aspiration, high resolve, tender emotions, 
reflective thought, depression, hurt from mental cruelty, 
sensitiveness, shame; in short, attitudes and traits 1m-
porta.nt for the psychologist's examination of the behavior 
of a subject. The simplicity of slave mentality applied 
to conform to the opinions of racism must be so revised as to 
carry all of the complexity of human mental activity. The 
brain, in its development, the total nervous system, the 
faculties \orhich make human beings what they are uniquely, are 
' 
capacities embodied in Negroes in America. throughout the 
seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. 
Since the first slaves purchased in Africa \1ere al-
ready deprived of their freedom when the European ships 
of trade arrive~. those European traders relieved a tension 
in the populous area where some natives of one tribe had 
14. Seligma.nn, RA14, 62. 
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been captured by those of another. Not much change in the 
life of Africa would have taken place so long as deportations 
had been on the basis of such prisoners. But when their 
number was not enough to supply loads for ships arriving to 
take them away the ship captains resorted to encouraging wars 
among the tribes and encouraging seizure by one tribe of 
single individuals and groups from another. \i.hole tribes 
have been known to be sold a"'Jay in one sweep. There was co-
operation by the Africans themselves, especially at a time 
when the pattern of racial distinction, of \'rhi te dominance, 
and black solidarity against it "'ras evidently no consideration 
in the practice of their seizures and sales. 
There was added to these methods of securing slaves 
the practice of plunder by the captains and crewsthemselves. 
As the practice continued they became experienced in ef-
ficient methods of securing cargoes. They became informed 
about the \·rays of delivering them for the greatest profit and 
they came to be known as slavers. The most efficient ~my of 
getting a load did not mean the ~~y which cut down on the 
number of Africans killed. Efficiency depended upon the 
shortest time to assemble enough African slaves for a maximum 
load with the least risk of imjury to the personnel of the 
slave ship crew. That crew must repeat its trips time after 
time and the fewer replacements needed the smoother the 
sailing. There was evidently an unlimited number of blacks 
available, a natural resource without limit at their dis-
posal to be converted into saleable goods. The usual effects 
of the exploitation of a supposed unlimited natural resource 
is inordinate waste. Top soil, natural gas, crude oil, and 
virgin growths of timber have been among the resources wasted. 
The waste of the African slave trade was in human life. 
The trade from Africa to the West Indies and to the United 
. lt:i States extended from 151815 to 1807. This is all one unit 
so far as the way in which it affected the lives of the 
natives of Africa. Even though they might be disposed of in 
European ports or in places in Asia through the hands of 
Mohammedan traders, the net effect of waste had an identity 
in it. There we.s a further identity in the trade with the 
West Indies and United States. They lie in the same general 
direction from Africa and since they are as close to each 
other as the y are some ships set up points of contact in 
both places in a round of exchange which included the ex-
change for profit in slaves from Africa molasses in t he West 
Indies, rum in the United States. 
There is considerable agreement amon~ earlier writers 
and among those who have studied since that the area of 
15. Donnan, DSTA, 41, 42. 
16. DuBois, SAS, 108. This is the official closing 
date. It continued at an advanced rate through the first 
quarter and persisted during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. 
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5.5 
Africa which furnished slaves for this trade was practically 
confined to West Africa. The slave traders .kept to the coast 
or to their boats as much as possible. They wished to avoid 
delays and risks of life and limb. 1'1hen the system was set 
up well 11 factories 11 or places to corral the slaves were main-
tained along the mouths of rivers or near the coast. Some 
of the earlier writers on the slave trade are Anthony ]eneset, 
Thomas Clarkson, Thomas F. ]uxton, Esther Copley. Some later 
persons who studied it are W.E.B. DuBois, who wrote his Ph.D. 
thesis at Harvard on a study of its suppression (published in 
1896), J.A. Tillinghast, M.J. Herskovits. Added to their 
studies are the records of ship captains and of other people 
\.;ho took trips on the voyages made by slave ships and have 
reported. The first of these reports found by Herskovitsl7 
was made by Mungo Park.l8 It describes travels taken in 
the years 1795. 1796, and 1797 and was published in London. 
In 1887 a report of a much earlier voyage got into print. 
It is Edmund Goldsmid 1s Voyage to the Canaries, Cape Verd, 
and the Coast of Africa. It was translated by M. LeMaire 
and printed privately in Edinburgh. The voyage on which it 
reports has the date of 1682. There are numerous reports 
available and doubtless many which "'ere not preserved or 
17. Herskovits, ~rnP. 34. 
18. See also Buxton, AST, 75. 
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published. These reports have the limitations of the people 
who make whem, they have value as samples which are close to 
the source. Thus Goldsmid reports on page thirty-five of the 
conditions in 1682 
The best slaves are to be had for ten francs a 
piece, and .are sold for more than a hundred crowns. 
For four or five jars of brandy, one can often get 
a very good slave; thus the expenditure is less in 
the buying than in the transport, because of the 
great expense of the vessels.l9 
The "factories 11 were making the slaves available and they 
were being supplied, evidently, by the natives. The low 
price for which a slave could be secured indicates that the 
slave was being taken from a native and not from another 
white trader engaged in the business of plunder and trans-
portation to the factories in Africa. The white trader 
though operating in Africa would have known the price on the 
Western market and would, therefore, have demanded more for 
himself. 
The trade to the West Indies started with official 
acti on taken by King Francisco De Los Covos in August 1518. 
This gave authority to the Governor of Bresa, Lorenzo de 
Gorrevod to take 4000 slaves from the isles of Guinea and 
other regions 11 from which they are wont to bring the said 
19. Goldsmid, VCCA, 35. 
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negroes to these realms and to Por~al ••• n20 With them 
he was to proceed 11 to the Indies, the islands and mainland 
tb the ocean sea • • • 1121 :Bu.t the trade in the sixteenth 
century did not gro"r to a large volume. 
In the seventeenth century it became confused with more 
competition. The Spanish monopoly was broken. Portugese. 
French. Dutch, English, and Danish ships were engaged in the 
effort to share in the large profits. In this century the 
Dutch and the English were the chief contenders. During the 
last forty years of the seventeenth century the demand. for 
slaves for raising tobacco in some continental American 
colonies began. In the eighteenth century this demand as-
serted itself steadily. From its beginning to its end there 
\'Tas a substantial increase in volume. 22 By the second 
quarter of the nineteenth century the trade had reached 
staggering proportions. especially in loss of life. Euxton23 
discusses the rate of loss according to revised estimates and 
conservative testimony and computing corrected during the 
appearance of two different volumes of his work. The total 
number of slaves available to planters in the ivestern world 
20. Donnan. DSTA, 41, 42. 
21. Donnan, DSTA, 41, 42. 
22. Donnan, DSTA, 73. 
23. Buxton, AST, 195-202. 
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annually at that time was 120,000 slaves. To provide this 
number 400,000 was the total lost to their homes and killed. 
He computes in the following manner. 
Taking the annual victims at • • • 400,000 
One-half perish before embarkation •• 200,000 
Embarked 
One-fourth in the Middle Passage 
La.nded • • • • • • • • •• 
One-fifth in the Seasoning • 
Available . . . . . . . 
•• 200,000 
• • 50,000 
. . 
150,000 
30,000 
• 120,00024 
He adds to this number the 100,000 victims of Mohammedan 
slavery annually (50,000 killed 50,000 taken) to make the 
total annual loss of population to Africa at 500,000. The 
large number of people killed on the continent of Africa 
annually, 250,000, when the trade '\'ras running at its highest 
volume, could not help making an impression upon the Africans. 
Of the number killed some lost their lives during the march 
to the place of embarkation onto ships or all the w~ over-
land to Mohammedan markets, the rest lost their lives in re-
sisting seizure. ~~ Mohammedan slaves lost their lives on 
the much longer marches over the caravan routes. But in the 
case of 200,000 annually 11 murdered1125 in Africa in our 
Christian trade by far the greatest loss was that which was 
24. Buxton, AST, 200. 
25. Buxton, AST, 200, 202. 
I, i 
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occasioned after the native cooperation in the system was re-
duced and the capture was through conquest by the European 
and American slavers and their hired forces. 
By the last quarter of the eighteenth century active 
instigation of war among the tribes was a set procedure also. 
Buxton op~ns his discussion of seizure with 
On the authority of public documents, parliamentary 
evidence, and the works of African travelers, it appears 
that the principal and almost the only cause of war in 
the interior of Africa, is the desire to procure slaves 
for the traffic • • • 26 
Buxton includes a narrative reported by Count de La-
borde of a slave-hunting expedition or 11gaswah 11 he accompanied 
sometime in the ten year period after 1828. 
The expedition consisted of 400 Egyptian soldiers, 
100 Bedouin cavalry, and twelve village chiefs, with 
peasants carrying provisions. On arriving at their 
destination, which they generally contrive to do be-
fore dawn, the cavalry wheel round the mountain, and 
Qy a skilful movement form themselves into a semicircle 
on one side, whilst the infantry enclose it on the other. 
The negroes, whose sleep is so profound that they seldom 
have time to provide for their safety, are thus com-
pletely entrapped. At sunrise the troops commence 
operations by opening a fire on the mountain with mus-
ketry and cannon; immediately the heads of the wretched 
mountaineers may be seen in all directions, among the 
rocks and trees, as they gradually retreat dragging 
after them the young and infirm. Four detachments armed 
with bayonets are then despatched up the mountain in 
pursuit of the fugitives, whilst a continual fire is 
kept up from the musketry and cannon below, which are 
loaded only with powder as their object is to dismay 
rather than to murder the inhabitants. The more 
courageous natives, however, make a stand by the mouths 
26. Buxton, AST, 74. 
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of the caves, dug for security against their enemies.* 
They throw their long poisoned javelins, covering them-
selves with their shields, while their wives and children 
stand by them and encourage them with their voices; but 
when the head of the family is killed, they surrender 
without a murmur. When struck by a ball, the negro, 
ignorant of the nature of the wound, may generally be 
seen rubbing it ~~th earth till he falls through loss of 
blood. The less courageous fly with their families to 
the caves, whence the hunters expel them by firing pepper 
into the hole. The negroes almost blinded and suffocated, 
run into the snares previously prepared, and are put in 
irons. If after the firing no one makes his appearance, 
the hunters conclude that the mothers have killed their 
children, and the husbands their wives and themselves. 
vlhen the negroes are taken, their strong attachment to 
their families and lands is apparent. They refuse to 
stir, some clinging to the trees v1i th all their strength, 
while others embrace their wives and children so closely, 
that it is necessary to separate them with the sword; or 
they are bound to a horse and are dragged over brambles 
and rocks until they reach the foot of the mountain, 
bruised, bloody, and disfigured. If they still continue 
obstinate, they are put to death.27 
There are other accounts of the extremities practiced 
in seizure. Some of them are quite similar. They illustrate 
the controlled mass production of slaves by comparatively easy 
conquest through the use of firearms. This kind of seizure 
can account for the high rate of deaths in Africa. In the 
27. Buxton, AST. 92-94. 
* Though they had taken this precaution in general 
practice these particular natives surely had not heard of the 
attacks of slave trader 1 s armies. They were not at least 
living in the constant fear which would have led to their 
posting night sentinels. The reaction to a gun shot wound 
also suggests inacquaintance with the most dangerous 
weapon of this attacker. 
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final stage of the process, the conquest by Europeans and 
Americans, during these centuriee accounts for so.ooo,ooo28 
African inhabitants extracted or killed in the traffic of 
slaves for the western world. To arrive at this enormous 
figure Woodson prefers the top estimate of his authorities, 
that 10,000,000 in all 't'rere put to 't'tork in the islands and in 
the Americas who were brought out of Africa. He computes 
that four lost their lives for every one made available. 
Woodson may be checked on the basis of his choosing 
top figures for his estimates. He presents the choice of 
5,000,000 and 10,000,000 as the outside estimates of the 
total number expatriated. He presents four or five as the 
choice of the estimated number lost for each one expatriated. 
On the other hand Euxton estimated the annual loss in life and 
exportation at 400,000 at a time before and during the time of 
his writings (1840). There is considerable ground for Wood-
son's top estimate checked by conservatiye estimates in Bux-
ton's studies when it is observed that in a period of one 
hundred years at the rate of 400,000 victims per year 40,000,-
000 would fall victims. The slave trade began officially in 
the i'l'es t Indies in 1518. It ended officially in the United 
States in 1807. 29 This is a period of 289 years. During 
28. i1'oodson, NOH, 69. 
29. DuBois, SAS, 108. 
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this time the annual total of slaves imported varied 
greatly, particularly as compared betw.een the beginning and 
the end of the period. Yet in the light of Buxton's work 
Woodson's figures need not seem incredulous. DuBois con-
tributes a paragraph of s'\oteeping summary in this connection. 
The slave trade from the fifteenth through the 
seventeenth century flowed westward as a small, quiet 
but deepening stream of black labor. It rose to a 
flood in the eighteenth century, eventually over-
flowing the market with slaves, decreasing the profits 
of slavery, increasing the revolt of slaves, revealing 
the cruelty of this new slavery and giving philanthropy 
a chance to check it.30 
They were fastened with cords, with pronged sticks 
designed to fit about their necks, hands of the men were at 
times fastened together, or two or more of them t-rere 
fastened with chains. They were taken to the coast and 
placed on board the ships. In the early days of the trade 
enough space was provided to avoid crowding. As sailing 
designs changed to get faster ships less space was provided 
for the slave cargo and the increased demands tended to'\'tard 
heavier loading. The average loss on this passage bet':reen 
continents of one fourth of the cargoes given up by death 
carries the process through another grim stage. The in-
tolerable conditions during the voyage could '\'tell have 
stimulated the slaves to object more to their new-found 
30. DuBois, BFTN, 369. 
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condition. Their objections brought harsh treatment from 
the slavers. This was both to discourage objections and, 
in the extreme cases, to break or eliminate the objector. 
By the time they were in chains in the ships those .; I. I· 
,'• 
who \'lere still alive had seen a number equal to their own 
killed who had lately been their friends or family. It is 
not possible to state with any accuracy what kind of 
selectivity took place in the skirmishes. One speculation 
could be that the strong ones were killed and the weak ones 
were taken alive. Those who resisted most were killed. They 
may have been those who were driven to desperate violence 
by the threat of being torn from their homes. They may have 
been proud ones driven to fight without quarter against the 
outrageous violation of their home and family and tribe. 
But every African killed was one less African to sell. And 
they were graded and sold at varying prices. The slavers 
went to Africa for the purpose of taking slaves and not 
of extermination. Prisoners could be taken in these en-
counters. Once the prisoner was in chains he had less 
chance to struggle. His suffering was great but not great 
enough to take the toll in lives that the original fighting 
had taken. If the captives met strangers in the depots at 
the coast or in the ships and they understood each other, 
what they learned had happened to the others increased their 
kno\'rledge of ;,rhat they were up against. On the long voyage 
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they had time for reflecting or the time and their plight 
hung on them for brooding. 
On board ship they had with them the language and 
the folk ways of home. And importantly in a time of 
desperate tribal crisis or family and individual tragedy, 
they had their religion. They had upon them the insistent 
oppression of the hold of a slave ship and its chains. They 
had the shock and bruises of the war which brought them 
there. The section of \'lest Africa which they left behind 
was outlined at an early time by Benezet. 
Tho.t part of Africa from \•rhich the Negroes are 
sold to be carried into slavery, commonly known by 
the name of Guinea, extends along the coast three or 
fo~ thousand miles. Beginning at the river Senegal, 
situated about the 17th degree of North latitude, 
being the nearest part of Guinea, as well to Europe 
as to North America; from thence to the river Gambia 
and in a southerly course to Cape Sierra Leona, com-
prehends a coast of about seven hundred miles; being 
the same tract for which Queen Elisabeth granted 
charters to the first traders to that coast. From 
Sierra Leona, the land of Guinea takes a turn to the 
east\'rard, extending that course about fifteen hun-
dred miles, including those several divisions known 
by the name of the Grain Coast, the Ivory Coast, the 
Goll Coast, and the Slave Coast, with the large 
kingdom of Benin. From thence the land runs south-
ward along the coast about twelve hundred miles, 
which contains the kingdoms of Congo and Angola; 
there the trade of slaves ends. From which to the 
southmost Cape of Africa, called the Cape of Good 
Hope, the country is settled by Caffres and Hottentots, 
who have never been concerned in the making or selling 
slaves.31 
31. Benezet, HAG , 5, 6. 
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Tillinghast bears out this description with some variation 
in the coast length in miles.32 J.J. Cooksey and Alexander 
McLeish33 give information listing the people inhabiting 
these sections at present. Their tables are neat and under-
s.tandable. Melvin J. Herskovi ts sho'ITS that a scholarly 
and useful work can be done in studying the homes of these 
severed people in his two volume work on the ancient West 
African Kingdom of Dahomey which he describes as lying "at 
the very center of the long coastal belt 'IThere the most 
intensive slaving op erations were carried on.u34 This 
11 belt 11 in addition to the length described by others was, 
he believes, limited in width • 
• • • research must look to tribes well within a belt 
stretchi#g, as a maximum, not more than two or three 
hundred miles from the coast as the area meriting 
closest attention.3.5 
History has a way of dra~ring do'm the trend of human 
events until some conclusions are reached. The conclusion 
reached about any group when one of its own members writes 
the history may be expected to be complimentary. Trends 
may be noted here in the events of the slave trade. Con-
32. Tillinghast, NAA, 9. 
33. Cooksey and McLeish, R0\1A, 239-243. See also 
Herskovits. l.rnP, ch. 2, 11 The Search for Tribal Origins. 11 
33-53. 
34. Herskovits, DAR, iv. 
35. Herskovits, Ml~. 37. 
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elusions will be reserved. They are not to be based upon 
the trend of events as reported in the histories of the 
United States most generally recognized. Although they 
must be located in the past events of American life t'hey 
are based upon what can be found about the inner experiences 
of the slaves. The standard texts generally in use in our 
educational system are not a source of information for the 
life of the slaves in America. Still the obligation for 
anchoring this study in history is in no way relieved. It 
must still be done. 
The Negro has figured as a slave in the over-all 
!: picture of the history of America. This has been the case 
through most of the years of life here. There were free 
Negroes from very early time but they were exceptions. With 
intellectual fairness, men who have written classic histories 
of the United States have indicated a general trend re-
garding the period included in this study. They have written 
that beginning in 1619 Negroes were brought to the United 
States to be slaves; 'rlth the Civil War they were freed. 
~fuen slaver,y is thrown upon the record, there is little else 
to be said. The historian treating the life of a populous 
and gro11ring nation has a point of vie,..... He must be selec-
tive of materials. He may easily regard anything said 
about the lives of slaves themselves as unwarranted detail. 
Yet, there is need to know more ab out these sle.ves as people. 
6'? 
On December 19, 18'?5 Carter Godwin Woodson was born 
near New Canton, Buckingham County, Virginia. His parents, 
James Henry Woodson and Anne Eliza (Riddle) Woodson had 
both been slaves. After a delay in his early education 
which found him entering high school at the age of twenty 
he finished in less than two years, attended Berea College 
in Xentuclcy two years and began teaching. By 1908 he had 
found time and means to study and travel in Asia, and in 
Europe as well as at home. In this year he received the 
Master of Arts degree from the University of Chicago where 
he had earlier received the Bachelor of Arts degree. By 
1912 he had received the Ph.D. degree from Harvard Uni-
versity in history.36 
Four years later he had come upon the thing which 
was to distinguish his career, editing The Journal of Negro 
History. In the Harvard 'l'lidener Library a copy of the first 
bound volume beginning with January 1916 is presented to 
President Abbot Lawrence Lo,..,ell and signed by C .G. Woodson. 
This work has gone through thirty-three volumes and marks 
the most sustained effort among American Negroes to study 
and to present their history under the discipline of a 
learned society. The Journal of Negro History is a project 
36. Miller, ECW 2,J. 
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of fhe Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, 
Inc., which was organized in Chicago in the Wabash Avenue 
:Branch of the ·.Y.M.C.A. on September 9. 1915 with Dr. Wood-
son and four others present.37 
:Born ten years after the Civil War in a former slave 
state, Woodson has continued this work and other publications 
as well with the purpose of affording more trustworthy in-
formation as a means of better understanding. between white 
people and Negroes. Among them are The Negro in Our 
HistorY first published in 1922 with the most recent copy-
right made in 1945, and The African :Background Outlined 
published in 1936. ~lhite persons and Negroes have both con-
tributed to scholarly historical studies of the Negro in the 
last thirty years. Franklin observes that such studies have 
been going on for one hundred years in different areas of 
American history.38 Numerous studies have been made of 
the Negro in the life of particular states. Virginia. 
South Carolina. Pennsylvania. Mississippi. and others. 
Representative of this work are the books published in New 
York City by Alfred A. Knopf. Among them is the book by 
John Hope Franklin.39 From Slavery to Freedom, a history of 
37. Woodson. Art. (1940). 
38. Franklin. FSF. 591. 593. 
39. The same writer referred to in footnote 38. 
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American Negroes. Through the pages of these books the 
Negro is studied as a group whose life has warm interest, 
attractive color, constant contact with the larger whole of 
the population, and often strategic significance in 
affecting the direction life in this nation and in this 
hemisphere has taken. Some recent writers are exerting 
themselves in study on geographical areas which have not 
been studied earlier or on aspects of life formerly neg-
lected. Laurence Foster wrote a Ph.D. thesis on Negro-
Indian Relationshius in the Southeast in 1935. It was 
written in the Department of Anthropology at the University 
of Pennsylvania and has stimulated interest in the Seminole 
Indians and in other tribes. In recent studies of slaver.y 
there is persistent, if not increased emphasis upon the 
instances of revolt among the slaves. ~larks by Herbert 
Aptheker, Negro Slave Revolts in the United States (1939) 
and To Ee Free (1948) illustrate this trend. Other such 
works are Joseph C. Carroll, Slave Insurrections in the 
United States, 1800-1860 , (1938), Raymond and Alice Bauer, 
11 Day to Day Resistance to Slavery, 11 Journal of Negro History 
27, (October, 1942), Lorenzo J. Greene, 11l·1utiny on the Slave 
Ships, 11 Pbylon 5, (Fourth Q;uarter, 1944), and John Hope 
Fraruclin, From Slavery to Freedom pp. 204-212. 
The contribution of African culture is woven into 
the American Negro culture. Egypt is not to be excluded 
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from the darker peoples among these writers.4o A kinship 
among Negroes in the United States and those in Africa is 
recognized. DuBois' tendency to make predictions and to 
pronounce moral judgments in the light of the course of 
events, as he did in an earlier time especially, is not 
shared by these students of history. They do not bid for 
sympathy. They do not emphasize the suffering which has 
occurred. They give an account of events including the 
Negro wherever the opportunity arises and in ways which do 
not conform to a stereotyped idea of the slave in America. 
Among these historians there is a significant 
s~~ng from any evidence of an underlying philosophy which 
includes faith in God as working in the events of human 
society. In fact there is evidence that in the long and 
remarkable intellectual career of W.E.B~ DuBois in history 
and sociology there has been a progressive removal in 
later years from faith in anything called Christian. 
Carter G. Woodson wrote on The Negro Church in an earlier 
work but has not shown interest in it since. This may not 
be a superficial skepticism only. It may include the dis-
illusionment of earnest men. Franklin takes note of some 
response of the natives in Africa to Christianity. He 
notes Christian idealism and its compromises on the issue 
40. DuBois, WAA, 98-114. 
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of slavery. He gives space for discussing the development 
of churches among Negroes. But in the days of slavery the 
religion of the slaves had no determining, dynamic effect. 
To the demonstrations of brutality as well as to 
the very institution of slavery itself the Negro 
reacted in various 'trays. Thanks to the religion of 
his master he could be philosophical about the whole thing 
and escape through ritual and song. His emphasis on 
other-worldliness in his songs certainly suggested 
grim dissatisfaction with his worldly status. 'Dere's 
A Great Ca~p Meetin 1 in de Promised Land'; 'Look 
Away in De Heaven, Lord 1 , 1Fo' My Soul's Goin' to 
Heaven Jes 1 Sho 1s you born', and 'Heaven, Heaven; 
Everybody Talkin' 1Bout Heaven Ain't Goin 1 There' are 
only a few of the songs which slaves sang in the hope 
that their burdens would be relieved in the next 
world. As long as he was in this world he bad to 
make the most of the unfavorable situation by loaf-
ing on the job, feigning illne~s in the fields and 
on the auction block, and engaging in an elaborate 
program of sabotage.41 
Franklin and others have adopted an agreed evaluation 
of the place occupied by religion in the course of events. 
They write a record which, throughout the Negro's par-
ticipation in the affairs of the i'lestern World, finds but 
meager evidence of whole, positive, constructive influence 
from religion in the lives of men. 
41. Franklin, FSF, 206. 
CHAPTER THREE 
TEE PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITION OF TEE SLAVE 
While the physical condition of the slave caused much 
comment in abolitionist circles and the observable disad-
vantages were urged and apparent there are other considerations 
which are held in higher regard as more is understood of the 
nature of human beings. Benevolent masters boasted of 
good treatment, no harsh punishments, no flogging on their 
plantations. There was plenty of fooc, and quarters adequate 
for shelter, and clothing. 
With this good treatment slavery w~s defended as a 
desirable state of affairs for one who wished to get along 
on as little self-dependence as possible. The best of social 
information discourages permanent relief as a solution of 
economic problems because of the victimizing effects re-
sulting in the persons receiving it. Skilled personal 
counselling recognizes quickly the indispensable part played 
by the need for 11 standing room 11 • An individual must be given 
room enough to stand on his o\om feet in order to have mature 
adjustment. He must have responsibility commensurate with his 
capacities for reliable performance. He needs opportunity to 
expand that scope of responsibility to sustain wholesome 
growth. The slave status, regardless of bow benevolently it 
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was administered, violated the requirements of personal status. 
Slavery is an unfair economic arrangement. Men work 
for reasons. Usually a general reason can be applied. A man 
works because he has to. But this is reduced to meanings 
which fit individual cases. As commonly understood man makes 
the adjustment to his environment through which he can secure 
food and other necessities from it. That he readily under-
stands. When he is hungry he must go to the trouble of 
securing food. Animals and the most primitive men do this. 
With foresight he may provide in arlvance. With skills he 
may store goo~s for long lengths of time. If his labor is 
contributing to his own well-heing or to those for whom he 
feels a responsibility he suomits to it without rational 
objection. Any culture along the West Coast of Africa by the 
seventeenth century had arrived at this point. When, however, 
he is required to do labor above and beyond any return to 
himself he has an inclination of distaste for it and a rational 
ground for objecting to it. Slavery is built upon this stern 
deman~,labor from the enslaved for which there is no com-
pensation. This crossing of purposes in the man enslaved and 
the requirement of slavery sets up an inescapable conflict. 
Sle . very provided that one mail should .Q!m. the person 
of another. A person is a valuable possession. If he is 
compared to other forms of life he is distinguished in having 
the power of speech and response that is singular. The 
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mechanisms of his hands are superior to the animal kingdom. 
The ownership of such a possession so like oneself without 
any responsibility required on one's own part is a tremendous 
overturn of human relations. An unusual opportunity is given 
in this way in the privacy of one 1 s own real property or 
estate (plantation) to take liberties '\>Ti th human property 
which would not be practiced under other relationships. Some 
floggings could be working off pent up emotions which im-
mediate incidents need not provoke. Sexual liberties taken 
by the master class were taken without the usual restraints 
of the social mores in operation. They were exploits of the 
abusive opportunity found in sole possession of live human 
bodies of the opposite sex. To the slave this was denial of 
basic rights end inescapable conflict. 
At the end of the voyage from Africa the usual practice 
,.,.as to leave the slave at a place near the port in this 
country for a few days of observation and 11 seasoning 11 or 
11breaking in 11 • Stripped to its skeleton the process involved 
two persons. One was unarmed and seated on the ground. The 
other stood by him and held a loaded revolver to the first 
man 1 s head and asked, 11Do you give in? \'Till you behave? 11 
And the first man 1 s answer was, 11 Yes. 11 In practice the 
whip was flourished and used bp:t the gun \·ras behind the whip 
and the man on the ground was always unarmed. He could 
. i' \ 
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answer 11 No 11 • Some of them did and they were killed as crazy, 
dangerous, out of their heads, wild. Including those whose 
health failed them from digestive disorder, lack of nourish-
ment, over-crowding, one-fifth of those landed or 30,000 per 
year at the highest rate of trade, died in this way. 
As the man sat on the ground he knew that the man with 
the gun would kill him. All he had to do was to strike with 
his fist and he would be killed. A defiant 11 no 11 might bring 
torture. A persistent 11 no 11 meant death. He had a decision 
to make. The choice was bet,reen death and life. The answer 
from all those who failed to choose death in this circumstance 
may have been a terrified 11yes 11 • 11 Yes, I will give in. Yes, 
I will behave. You will never have any trouble out of me; 
only don't kill me." These will be considered a bit later. 
Still under the discussion of unavoidable conflict another 
possible group contained in the 120,000 left alive may be 
considered. Whenever men are developed in any culture who 
deliberately choose death rather than life c>.t c>..n intolerable 
compromise, those men are an accomplislunent to that culture. 
These are the men who are not afraid of death. In every culture 
they are held at a premium . Discounting those who were terri-
fied and so disorganized by the crisis they were not accountable 
for their actions, discounting those vrho would have done any-
thing but die and yet were killed, 50 per cent is still a 
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high death rate. When 200,000 out. of 400,000 meet death 
rather than submit even when the invaders' purpose is capture 
and not annihilation there is strong indication of a 
deliberate refusal. The deaths on the ships which were not 
due to accident or lack of water and nourishment were high on 
the scale of deliberate choice of death in preference to a 
compromised life because the panic of war and seizure was 
quieted. The possibility of survival in a fight and killing 
the enemy was removed. The odds were now hopelessly in 
favor of the conqueror. And there 'tras a period of a few 
weeks of inactivity on the ships when reflecti<OO or brooding 
is nearly synoro/mous to consciousness. One fourth of the 
total taken from Africa or 50,0001 annually died on the .ships. 
Any who submitted to slavery had to agree to give up 
resistance, he had to agree to 11behave 11 • While each slave 
was not put through an ordeal in the breaking in station 
t his is a token of the psychic adjustment accomplished in it 
and maintained in the master-slave relation even \>rhen the 
slave 'tras born and reared right on his master's plantation. 
The slave came into conflict with the master where command 
and performance met. The slave had to agree to give in, to 
always give in. Questioning is not part of the process. And 
this has not even the rationale of military disci:pline. 
1. Buxton,AST, 200. The foregoing figures in the chapter 
are from this reference. 
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~~- . Any refusal is rebellion, any resistance is destructive to 
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the system. The master enters the physica.l conflict \\'ith the 
threat of enough force to carry over his demands. The pattern 
is not interfered with, the continuous procedure of things 
is not disrupted so long as the conflict is carried in the 
direction of the slave with the slave continuously giving 
way. The thrust of this conflict though is volitional. 
Grants of prescribed areas of activity did not resolve it. 
Wherever there is the will for self-direction in the stage 
of normal maturity there is conflict in the slave status. 
Tension here referred to is psychologice.l stress 
occasioned by unresolved conflicts. It may be fastened upon 
the person of another individual. But it is primarily a 
subjective experience. It is disruptive, provolting, cmnoying. 
A slave could operate under a minimum amount of tension. 
This could be done by not only submitting but by abdicating 
responsibility for self-direction. A formula was prescribed. 
11 You are a pagan savage, listen to your betters." Later, 11 You 
are a black, you are no good. Do \'!hat you are told and you 
will get along. 11 The slave who rejected himself saying 11 I 1m 
just a poor Hegro, no better for me, 11 had a low rate of 
psychological strain as he nullified the inescapable conflicts 
of motivation at the price of self-respect, self-direction, 
responsibility, self-reali ze.tion, personality itself. !~en, 
women, and children were brutalized by slavery. As long as 
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there was vitality at any appreciable rate the one concern of 
these brutalized people was to "stay in good wid de white 
folks. 11 After this they would just go as long as they could 
or had to. 
Minus the motiyations which can keep \'TOrk from being 
drudgery the slave had constant and sizeable tension rising 
out of the economic conflict in his situation. This tension 
is present in similar degree whenever the economic arrange-
ment is regarded as unfair. The slaves who had been brought 
from Dahomey had been trained in practices of fair exchange 
and cooper a tive effort in economic life. 2 This area of con-
flict might generate a moderate degree of tension under which 
the individual's behavior would tend to stay well within the 
pattern of conformity and without much consumption of psychic 
energies. 11 I don 1 t like it, but there's nuthin1 I can do 
about it. 11 
Still stemming from the economic conflict comes the 
tension with pressure enough to demand release in a moderate 
deyiation from the norm of acceptable slave behavior. There 
is some risk involved, there is some gain. When a slave 
harbored this degree of tension he felt better the next day 
if he had stolen and cooked a chicken. He was not only 
2. Herskovits, DAH, 2, 61-77. 
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better nourished but he had release of tension. He knew his 
slavery was not right and he had gone fs.rther than saying 
there was nothing he could do about it. ~lliat he had done 
without getting caught helped to unify him around a purpose 
which was rational and close enough for him to guard and 
cherish. He had a way that might beat the tension. As he 
smiled to himself the next dey at "torork he could say, 111 Course 
I'm gonna 1 stay out of trouble, but I'm gonna 1 look out for 
myself too. 11 
Described here are probably increased stages of tension. 
The areas of conflict from which they stern are difficult to 
locate with certainty. It is safe to assume that the higher 
st 2ges of tension tend to draw from an increased number of 
conflict areas. As the strain of tension increases,caution 
tends to decrease and the slave ma.y come to the place where 
he says "I'm goin' to get 'em every time I can." This 
lessened caution ma.y be expressed in the risk taken rather 
than in sho'\or-down provocation of the master. Instead of 
stealing one chicken he may steal three a week or he may 
steal a pig and drive him out into the distance at night and 
roast him. There are reports of dest~~ction of crops, tool 
breakage, injury to animals, and injury to selves which may 
well be the behavior release found at this level of tension.3 
J. Franklin, FSF, 204-206. 
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110ne of these ~s 1 1m goin1 to fly off ant raise the 
devil", represents another level of reaction. This delayed 
action or threat of violence may contain a high rate of 
tension. It may vary in bitterness and type of violence 
threatened. It is often used as a verbal formula for impressing 
the hearer. But when it is kept by the individual it is more 
seriously a device in dealing with tension. So long as 
striking provocation does not arise the individual is not 
called upon. He may be honest in his threat. He may kmm that 
he is bluffing. If occasion to a.ct comes and he does not 
arise to it he loses this means of containing tension • . Unless 
it is honestly done it is no real container of tension. The 
individual who bluffs with this formula is not dealing \<lith 
his tension. 
Each and every white person born and living in the 
slave holding states v1as not in favor of slavery. Some members 
of slave holding families did not approve the system, some 
opposing it so heartily that constant difference and some-
times final breaks resulted. Such individuals could not es-
cape the notice of the slaves themselves. Even those white 
people "rho ":anted to be good inside of slavery and would have 
done away with it if it had not cost so much gave complexity 
to the question. These conflicting items of data in the ex-
perience resulted in tension. This is not necessarily a con-
tinuation of the ascending scale. 
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There were also the instances in which black mammy and 
white child formed genuine attachments which somewhere had 
to be smashed out of the noble course which the mother and 
child affection may normally run to conform to the slave 
system. There were other personal attachments across the 
racial and caste lines which are not easily reduced to ex-
planation but added a share to the tension. 
When the slave asked "Should I let things go? Is it 
worth the trouble to get hurt or killed? 11 his indecision 
grov1ing out of incomplete kno'\'Jledge and indistinct impressions, 
helped contribute to the state of tension. Contradictions 
without a means of comprehending and grasping the whole mean-
ing also helped to keep the individual from the command of 
himself. Shifting ideas were presented from points of 
supposed authority, from those who exercised authority whether 
they merited it or not. Much was strange and new, confusing, 
and vexing. This suspension l'laS a cause of tension. 
The slave system purposely promoted fear in the slaves. 
It established itself with this emotional state as a device 
for perpetuation. If the slave was made afraid he would not 
give his master any trouble, it was thought. Respect was 
called for but it was not the respect which one person expects 
from another in a mutually honorable relationship. Andit was 
not depended upon. One motive which runs deep enough to con-
trol in the harsh circumstances of slavery and can be con-
'' , I 
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trolled by the party in power is fear. It is a strong emotion. 
It can be kept in operation at long range and by token 
instances for stimulus or by threat. An emotion may be de-
fined as 11 the qualitative experience of tension to'trard goals. n4 
Aga.in, "Emotions are dynamic and telic tensions of personal 
experience."5 In the fear basic to slavery, tension is de-
veloped but the goal is faulty. The slave was stimulated to 
exert himself continually toward the goal of "Doing what I 
tell you to do. 11 This is more of a whimsical flurry than a. 
satisfying goal. It would have been more definite if it were 
clearly stated as making as much money for the master as 
possible. 
The master, however, wished to carry the impression that 
the slave was afraid of him rather than of what he would do to 
the slave. He wished to claim that his word "'as law and not 
his whip or his gun. To do this he could not offer any 
understanding which could admit in the presence of the slave 
that 11 We 1ve got to observe certain rules around here in order 
for my business to run at a profit. You may not like them 
but if you don 1 t keep them you'll have to stand the con-
sequences." In order to effect the transfer of fear in the 
4. Johnson. POR, 50. 
5. Johnson, POR, 50. 
slave for the master he had to claim mystic, awe-inspiring 
force behind the y,oice of a white man which spoke with un-
questionable authority backed by forces much mythically 
superior to whip and gun. A code was set up which includes 
this well established maxim 11A slave must never strike a 
white man. 11 
Fear was an indispensable item of stock. It was given 
studied promotion. Rumor alone was not depended upon. Actual 
atrocities "'ere committed. They \'Jere not confined to quick 
death by shooting. Flogging to death went unpunished by law. 
Cutting off ears , hands, tongues, putting out eyes, have been 
practiced in these colonies and United States. "In colonies 
like those in the West Indies and in South Carolina and 
Georgia • • • crucifixion, burning, and starvation were legal 
modes of punisbment. 11 6 The more humane slaveholders sold 
11undesirables 11 down the river for the bad boys to handle. 
This practice continued to the end of slaver,y. Fear is a 
strong emotion and when its tension is non-directed and 
irrational its pressure within the psychic life of the in-
di vidual may grov1 to be tremendous. Purposeful increase in 
fear in such an individual becomes a super-charge of tension. 
There is much more to be learned about hatred. 
6. DuBois, SAS, 5,6. 
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Not much is kno~m about how it starts or why it should start in 
the psycho-emotional or attitudinal life of the individual. The 
type of environmental experiences to which the individual is I 
<I 
subjected are established in quite close relations. Severe, 
abusive treatment may be listed with causal effect. Numerous 
forms of animal life give indication of positive ha.rmless or 
affectionate response to gentle and kind treatment and vicious 
reaction to abusive treatment. It has been pointed out that 
the system which purposely fostered fear was at the same time 
building tension. The a~ount of tension and the extent of 
fear probably have some positive correlation, but it should 
not be supposed that this fear and tension are without atti-
tudinal trend. This fear was neither fostered nor experienced 
with respect or respectability. It was fostered with mutual 
contempt. It did not elicit awe or wonder and reverence. Its 
call for reverence was based on self-deceit or hypocrisy, con-
formity was also hypocrisy and into the vacuum left when his 
self-respect was torn away the victim thrust hatred for the 
victimizer. Hatred tends to have a completeness in its effect 
witl1in psychic life. It can fill the area of void. Hatred is 
very strong, it can hold and unify. It can endure with patience. 
It can take the trouble to be evasive and deceptive. It can 
smolder into an imperceptible contempt an inactive volcano. 
Its gorge in psychic existence is so cavernous that it can 
contain inconceivably high potentials of pressure--tensions with 
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pressures so great that they would instantly explode smaller and 
weaker containers. Without coming to the surface of action, an· , 
individual can work out by verbalizing in communio'n with himself 
alone an intolerable amount of tension with, 11 I hate you' Oh! 
/ 
With all my heart, I hate you! 11 And this is not a silllple 
delay, and evasion. It is an actual, immedie~te, vivid ex-
perience. It is a mind set which calculates possibilities, 
weighs odds, bides the time, longs, suffers, and waits. 
As strong as fear is,hatred can make terms with it. 
Fear might even be described as being drawn into the cavern of 
tension and held by hatred as part of the potential explosive 
pO\-rer. On occasion of crisis fear may then be utilized for 
swifter flight or for more sudden attack or for more ruthless 
measures. If part of the holding strength of hatred is in a 
capacity to expand then more and more fear and more and more 
tension make more and more hatred. 
Hatred is inclusive whether conceived of as a con-
tainer or as a pervasive substance introduced into the presence 
of other materials. It is stringent so that it attacks and 
affects violently what it contacts. This all or nothing 
process has limited appropriateness when applied in terms of 
the requirements of a group. ~fuen hatred is admittedly mis-
applied it is accompanied by a different moral judgment from 
when it is felt to be justifiably applied. Its diffusive 
tendency is difficult to curb, nevertheless. Fear white; 
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hate white. If there were some traces of the moral judgment 
left which could have been as primitive as the desert law which 
held that one should love his friends and hate his enemies this 
situation rendered a complication. The slave should fear all 
whites. Not only was that pressed upon him in the doctrine of 
the slave code but it was reinforced in his experience. He 
could not trust any slave holder or would-be slave holder. 
This was fear. The benevolent slave holder held him in bounds 
with the insecurity that if he gave trouble (if he should 
break the slave caste in any wey) he could be sold dovm the 
river. If the good master died or went broke the slave would 
be sold. Insecurity is fear. Even the most ardent abolish-
onists had limitations which to the slave must have seemed 
insurmountable. He was so far removed that he was most easily 
taken in by doubt or fear on the part of the slave. Then there 
were still some exceptions of people vrho is spite of the 
fearriclden code were human beings to him more vividly than they 
were blocks in the pattern. White was held over him for fear. 
When he responded with his defense of hate it was difficult to 
discriminate \'Ii th appropriate measure. Here the to.tal tension 
was contributed to "Vtith recrimination. 
The psychological . synonym for chaining is frustration. 
The slave was fettered, shut in, cut off. He "'as given some 
rope, but he never got off the end of that rope so long as he 
was a slave. He ;-;as not allo'l<red to forget it. Whe.t he felt 
' ~· 
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with it was frustration. 
The slaves taken had been con~ered. They had tasted 
the bitterness of defeat, now added to defeat was enslavement. 
This was true whether they had fought \'ri th a neighboring tribe 
or with the slaver 1 s armies. If they were kidnapped the incident 
of seizure was different but the feeling of loss was not lessened. 
The family behind might surmise their lost one had been taken by 
slavers but they could never know whether he had perished in the 
bush or had been taken far away. ~Then thoughts of the loved 
ones and the home surroundings, just as they had been, per-
sisted, they gave setting to sharp frustration in the inability 
to get any word back. 
In popular circles there is the opinion that a person 
or a group which never shows a:rry signs of sorrow in so doing 
shows signs of strength. Sorro\v should never be sho\m nor 
admitted. Small boys learn never to shed tears for men and boys 
never do. It is a disgrace for them ever to do so; women and 
girls may cry sometimes. This opinion tends to go farther than 
the circles of thought that are discounted as uncritical. The 
method of loosened up grief work associated with the name of 
Dr. Eric Lindemann was given wide distribution in Leibman1 s 
Peace of Mind? as something not altogether common. 
7. Liebman, POM, 122 125-130. 
The conclusion, then, of the newest psychological 
research is that when we face the loss of a dear one, we 
should allow ogr hearts full leeway in the eXpression 
of their pain. 
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These slaves had come upon one of life 1 s severe necessi-
ties, to live with grief and sorrow. Many had come to the 
ultimate loss in human life in the tribal mode--destruction of 
the tribe. Added to final tragedy came continued living and 
breathing only for suffering slavery. This was crushing. A 
stifling set of original frustration for all which should 
come after it. 
He had a proscribed area of life. wnat he could do and 
wha.t he could not do were generally understood. and speci-
fically designated. Socially there was a ceiling over his 
head. It was the ground. floor of the level where white folks 
walked. The American dream encouraged men to \'Jork hard, 
conquer the wilderness, build up the country and get ahead. 
He was here during the great strides in development but no 
matter hO\.,r hard he worked he did not get anywhere. He missed 
the encouragement ,.,hich comes with assured accomplishment at I~ 
the same place with only exhaustion, parched throat, calloused 
or blistered hand, sweaty bod.y as the d.ifference. He had no 
hope that as a result of hard work now he could come to a time 
8. Liebman, POM, 125. 
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when his strength was gone that he could still reap a harvest 
from his labor. 
What has been said about the limits on the social and 
economic life of the slave may be said about the lives of poorly 
paid laborers. They are not acceptable in llhighern society. 
They receive money but they o.o not profit from their labor. They 
get nowhere. They are also limited in daily physical movement. 
No carriage, no car, no money, tired and they stay at home until 
it is time to go to the same old work again. The more closely 
they are compared, hml/'ever, the more evident becomes a dis-
tinction between the two states. There is a difference between 
a ma.n 1 s staying at home because he has not the inclination to 
go, and a man's staying in his cabin just as poor and. as tired 
but because he has no pass to go to the next plantation. 
The slave is reduced to the minimum in the amount of 
initiative he may exercise. Because he is property he has 
not only economic -vmrth to the one for whom he \·;orlcs,he has 
also '\vorth in marketable value. His person must be accounted 
for on the job and off as is the \'Thereabouts of a \•ratch v10rth 
two hundred dollars, or a tractor '\'JOrth one thousand dollars. 
The claims exerted and the reduction of i nitiative as well as 
the limitation of movement necessarily imposed is of a differ-
ent grade. When a man parks a car in front of his home 
at night even if it could run it self and. move about over the 
streets and. return again he vlo·uld not i·rish to have it do so 
1 .• 
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not only for the wear on the tires and waste of fuel but be-
cause of the risk of accident, though it propelled itself ever 
so carefully. When an employer loses a worker he hires another. 
~llien a slave holder lost a slave it was a loss in dollars and 
cents. If it did not teach the others some strict lesson it 
was a total loss. The most satisfactory order of things was 
for the slave to do nothing from his O'l-m private ini tia.tive 
even during off hours. The slave was effectively a.nd unreason-
ably shut in. 
1'fork was directed. The more profitable agricultural 
management was by droves or gangs of sla.ves under demanding 
supervision. This was a loss in individuality and in self-
expression for the worker. Initiative was ignored, any show 
of it was forbidden, the existence of it was denied. The 
common insistence by slave drivers that there was only one 
way to get work out of blacks and that '1-Tas 11 our way 11 fur-
nished a continual denial of their initiative. 
Denial of the slave's initiative by the master did not 
extract a capacity for it. ~ut it could be frustrated so bluntly 
this way that it would disappear, stop operating. This is a 
high level of psychic activity and loss of its keen edge may be 
imperceptible to casual observation b~t the loss is no less 
great. The ex~ent of personality upset may be observed in the 
poet whose edge of initiative is raked away with too severe 
and unfair criticism or the artist whose creative art is stolen 
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aw~ through complication in commercial marketing of his product. 
Pathological alchoholism and insanity have been known to re-
sult from the accumulated frustration. This high rate of 
creative initiative was not held by each of the slaves but some 
of them were poets and sculptors. Others were jet.;ele rs · and 
wood carvers by latent capacity.9 But wood carving was left 
in Africa and its skill was lost among the slaves. Accom-
panying the amputation of this tribal cultural expression is 
a mute, hidden, pain of loss. The delicacy which gets ex-
pression in wordless, yet hold, distinct art forms makes no 
vocal argument upon its disappearance. It is silently 
gathered into the company of frustrations, unanswered denials, 
abuses of high possibility for lack of opportunity. 
Transportation from native home to America without 
consent was a frustration. The whole of life aside from art 
forms , all of t he usual ways of doing things as continuous and 
as commonplace as choice and flavoring of food, the choice and 
use of utensils was interrupted, making its addition. \ihen 
the cultural channel ran deeply its block e..ncl stoppage r esulted 
in frustration which mounted comparably high. Many years and 
generations are required to form a language or dialect. Vlhen 
one individual is suddenly forcibly s topped from spe~~ing his 
9. Herskovits, DAR, 1, 77. 
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mother tongue, kept from communicating from other people in 
the dialect he knows best by being separated from all ~ho 
understand it and is prevented from teaching it to any in-
fants who may be born to him, he is frustrated. Denial of 
the leisure to which the native African was accustomed was 
a frustration. The loss of language may be thought of as 
representative of other occasions of frustration quite as 
large. The native was bred into tribal identity. He was 
part of a whole. That whole was greater than any of its 
parts. Life in that type of civilization gets indispensable 
content from its setting of particu:lar folbTays some of 
which are unique from even the closest neighbor 1 s. In 
slavery in the United States tribal ties were not continued, 
nothing here socially quite duplicated that old life. Each 
tribe had a chief. There was loyalty to the tribe. There 
was government from the tribe. Final authority was in its 
custom. It was not in the hands of some outside control. 
Slavery in America shifted this state of things, wrested 
this control. Though the frustrations here discussed apply 
to the nel·lly arrived or first generation slave it should 
not be supposed that they fail to apply as years passed or 
as slaves were born who had never seen Africa. The slave 
trade continued to supply much of the demand for slaves 
through most of the years of slavery. A statement from 
Davis and Dollard shows the application of these obser-
__________________________________________ ..... 
vations. 
In order to say that a frustration exists, then one 
must be able to specify two things: (1) that the 
organism could have been expected to perform certain 
acts, and (2) that these aots have been prevented 
from occurring.lO 
In their study "Frustration is independently defined as 
that condition which exists when a goal-response suffers 
interference. nll( their italics). They explain that "An 
act which terminates a predicted sequence will be called 
a goal-response."l2 
They make a fairly well defended postulation re-
garding the connection bet\lreen frustration and aggression. 
This study takes as its point of departure the 
assumption that aggression is ah1a.Ys a consequence of 
frustration. More specifical~Y the proposition is 
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that the occurrence of aggressive behavior ahrays 
presupposes the existence of frustration and, contrari-
wise, that the existence of frustration always leads 
to some form of aggression ••• In many adults and 
even children, frustration may be followed so prompt-
ly by an apparent acceptance of the situation and 
readjustment thereto (the quoter 1 s emphasis) that one 
looks in vain for the relatively gross criteria 
ordinarily thought of as characterizing aggressive 
action. It would be kept in mind, however, that one 
of the earliest lessons human beings learn as a re-
sult of social living is to suppress and restrain 
their overtly aggressive reactions. This does not 
mean, however, that such reaction tendencies are 
thereby annihilated; rather it has been found that, 
although these reactions may be temporarily compressed, 
10. Davis and Dollard, FAA, ?. 
11. Davie and Dollard, FAA, 1~. 
12. Davis and Dollard, FAA, 58. 
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delayed, disguised, displaced, or otherwise deflected 
from their immediate and logical goal, they are not 
destroyed.l3 
None of the frustration growing up in those slaves 
transported to the United States had to be expressed 
immediately or in the ways which might be identified under 
"relatively gross criteria ordinarily thought of as char-
acterizing aggressive action. 11 In this discussion of the 
psychic activity attending the native's adjustment to 
slavery, the transaction loses the impression of simplicity 
which comes v1i th a superficial view on the surface. 
11Aggression is independently defined as an act whose goal-
response is injury to an organism (or organism-surrogate) 11 
(authors' italics). 
Those who follo'" the Freudian discoveries concerning 
repression find aid in understanding some behavior which is 
left by others as 11 just plain mean11 until they identify it 
as aggressive behavior resulting from frustration. Chea.ting. 
stealing, and lying may be interpreted as aggressions. From 
this view the tension earlier referred to arises from frus-
tration. The higher degrees of it tend to seek reduction 
through the activity described, which is aggressive activity. 
These aggressive acts, by becoming substitute goal-responses, 
accomplish part of what the goal-response would have with a 
13. Davis and Dollard, FAA, 1,2. 
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resulting reduction of the degree of tension. 
The goal-response ~ be defined as that reaction 
which reduces the strength of instigation to a 
degree at which it no longer has as much of a 
tendency to produce the predicted behavior sequence.l4 
When the enslaved African was frustrated by the loss of 
being able to gather tropical fruit and he stole a chicken 
the original. goal-response was substituted and he 11felt 
better 11 the next day as his tendency to follow a predicted 
behavior sequence that had been impossible to follow had, 
in a sense, been followed. He had partially followed an 
original sequence of events by going and getting food. He 
bad accomplished an injury upon the master by taking from 
him. 
He could ~1ork another deceptive aggression by 
playing sick sometimes. Destruction of property was a more 
direct attack. It could be expected from those most highly 
frustrated whose tension was not reli~ved by the more in-
direct forms. Some of the inexcusable mistreatment of one 
slave by another may be accounted for more satisfactorily 
when viewed as working off aggressions. There is a sub-
stitute in the organism to whom injury is done by the act. 
but injury to a person is closer to the logical goal than 
injury to an inanimate object would be. Some stages of 
14. Davis and Dollard, FAA, 6. 
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tension could not be relieved by anything short of the 
offender. Such crisis states were the extreme. They ran 
a.t such a high rate that reason or planning or long-term 
will to ~in were no longer operating. The frustrations which 
had already stored up eliminated quite effectively the con-
text for concerted effort growing out of a formulated cause 
and a shared commitment, This psychic cutting up and 
cutting off should be given consideration in any accounting 
for the failures in slave uprisings. A slave came to the 
end of his emotional and intellectual endurance and alone or 
in the company of ten or twent? others he made a bare-banded 
frontal attack upon an oncoming armored tank. The goal-
response of his aggression stage was that he kill the whites. 
In this state his compulsion for this specific act of 
aggression was stronger and more determining than the 
clearly defined desire for freedom. Compare this slave's 
behavior with that of the one who assumed the risk and chose 
the direction of escape to Canada. 
The psychological condition of the slaves was one of 
tension and pressure. This was so for those who maintained 
any self-respect, who did not allow themselves to be 
fatally brutalized by slavery. Pressure was brought about 
by the controls exerted by the master class and by self-
initiated controls employed by the slave for his own pro-
tection. The slave system was built upon force and. the 
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controls used by the master were in keeping with forced or 
violent means. The immediate controls employed by the 
slave were accommodated to the situation in a way that 
reflected violence equally as much. 
The master contrived to keep the slave unarmed. This 
was not only so by keeping weapons away from him; the slave 
should also be deprived of self-confidence. He should be 
made to believe that he could do nothing without the 
direction and permission of his master. The slave should 
never be armed with a conception of the rights he possessed. 
The master should not admit that he had any right which the 
white man was bound to respect. He should be continually 
threatened with the display of superior po\ier and he sho-.Ud 
be sho'im the drastic effects of white fury. 
Not only should he be kept reduced economically and 
politically, but these should be directed to the accomp-
lishment of keeping him psychologically dispossessed. He 
should not get his own roots in. Toward this end o~~ers 
avoided opportunity for self-improvement to the slaves in 
general. Self-respect was frowned on as getting uppity. And 
a black man, of course, should never feel as good as a~ 
,.,hi te man. One of the techniques attempted to ease the 
conscience of the white as well as to secure his position 
was to claim ability to command by superior psychological 
force. One of the clearest deni als brought out by the 
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careful studies of slave revolts by Herbert Aptheker is on 
this contention. 
In their turn the controls employed by the slaves 
which were reflections of the situation, even though in a 
sense they were initiated by the slave, had destructive 
effects upon the slaves. One such control was 11Always 
remember to please the \tlhi te man. 11 This meant no matter 
what was asked, regardless of moral consideration, please him. 
Again, 11 Don 1 t let unexpected situations catch you off guard. 11 
For this the slave should keep himself always held in, 
ah1ays effectively :xepressed. He was responding in a direct 
line from the stimulus as he reacted in this vray to the fear 
of abuse under slight provocation. He lacked integration 
which could reorganize him about a core which was essentially 
independent of his immediate environment. As he kept him-
self repressed in order to keep out of trouble and out of 
the v.ray he lacked an objective which could support him. For 
when trouble came anyway he was driven to futility, dis-
couragement and despair. Under this kind of control the 
sla.v e could not keep from undergoing the vi tictting effects 
of cowardice. vlhether his co'tTardice was acknowledged or 
denied as a control its personality repercussion '"as the same. 
Such a slave refused to fight no matter 'trhat the odds. He 
refused to fight not because he believed fighting \'rrong. He 
simply refused to contend. 
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These slave controls stem from fear. Johnson describes 
fear as a destructive emotion.l5 ' Slaves could be kept under 
these controls. but the price required was high expense of 
nervous energy. It was a process sheerly bent upon person-
ality disintegration. It required more than men1 s sweat and 
strength and bodies. 
15. Johnson, POR, 55. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESOURCES AND CONDITIONING FORCES FOR. THE SLAVE'S RELIGIOUS 
DEVELOPMENT 
The slave could bring with him only what he had stored 
away in his life before seizure. Whatever he had gained from 
his culture he could bring, provided it was not destroyed by 
the shock. It could not be of a material nature, of course. 
But some cultural tendencies stayed with him persistently; 
such as, languEge and accent upon the new language of the 
master. Other cultural tendencies stayed with him according to 
their utility in the ordeal through which he was passing. A 
philosophy of life which could cushion some of the terrific 
impact of aggression upon him wa.s kept by the slave. This was 
brought along out of his African folklore. It was preserved 
by Joel Chandler Harris in the well-known character Uncle Remus. 
Here is a quaint, contemplative attitude toward the things that 
happen. There are some good actors and some bad actors among 
the woodland folk. The good folks have to stay out of the way 
of the bad folks , or outsmart them some way. Brer Fox and 
Brer Rabbit are eternal and natural enemies. but somehow things 
go so that although Brer Fox is strong and bad, still Brer 
Rabbit gets along. 
Closely associated with this aid from the motherland was 
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the slave's sense of humor. · The folklore characters were 
themselves often humorous. Or running beneath the ,stor.y in 
one situation after another was a droll dark humor. This is 
to be distinguished from empty, loud laughter. It is differ-
ent from a grinning mask. It is the ability to make a joke. 
Even when you are being pinned down in the situation you see 
something that could be smiled at if you wanted to, or 
laughed. at if you had the strength to. This is sometimes 
described as constitutional, it may be accounted for culturally. 
Like the folklore, its origin in their lives must be traced back 
to Africa. Out of tr~s resource came some of the blues and 
work songs later. Langston Hughes refers to the blues as "Sad 
funny songs. Too sad to be funny and too funny to be sad." 
A saying popular under this wa:y of meeting life was, 11 I 1m 
singing to keep from crying." 
Less known than the Uncle Remus stories and folklore 
are the proverbs which the Africans brought with them. Like 
the proverbs of other people they are nuggets of wisdom drawn 
out of experience. They are not .necessarily religious yet 
they may aid an individual under stress to improve his per-
spective. Carter G. Woodson has assembled some translations 
of them. The Hebrews and the Chinese are known for their 
proverbs. There are more to be found from among the Africans 
than may be expected. Some of the stabilizing effect of these 
proverbs came from their belief in the value of truth, honorable 
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relations with one's neighbor, thrift, endurance. They give 
some reflection of a belief in a just order in things. They 
suggest that good and right are not lost in this world. In 
the long run it pays to be good. 
There were medicine men in the religious practices of 
the tribes of the West Coast of Africa. Some of them might 
be described as the priests. They had,in common with such 
persons in other similar societies, numerous functions. 
There has been a tendency in circles of advanced religion to 
discount these men as quacks and imposters. Their methods have 
been described as magic and trickery. Their effectiveness has 
been regarded as possible only in proportion to the gross 
ignorance of their constituents. 
In the judgment of some recent workers in psychological 
group methods a final, complete condemnation of their work is 
mistaken.l Among these men there may have been scoundrels, 
smart crooks, cheap clowns, and mentally unbalanced individuals. 
Their ~rork corresponded to the kind of men they \'rere. The 
religion of the tribe had values in it. but the wrong men 
thwarted such values. They could ;.rork on the superstitions of 
the people for ulterior motives. Good men among the medicine 
men and priests continued the values. They reinforced them 
and transmitted them to following generations. There is no 
1. Dewey • HNC, 104. Rhine, NFM, 222. 
Dur~eim, EFRL. Westermann, DK. 
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doubt, for instance, that under the emotional heightening of 
.. . the dance and the pageantry and eerie presentation of special 
ritual they have healed people in the tribes. Herbs have 
helped, but these men were .the useful agents. They have helped 
deepen the dominant strength of established tribal custom. In 
tribal society the individual is lost in the group. Most of 
the energy of the people is spent in keeping alive, and iron-
clad custom stifles initiative, but tribal life was an im-
provement on separate family and clan society, though it may 
be improved on by national and international life. The 
religion which gives fina.l allegiance to a nation serves a 
useful purpose while nationa.l life is the highest practical 
political and social organization. It is an obstruction only 
when interna.tional life becomes the highest practical organi-
sat ion. In one state of human affairs tribal life was 
currently useful, and tribal religion was a. support to it. The 
medicine man was the agent of tribal religion. Some of his 
resources were in the form of trade secrets. He was schooled 
in .. ways of swaying the emotions of the people. He knew 
how the drums should be beaten, and how the chanting should be 
done. He knew how the dances should go. He could direct and 
he could lead this activity. The more precise his knowledge, 
the better equipped he was. His talents could vary in show-
manship and in ability. Some of his materials were head-
dresses, body paints, formulas for potions, formulas for re-
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pe~ition, for mumbling and for chanting. His knowledge in-
eluded some insight into group behavior and some principles 
of the psychological constitution of human beings. 
There is an attractive book which studies ancient and 
contemporary primitive forms of human society written by 
Arthur Morgan. He ~~s formerly president of Antioch College 
in Yellow Springs, Ohio, and is now Director of Community 
Services Inc. The title of this book is Nowhere Was Some-
where.2 In it the proposition is thoughtfully advanced that 
modern progress in human civilization is a misleading con-
• 
cept. While much has changed in means by which men live, 
-. 
these means are not really very important. Better men have 
lived with less of the striking materials and mechanics. 
There have been societies with more honor practiced among them. 
There have been societies with less safeguards and more honesty, 
less adultery, less violent ppysical attack ~pon life. It is 
a fallacy to suppose that at one point in time man was in his 
infancy in terms of the development of all of his capacity, 
Morgan points out. It should not be supposed that as time 
has passed mankind has made a steady, or even a comparative 
upward development. He has not grown chronologically along 
all of his capacities as is the case in the life history of 
a wholesomely developed individual. 
2. mvs, 6, 10, 91, 97, 125, 129ff. 
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The fact that values exist in primitive levels of 
society should be clearly recognized. The religion which trains 
the individual that there is a God who made men gives life a 
unifying principle. It may teach next that He is in control 
of life. Next that when men do good God helps them. When 
they do evil He punishes them. This gives an over-all 
orientation. It can be permanently integrating throughout a 
lifetime. Through long generations this background for social 
attitudes may support the society. The priest is the agent 
and symbol for this content of experience. He and the medicine 
man may have been identical. There is no doubt but that some 
of them were brought with the slaves to America. They may have 
been baffled by the turn of events which brought them here. If 
they had no answer for the daily miser,r heaped upon themselves 
and upon their people they were not alone among religious 
leaders. The problem of evil is vexing and irrational; it 
has been unanswerable to millions. Millions more have dodged 
and begged it through religion. It has driven others to a 
whirling escape through preoccupation; others have denied it. 
It has driven others to bitter defeat. 
The religions of West Africa present no caaual belief in 
God. Frazer3, Herskovits4, and Lowie5, observe thoroughly in-
J. Frazer, NRAM, 379-404, 422-423. 
4. Herskovits, POC, 165 f. 
5. Lowie, CA, 308, 325-326. 
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grained and elevated concepts of c1eities among the West 
Africans. Unshakeable faith in God may be traced back to them. 
The notion that Negroes are incurably religious may come from 
this. It is thus an impression which bas come from a mode of 
performance. A faith in God the creator, God the judge, who 
rewards good and punishes evil runs deep back into the far-
off past among them. Although this is not unique it is 
important when transported with the slave trade. When it was 
brought, still active, it was a definite set of readiness. The 
priest or devoted layman who knew God in vivid, unquestionable 
awareness in his old faith was on a spring-board of precarious 
human experience jostled by overwhelming suffering in pre-
paration for a leap into the revelation of the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ. 
Severe suffering is an overpowering experience. It 
presents an ultimate in human life. Enough of it cuts off 
functioning and life itself. Physical torture may be used 
as a determiner of behavior. Without considering the fear of 
suffering, the actual experience of physice.l suffering has 
some final effects. It may be regarded as a basic natural 
.1 6 
eVl. • Any thorough going religious experience must deal 
with it. The slaves had it as a first consideration. Their 
faith in God had to deal · ,.,i th it. Their continued faith 
had to make terms \.,i th it. Sorro"' v1as a kind of suffering 
6. Knudson, DOR, 169. 
or a reaction to suffering. It presented a need to the 
religious experience which required fulfillment. 
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Religion is confronted with other needs by the con-
dition of slaves. The slave was thrown into conflict through 
the necessary violation of his status as a person. This con-
flict was not lessened by the fact that he agreed to submit to 
slavery. He harbored tensions. Fear was carefully promoted 
in him. In direct line with his treatment, he learned to hate. 
His existence was a frustrating one which added to his im-
balance through deceitful and repressed aggressions rendered 
his need just as great for the wholeness of redemptive re-
ligion. The destructive controls exerted even by the slave 
himself put him in need of healing. He held himself in at 
the expense of the disintegration of his manhood, his humanity, 
his sane mentality. Discouragement, constant humiliation, 
cowardice, total and final giving up, lapsing into futility 
and despair were upon him. What can reach the needs of such 
people? What has religion to say to these things? Is it on 
speaking terms to slaves? Has it a bag of tricks? a hocus? 
Or does it . validly, genuinely ans\•Ter these deep-set crucial 
human needs? 
In the course of events as the slaves were distributed 
about their places of work here they were introduced to 
Christianity. Some of the earlier slavers saw this as a 
possibility which mig~ justify the aordid business, although 
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they were not able to accomplish much through their function 
in the work. The language difficulty alone was a technical 
obstacle they never overcame during their comparatively short 
time of possession. But as the slaves learned the language of 
the Christians, they (the slaves) learned also about the 
Christian's God. The master welcomed anything in support of 
his position. He utilized whatever was at hand to establish the 
system of slavery and religion was convenient. The slaves bad 
not stopped praying in their calamity. They had looked death 
in the face time and again as four out of five were killed on 
the way from their homes in Africa to location on the plan-
tation. Religion had duped many people. It might be ef-
fectively used here. The Old Testament plainly states that 
Ham was cursed to be a servant. If these people wanted to 
know why such a fate as theirs had fallen on them, this was 
it. Ham represented one of the great branches of humanity. 
Part of the curse may have been that he was turned black. That 
will be added although it is not expressly stated. He and all 
his children were ordered to be servants forever. Now if these 
black men from Africa really ~mnt to do what is right; that is, 
do what God wants them to do, they will just be good slaves and 
not provoke their masters so that they will have to be beaten. 
They will keep out of all kinds of trouble and work hard. This 
will make them good Christians, good black Christians. There 
is a passage in the New Testament which bears this out. It 
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was written by the Apostle Paul, the greatest missionary that 
ever lived. He was the apostle to the gentiles, and he did 
not forget the poor black slaves who should come. He pointed 
out to them the message of salvation, the we,y of life. He 
said, "Servants. obey. • • your masters. 11 
This message could be given to the slaves through some 
of the church-going people of the slave-holding classes. Some 
ministers subscribed to it and sponsored it and later de-
fended their position with writings. Meetings were held for 
the slaves. They were told these things about the God the 
white man served. These things described a new religion to 
them. A cultural attitude among the \'!est Africans? is to 
welcome what is new. With an open curiosity they looked at 
the white man's religion. This pliableness made exposure 
possible. They presented an alertness '"hich "'as not deadened 
by the grossness of their situation. They exercised an open-
mindedness which was not canceled out by a prejudice born of 
the unfavorable circumstance about them. Some of the slaves 
took the religion as it was given them. For the master to 
think enough of them to call them together when he was not 
driving them to the field was a kindness to which they reacted 
warmly. Religion of any kind offered by the master was a kind-
ness. They were suffering. This was a hand extended without 
7. Herskovits, MNP, 141, 142. 
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the whip or the gun in it. It was extended for the purpose of 
having the slave take hold of it. He could refuse. He could 
sulk. Once ha had agreed to give in and to behave, taking 
a look at the white man's proffered religion was not a hard 
step whether he was interested or not. 
It actually gave help for one of the slave's big needs, 
the need arising from suffering. Here was, at least, some 
temporary relief. They could pray in a new language to a new 
God. Their old gods had forsaken them and were past. They 
could think about their old ways but it made them sorrowful. 
Some few of the slaves learned to take part in the new kind 
of meeting. They learned how to lead the meeting. They were 
given the privilege of leading it. \ihat these leaders said 
conformed to what the master said. In addition it had the 
intimacy of being presented by one of the slaves. 
The white man's religion had the advantage of a~ecial 
book. This book was a means of further enlightenment. The 
master class did not fail to back up their religion by this 
great book end with the importance they gave it they gave the 
slaves, unwittingly, an interest in it. This interest moved 
past the white man to the special book. The slave agents 
were permitted some limited access to the book without being 
able to study it. They heard it read. As time went on they 
heard more of it than two passages. There is more in it than 
the Ham story. Paul himself wrote more than one verse. They 
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got around to the 11 Chil 1en11 , the Children of Israel, who were 
behind the Old Testament. They could not miss Jesus in the 
New Testament. There were some white people who intended to 
be helpful to the slaves more definitely than they intended 
to defend the slave system. Through them some enlightenment 
got over to the slaves. They purposely helped to acquaint 
the slaves with more of its contents. Slaves heard with 
interest about the Children of Israel in Egypt. Moses. 
Pharaoh, Elijah, Daniel, the Three Hebrew Children, Samson, 
the Shepherd Boy, and Jesus. They were glad to hear about 
heaven and rest, slippers and crowns and robes and wings. 
However the religious experience cannot be finally con-
trolled by anyone for someone else. As 11 interpersonal co-
operation with a trusted Creator of Values 118, religion depends 
very much upon the Creator of Values. The quality of the re-
ligious experience may va:ry as the quality of coopera.tion 
varies from the individual religious person. But he is a 
more decisive factor than any sponsoring agent. The seeker of 
values and the Creator of Values make out the final quality of 
the religious experience. At least three strains of religious 
development may be distinguished among the slaves. 
The strain with the policy to conform has been pros-
perous. It has taken the interest of the slaves to heart 
~- Johnson, POR, 30. 
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by .being pliable on the end of the conflict where the master 
is concerned. It has not necessarily overtly bargained with 
the master and made terms with him. It did not necessarily 
scheme maliciously with the master to help keep the slaves 
subservient. There were slave holders who would not have been 
a party to that kind of an arrangement. Keeping slaves was 
good business to them; it paid. If the slaves liked religion. 
let them have it. So long as they did their work and stayed 
out of trouble when they were not working. they were welcome 
to religion. These planters had never taken religion seriously 
enough themselves to see any urgency regarding whether it was 
taken or left alone. Quite under their own choice. there were 
slaves who intended to just make the best of whatever should i ,. 
come. ~T.hen religion came. they took it. Without many cross 
questions they accepted it. Without detailed critical exam-
I j ~ 
ination of causes and effects they appropriated it. If there 
were fallacies. they still wanted to make the best of their 
situation. When there were contranictions. they allowed them 
to stay where they were. side by side or one upon the other. 
They saw open to them a "'ay of passage which required no more 
work, did not add to their abuse. and gave some relief. They 
did not oppose the \IT hi te folks. In fact. they chose. without 
serious exception. to do what the master wanted. They were 
often loud in saying what the master wanted said. They 
11 Talked at the big gate". In the meetings where whites were 
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present, they not only refrained from giving offense but they 
were car~ful to give due deference to the whites. 
There was also the strain of religious development 
which might be termed the religion of the Hebrews strain. 
The Negro slave made a remarkable identity of himself with the 
Hebrew people. It cheered him to kno'" that someone else had 
suffered the wa~ he was suffering and to know that the 
"chil 1en11 cried to God and He heard them was sweet news. The 
slave sa\-T his plight as a renewal of the rigors of Egypt. The 
deliverance that happened once down there could happen again. 
These people believed sla.very was wrong. · They believed God 
was right. They believed that God was against slavery. They 
believed that God fights His battles and tha t His children 
ought to call on Him and wait for Hitn. Records about the 
lives of both Denmark Vissey and Nat Turner indicate religious 
impetus for their insurrection plans. Each of them thought 
of himself as a Moses. Each favored fighting since God was 
on the side of the oppressed slaves. It '"'as up to the slaves 
to rise up and throw off the yoke. 
A third development was the religion of Jesus strain. 
It believed in persuasion and forebearance and would seem to 
be identical to the first strain of accommodation from the way 
in which it failed to attack the sla.ve system in violence. It 
absorbed mistreatment without rebellion. It expected to be 
used in the purpose of God on earth. But it did not take the 
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next identical step to that taken by the second strain. It 
did not speak with conviction of the divine plan for the over-
throw and destruction of the whites at the hands of the blacks. 
It had faith in God 1 s purpose. It believed that God's purpose 
was good. It believed that He knew what the. slaves were going 
through. It took Chri~tianity 1 s shift .of the center of gravity 
in cosmic events. It included the world beyond as part of the 
total cycle of adjustment. This world did not end everything. 
Sheol and the grave were dramatically transformed to triumphant 
life with God in heaven. 
The psychological condition of the slave may be summar-
ized in his reactions to conquest and to brutality. His 
suffering threw him into sorrow. Brutal treatment was inflicted 
upon him with the purpose of filling him "!i th ~. But he not 
only responded with fear, he responded with hate also. This is 
the outline of reactions strong enough to affect the general 
;trend.. There were other currents growing out of the original 
resources from Africa. These three trends set out descriptions 
of the sle.ves 1 area of need. Even the religion which conformed 
to the slave system aided with sorrow. Here religion earns its 
reputation as an opie,te for the people. It seeks to aid the 
sufferer by dressing his wounds. It does not seek to prevent 
further incidents of inju17. The conforming religion may apply 
in sorrow. It cannot administer to alleviating fear or to re-
moving hate. To the discriminate person, it soon becomes in-
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adequate. 
The religion of the Hebrews, may alleTiate fear. It 
sUllDlons a conviction of right. It solicits the power of Ged. 
It establishes its purpose in ~le purpose of God. Thus there 
comes courage. Fear is strong and when it can be transferred 
from men to be made fear and reverence for God. it is still a 
strong determiner of conduct. There is impetus for action. A 
cause becomes important. Success becomes possible. The slave 
learned that God is over the white man. He required that all 
men should do right. He looks at the hearts of men. Here all 
must stand trial before Him, and He is a righteous judge. They 
worked hard, but He could see what they were doing. Some of the 
Spirituals grow out of this strain of development. They found 
their application to life at this severe point of test. Fear 
and cowardice defeat and break men. They may check the rise of 
any wocthy purpose. The slave was continually up against these 
two enemies to his personal integration. He had few means 
through which to expend his nobly conceived commitments, but 
the unifyin~ result upon his personality was un:istakable. The 
religious experience which worked against fear in this way might 
also work against scrrow. Their discipline was austere, yet it 
could be effective. The process was like striking steel against 
steel. Courage should replace sorrow. Pride should replace 
fear. Forti t ude should be achieved in this manner. 
There was a suppQrt from God. He can be depended upon. 
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Just find out what is right amd you know that He is on that 
$ide. He will not ~o back en His word. He is a mighty God, and 
you may expect that He will show His strength and power on earth. 
He will bring down the mighty. He will destroy the wicked. He 
will raise up the despised and exalt the righteous. The thin~ 
for the slave to do instead of being afraid is to do right. 
He should be ready for the day of deliverance. 
These ideas are expressed in the Spirituals, and they are 
difficult to distinguish from the Spirituals of the Christian 
strain. The whole Bible was evidently a unit. Little distinctiGn 
has been f~und in the ~ind af the slave between God and Jesus. This 
was observed by HGward Odum9 in his study of the spirituals. The 
significant distinction that may be feund is in their expression 
of a delicate shift in outlook. In one instance we are in the 
Hebrew realm of outlook. In another we are in a totally modi-
fied one. It is the area of Hebrew-Christian tradition which 
is blown t h rough with the spirit of Christ. 
The best in Hebrew-christian tradition has not been 
consistently put into practice. If the truth shown in the 
Book of Ruth could have been followed, Judaism would have es-
caped racial enthusiasm. If the urge expressed in the Book of 
Jonah could have been harnessed, missionary activity through 
9. Odum, Art., (1909). 48. 
~ ' ' 
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broad helpful understanding would have flourished. It could have 
found a means different from proselyting. The spirit of Christ 
has not consistent~ led in Christian circles for determining 
policies on war. labor. and race. The Hebrew religion made dis-
coveries about suffering. In the Book of Job the fact that good 
people can suffer is given eloquent expression. Their suffering 
need not be due to any fault of theirs. It opposes the view 
that suffering is always the result of sin. Second IsaiahlO 
renders a purposive rationality to the suffering of a nation. To 
accomplish the changes this world needs,creative initia.tive 
must be exercised by someone which will not escape the rigors of 
privation. mistreatment. or pain. This role needs to be taken 
and kept willingly. not only by necessity. Events may draw 
some group logically close to the function. Suffering may be 
changed from senseless torture to a vicarious accomplishment. 
A constructive view of suffering affects one 1s fear. 
Here fear needs not be struck do,.,n and disowned. The individual 
is not taken into a selected group who are constantly on the 
alert to thrust out any who have fear as cowards. Terms are 
made with the object of fear. Painful consequences. imagined and 
real. produce insecurity. These are linked with former unpleasant 
experiences. They may be identified with a person or place or 
10. See Isaiah .53. 
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event and bidden from current conscious experience. Dire con-
sequences, torture, pain, humiliation, irreparable loss, play 
their part in reinforcing fear as an effective determiner of 
conduct. Dire consequences may be negotiated so that they do 
not hold an undefined, unreasonable and totally undesirable 
place. When they may be defined and related, irrationality in 
fear is reduced. Uncontrollable fear tends to diminish. The 
disintegrative effects of fear are reduced in this way. In 
this instance, religious motivation does not work as a re-
placement. ~ In fact, replacing fear with pride is more of a 
poetic statement than it is a psychological description. The 
psychological modification accompanying the claim might rather 
be deception or repression. 
This is different from the individual who redefines and 
relates suffering in a cherished whole. Fear is not repressed 
now. The cause for it is modified and removed. In the religion 
of Jesus, suffering is brought into striking focus. It is 
placed grimly in poverty, crudely on the rough tree of a cross. 
Jesus was not given a fair chance as He was falsely accused by 
some, and others did not understand Him. Sometimes the only 
thing He could do was to keep in touch with the Father. A 
currently available resource to answer in the time of need was 
knowledge of Jesus. This grew beyond an identity. It became 
a companionship. Its keenness grew as a fellowship of suffering. 
Jesus suffered with them. Just as He hung on the cross and died 
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when He was not guilty, He was with any other men who would suffer 
to the death in the way that He did. Evil men can make God 
suffer. He suffers because He does not jerk Himself out of the 
vexing situation regardless of whatever else ~ happen. Of 
course, men who do not do good can make other men suffer, but 
suffering men can turn away from evil. They can walk withJesus. 
Then they are not alone. With Him there is interpersonal co-
operation through the worst that cru1 happen. He is present with 
them in a vivid, real, inspiring companionship. He is in for a 
part of the scourge, a co-sufferer bearing a share. He suffered 
with them. They could suffer with Him. Their suffering did not 
have to be broken up piecemeal. It did not- have to be hit-or-
miss, unrelated, meaningless. They did not have to be fatalistic 
about it. They could escape being embittered. They could be 
steeled so that they would not have to be so un-nerved. They 
might even keep from flinching and running. Their tears would 
not be more self-pity. How? :Because Jesus 1 death "'as not sense-
less, the thing He died for is still good. vllien men live as He 
lived or live as He wants them to live, they live with Him. When 
they go through suffering still living this way, they suffer 
with Him. 
This dissertation does not assume the responsibility of 
establishing the validity of these beliefs as religious tenets. 
They are orthodox and familiar. So familiar that they may be 
regarded as fabrications out of contemporary thought. To read 
I' 
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in recent wishful thinking is a gross error. It may seem that 
primitive. simple slaves could not be capable of philosophic 
speculation and theological conclusion. Consider the Spiritual, 
uwere You Theret 11 , for a view of the slave's identity with 
Jesus in -suffering. 
For his conception of companionship with Jesus, consider 
a Spiritual like, 11 I Want Jesus To Walk With Me 11 • It was a 
desirs,ble possibility, a constant relationship. It mentions 
11 sorrow11 and 11 tri&,ls 11 ; it refers to life as a 11pilgrim journey11 
and is set in a minor key. These suggest that it is claiming 
this fellowship through suffering. 
Identity with the purpose and spirit of Jesus are ex-
pressed in 11 Lord I Want To :Be A Christian11 • 11Po 1 Lil' Jesus 
Boy 11 identifies the lot of Jesus \<lith that of the slave. They 
are alike in difficulty. 
This adjustment achieved integration through unity with 
the will of God, it was oneness with Jesus. This oneness went 
into the most seve~tests mortal life can experience; abuse, 
torture, suffering, death. ~lhen integration held here it could 
hold also against fear. The thing left to fear was a break in 
unity. 11Don 1 t Y1 Let Nobody Turn You 'Round 11 (Keep on to 
Cal vary} is one of these Spirituals. There is also 11 I'.ll Never 
Turn Back11 • The only final tragedy left for this life was 
separation from God; infidelity .· was the mortal enemy. :Because 
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weakness and inconsistency were felt there was continual 
need for prayer and renew~l. Faithfulness could be an 
achievement through God's help. So freedom from fear was not 
to be boasted about. It was to be worked out and gained 
through conquering King Jesus. 11Ride On Jesus 11 • 
There was some misuse of the Christian teaching that 
this life is not the end of man's existence. The slave 
could be told to wait for his reward until after he died. In 
heaven he would have a fine time. When this was a justi-
fication for exploitation it was a misuse. When it excused 
interest and responsi"bility for things in this world on the 
part of the slave it was a misuse. One application of the 
Christian teaching of the world to come dealt . with fear. 
"And fear not them which kill the body, but are not 
able to kill the soul: but rather fear him which is 
able to destroy both soul and body in hel1. 11 11 
The concept of man's undying soul was not entire~y new to the 
African. On the plain principle of avoiding dire consequences 
it was better to fear offense to God more than to man. 
Self-respect seems to demand fair treatment for one-
self. It denies unfair advantage for oneself. Cheating is 
guiltworthy to sensitive self-respect. Mistreatment is 
opposed and disapproved by the self-respecting individual. If 
this mistreatment is increased to atrocity, disapproval may 
11. Matthew 10:28. 
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grow into resentment. Let the atrocity be identified with 
definite persons. and let it be instigated into the order of 
things as being perpetual and resentment mey become intense, 
.focused hate. This development in attitude is consistent 
with preserving self-respect. In an oppressed situation the 
individual who opposes with a strong degree of hatred may be 
expected to maintain a fair level of self-respect. The strain 
of slave religion whose policy was to conform did not put 
its highest premium upon self-respect. Its highest premium 
was upon getting along and staying out of trouble. It bad 
no fitting application to the need of the high-spirited. self-
respecting slave who was seething with hatred. The religion 
of the Hebre\V'S strain drew from the law, 11An eye for an eye 
and a tooth for a 'tooth". It made a distinction between the 
stranger and the blood-bound brother. The enemies of God 
could be opposed with a holy hatred. Here hatred l1ad an 
attempted discrimination. Ethical qualification was attempted. 
Restriction was placed upon it. 
evil oppressor. 
The slave should hate the 
A good service came in the distinction bet\•reen evil and 
~he evil doer. Hatred should be exercised against evil deeds. 
Wickedness and l'Trong should be fought against. Here a 
speculative distinction is offered. One enters the arena with 
a little difference in intention. As the slave carried on hatred 
for the master's deeds. he hated being brought from Africa. 
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He hated being thrown into forced labor; he hated every blow 
that had been struck. He hated everything white men had 
ever done to black men. Kindness? He hatedthat, too. It 
would not have been tried but for the wrong that had al-
ready been done. It \'rould have been better to have left out 
the start, the wrong. And some kindness was but a means to 
further wrong. 
The way out of this situation was for white men to re-
pent and make restitution for their wrongs, or for the people 
of God to build themselves up in the faith until they could 
rise in the strength that comes from God and strike down evil 
wherever it is found. Surely in the fury of this fray, the 
evil doer and the evil he represents would be hard to dis-
tinguish. It would be hard to crush out the hated evil with-
out fighting men involved in the hated evil. The slaves who 
from 1672 to 1864 were maroons in the southern part of this 
country could have found support for their position in the 
religion of the Hebrews. Their guerrilla warfarel.2 had some 
similarity to the l-!acabeean uprising. Another way out of the 
impasse of evil and wrong on one side and hatred on the other 
was spent through the religion of the Hebrews. The slave 
could see himself as the sufferer. If he suffered faithfully 
without wavering and kept on, then one day in some miraculous 
12. Aptheker, TBF, 11. 
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way in the Lord's own time the Day of the Loed would come. 
For the wicked this would be destruction and wasting. For 
the righteous it would be exaltation, deliverance, joy and 
praise. He would then be thankful that he hated evil with 
a holy hatred. Justice would roll down as waters. 
Hate could contain all of the tension, frustration and 
aggression experienced by the slaves. It had strength and 
scope enough to stand the pressure of the psychological im-
balance in the slave. It was strong. It was inclusive. But 
it was destructive. The individual whose life orientation was 
under hate used a large quantity of nervous energy. A life 
thoroughly conditioned into the patterns of hatred goes pro-
gressively through stages of unwholesome subjective and 
social adjustment to ill health and psychosis. Arresting dis-
integration is not easy. Skillful psychiatry is progressing 
in information and in techniques today. Religious experience 
is being recognized as a positive factor for aid againat the 
destructive effects of hate. The slave's religion, which 
accommodated itself to slavery, could not cope with the des-
tructive effects of hate. It was salve applied to the patient 
who had tuberculosis. Neither did the religion of the Hebrew 
strain ade~aately deal with hate. When it channelled hatred 
to support a good cause it led to violent overthrow of the 
oppressor. Forgiveness could come if the oppressor repented 
and made restitution. But oppressors have oeen thrown down by 
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movements which started as crusades. The incident of over-
throw did not dissolve old hatreds, and when it nursed hatred 
to patiently await the appearance of the marvelous D~ of the 
Lord, it placed cold cloths on the patient's brow who needed 
treatment for the germs that were in him and running up his 
fever. 
The religion of Jesus dealt with the slave who began 
to hate out of self-respect. It took that self-respect and 
put a premium upon it. It said to the slave, 11 You are precious 
in the sight of God. 11 fhis gave a welcome entry. The slave 
is eternally, uniquely precious in the way that every man is 
precious to God. God is calling the self-respecting slave 
to sonship. Here was protection which did not need a bolster-
ing against the mistreatment of men. 
11 Racism, the practice of the dogma that there is special 
virtue in ancestry 11 ,13 confronted the slave. This met him on 
every hand. The favored people of the United States were 
white. He "'as penalized not for crime or guilt, but because he 
was not white. Bla~kness and slavery were associated. Re-
ligion had to face them both. The way~ in which the principle 
psychological needs of the slave were met have just been dis-
cussed. The thorough use of racist doctrine must be considered. 
It 'lras introduced early with no superficial reference to it 
13. Gallager, ROC, 74. 
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being regarded as sufficient. Treatment of the African slave 
in America was in terms of this doctrine all the way. He 
could not escape its unpleasantness, for right in religious 
teaching it was present. Religious practice had it as 
clearly as non-religious practice. There is special virtue in 
ancestry; any white man is better than any black man in every 
conceivable way. How could the Negro come before God with 
this? 
When he accepted the dogma he could not reach far in 
his aspiration. When he did not accept it he still bad to 
deal with some difficult facts. The white man had conquered 
and enslaved him. His gods had not prevented it; G·od, or 
whatever gods there are, had allowed it when they saw the black 
man's oppression and did nothing about it; they must be white 
for they did not care. The black man who did not like his lot 
could not worship a white god. He might bow down to him as 
he had to bow to the white man. But he would never really wor-
ship him, he could not trust him, he could not care for him. 
He really hated him as much as he feared him. A white god 
who would take advantage of black men as this one did ought to 
be killed. He was in on the devilment of specia.l virtue in 
race. 
Racism complicated the trend of the slave's religious 
development. No matter how good the best parts of the new 
gospel sounded, racism was there. Racism was practiced no 
matter what was said. The best of people lived in accord 
with it more than they lived in denial of it. Its urgent 
restriction clamped down upon his faith with a grasp that 
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would not let go. Whatever he found out about the God of the 
Christian had to make terms with this blatant denial. 
Apparently from the same fountain came bitter and sweet water. 
Piety a.nd blasphemy came from the same source. Their dif-
ficulty may have been only heightened had they known that 
centuries earlier the Christian church was thrown and drawn 
out of Africa because of racial discrimination. The conflict 
was never resolved in the lives of those who died without a 
Christ. Strikingly, however, some of them became Christian. 
They got across the rift of contradiction. They distinguished 
between the imperfect bearer of the Christian witness and the 
Christ himself. In an unusual way they fastened their attention 
upon Jesus. Everything they could catch that He said or did 
was true and good. Everything else could be lies. 
This breaking across for an apprehension may have been 
accomplished through the severity of suffering. Academic 
speculation may not have been so irresistible, so direct. The 
discovery of real value may not have been made without the 
desperation coming from the ordeal. They terribly needed 
Jesus to O'llm them 11 as His child11 • They needed it badly enough 
to have invented it if water wings can be fashioned out of 
nothing by a sinking, o.rowning man. What they found had to 
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}lave support and validity. The desperate souls would not 
. take a conforming religion. They would not be duped on 
racism by a damnable white god. Yahweh had to break out of 
his national limits. Jesus of Nazareth could not be provin-
cial or racially exclusive and reach their needs. Not one 
of their tribal gods from Africa could suffice for the racial 
trauma of their situation. God would have to be above racial 
distinction. He could not have race preference; He could not 
recognize special virtue in ancestry. The slave found a God 
who had 11 the whole round world in his hand~'. 
One ca~~ot say what development would have taken place 
if Mohammedanism had been presented at this time as a com-
petitor. The church in Africa which produced Augustine, 
• 
Origen, and Cyprian apostacized to .. Mohammedanism. Race was 
the main issue there. The Mohammedan religion does not have 
the racial casting the Christian religion does. The slave 
would not have faced a racial scourge in Mobammedanis~, but it 
must be noted that he did not have to compromise morally on 
this contradiction in order to enter upon the values to be 
found in a commitment to the Christian religion. Con-
centration upon Jesus was the technique here. This continued 
the effect of me~ing the experience pointed, vivid and personal. 
In his chapter on 11 Racism and Color Caste 11 in the Inter-
seminary Series, Buell Gallager sees racism as pathological 
,'/~ 
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disintegration.!~ The person whose emotional life is dis-
turbed by its demands is in difficulty. His interpersonal 
relations are warped and abnormal. His mental state is de-
fective. His personality is diseased. When social issues are 
formed along a front of racism the behavior resulting may be 
expected to be irrational or neurotic. He finds part of the 
power of racial casting in the United States by tracing back 
to its origin. He says, 11 0ur racial caste system has its 
historical roots in chattel slavery.nl'.5 In the United States 
the individual does not come into a neutral environment on the 
issue of racia.l casting. Growing out of years of conditioning 
a pattern has been established. 
On this matrix of caste-and-class as elaborated in 
the American scene, every individual weaves the pattern 
of his own race attitudes. Unless he is able to devise 
some other loom (say that of the Christian ethic) to re-
place the ready-made patterns of society, the individual 
is unable to achieve an appreciable degree of emanci-
pation from the attitudinal patterns which are typical 
of his caste and class. Generally speaking, the atti-
tudes of whites, ranging from friendly paternalism to 
hatred and contempt, tend to recognize a caste status 
in which all whites are in one way or another superior 
to all Negroes, who in their turn must in no way be 
superior to any whites; while the reciprocal attitudes 
which Negroes must assume in order to survive in a caste-
controll~d society tend to recognize this subordinate 
16 status. -
14. Gallager, RCC, 75. 
15. Gallager, RCC, 95. 
16. Gallager, ROC. 95, 96. 
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The pattern already made by this time and the pattern 
which dominated the white population in support of the slave 
system was the one which requires the white man to cast away 
all potential channels of interpersonal relationship arbi-
trarily in keeping with racial lines. All Negroes are sub-
persons. That is decided by their external appearance. The 
considerations which apply to recognizing personality in 
other instances do not apply. The white person arbitrarily 
need not contend, solicit nor present his merits when con-
fronting a black person. Their persons are of no consequence. 
:Slack and white are the first considerations. This shift of 
values is not given the rationality of war emergency. The 
black man is not a national enemy. It is such a flat denial 
that it cannot help produce shock. Its irrationality prevents 
its being integrated into the acceptable standard of values. 
Its unfairness cannot help raise question or some guilt. 
Reasons are sought. Accusations are made. Justification is 
found though it must be fabricated. Real reasons are masked. 
11 Good 11 reasons are given. Deceit is essentia.l. This under-
mines wholesome psychological life. It begins '"i th broken 
interpersonal relations, accomplished through an arbitrary 
jumble of values. There is a denial of the unique worth of 
personality; that personality which has a variation in out-
ward form. This exception is made distinctly. No exception 
is allowed. The requirement is unyielding. It is relentless. 
" :f> 
:'r 
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No terms can be made with it. Whenever a white person and a 
black person come together without open hostility the pattern 
is still not disturbed. To avoid penalty they must tacitly 
agree not to disturb it. To the white who disapproves the 
pattern idealistically conformity is a damaging compromise. 
The Negro who is unable to devise some other 11 loom to replace 
the ready-made patterns of society" on racial attitudes may 
turn out to be a victim in his own eyes. Very easily he may 
develop a persecution complex. Through this he may lapse 
into inactivity. He may excuse himself of moral accountability, 
taking occasion to give himself a justified license for mis-
conduct. Or he may become embittered and engage in spiteful 
conduct. Here such conduct is thought of more specifically 
as pathological. Under more extensive study it may be dis-
tinguished from the trend of conduct discussed under tension, 
frustration and aggression. Findings regarding hatred and 
pathology will be useful. 
Into the unwholesome racial situation the slave in-
troduced his o~m contribution. He was a sociological agent 
and a psychological agent. He was a social inferior. So long 
as he was a slave this was undeniable. This was a rejection. 
The whole unpleasantness of the unnatural situation could 
have driven him stolidly into a shell. He could have become 
entirely indrawn and withdra~m. yet some of his number kept 
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resiliency enough to come back with a smile. Those who gave 
up their manhood stayed around of course, but some who kept 
the self-direction and initiative to purchase their freedom 
maintained themselves as wholesome social agents. They could 
be depended upon for honesty. Their smile was genuine. Their 
character was a guarantee against treachery. Into this 
maladministered social situation they could come smiling with 
hat in hand. This slave had a wholesome contribution. The 
sycophant with his servile flattery abetted the maladjustment. 
He was the slave who had humiliated himself by giving up his 
self-respect. He was not a wholesome social agent in the 
situation. In contra.st there is the slave who had main-
tained self-respect and in the vexing social situation had 
learned humility. In the face of vicious racism he was humble 
yet uncompromising in his own denial of it. His religious ex-
perience maintained him between the horns of this apparent 
dilemma. He did not beat down the man who operated under a 
false and devastating social dogma, though it affected him, 
the slave, vitally. But more especially he, though a slave, 
did not have to accept it and believe it. His religious ex-
perience took a higher authority. It had a conclusive 
validity. 
The slave understood what was said about his being 
black. He did not have the term "racism" in his vocabulary, 
but he caught the force of the term. Still some slaves had 
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elasticity enough to stay on hand, absorb the thrust of its 
insult and remain open and gracious and gentle and kind in 
their attitude. Again the sycophants are not referred to 
here. There was insincerity, mixed motive and lack of 
character in them. A stock generality has been offered to 
account for the Negro's record of kindness. It is that the 
Negro is naturally good natured and simple hearted. This fits 
the racist doctrine. The Negro has a different set of 
tendencies from the white man's. So different that the abusive 
treatment which would make normal "'hi te men rebel and assert 
their manhood only makes him smile. Look at him at home in 
Africa. He is slow to respond to everything, incluQing bad 
treatment. He is even tempered and does not exert himself 
enough to get up a sweat fighting about this or that misdeed. 
He would rather let it go. The record of his loss of life 
upon introduction into slavery in America denies this argument. 
There were slaves who were wholesome psychological agents in 
the pathological situation constructed by racism. No auto-
matic 11good nature 11 is an adequate accounting for it. A 
better accounting comes out of his religious experience. 
Racism demands that white men in their self-superiority hold 
Negroes in contempt. A Negro might respond by holding himself 
in contempt and finally by hating the ones who helped him lose 
his precious self-respect. Or defensively from the start he 
might resent the affront, the attack upon the ego, and counter 
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directly with an attack of dislike and hate. In either 
event he . abets the pathological state. On the other hand he 
might refuse to take offense. Without agreeing to the racist 
charge he might accomplish the status of a participant in the 
area of personal relations. As a positive agent, he did not 
submit to the defective pattern. He was able to keep a 
measure of independence. The break psychologically occured 
as he declined to respond in the proffered mutual resentment. 
An alternative arose out of the religious experience. The 
growth it required ~as one which loved the contemptuous agent 
of racism. It wascreative in the sense of being self-sus-
taining in a relation which is normally reciprocal. It gave 
back love without having to reform the offender as one of the 
conditions of a disciplined love. The two-way relation of 
mutual resentment was broken. The mutual complication was 
dissolved. 
The expression of mutual resentment may be avoided by 
the precaution of avoiding contact. Group religious ex-
perience tends to unite a given body in a particular way which 
draws it to itself and away from others. Let the gro~p share 
ethnic or cultural identity which may distinguish it from 
other persons near at hand and the possibility of exclusive-
ness is great. vfuen the surrounding environment is hostile 
exclusiveness is almost unavoidable. As a device to guard a 
treasured holding the group may avoid others. To cultivate 
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common interests it may draw together. By redefining its 
needs and purposes it may see good reason to constitute it-
self apart. 
The slave came into contact with the Christian religion 
in an environment run on the racist pattern. The Christian 
religion is a denial of racism. Yet Christian people were 
involved in the slave system. The slave could be encouraged 
by the new-found hope for relief promised in the Christian 
message, but he was open to real disappointment from the way 
the message failed to get over into practice. The clearest 
revelations of truth came to him outside of the religion 
sponsored by the master. The most helpful religious experience 
was not out of the religion accommodated to slavery. When the 
slave saw where the master was wrong he felt that God con-
demned the master. These things taken together tend toward 
self-righteousness and exclusivism on the part of the slave. 
However exclusivism cannot avoid segmented invalidity. It is 
threatened by moral arrogance, lack of perspective, lost 
relevance, and decadence. 
Strains of religious development among the slaves how-
ever followed a trend which would be inclusive or included 
rather than exclusive. The patterns of denominational identi-
ty were frankly taken by Negroes as they were among white 
people. The slave attended services with his master and sat 
in the same building or stood at the doors and windows. 
There were meetings in which the slave poured out his deepest 
longings of protest and aspiration. In these he could steal 
away to Jesus and it was a specialized meeting in terms of 
needs and the common attitude which was shared by those who 
had a part in it. Anyone not in accord would have been out 
of place; accord consisted in compatible sentiment which is 
not an arbitrary requirement when it is constructed along the 
line of need in the reinforcement or growth of personality. 
CHAPTER V 
NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE ELEMENTS IN THE SLAVE'S 
RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE 
In the Spiritual. death is not the end. There is life 
after death. Benjamin Mays finds altogether too much re-
ference to heaven in the Spiritual. It is a preoccupation. 
Although the slave lived in this world. his thoughts were 
taken up with the other world. rllien an individual succeeds in 
diverting his attention completely he is insensitive to his 
immediate surroundings. Whatever unpleasantness is there may 
be practically ignored. But it is at the price of ignoring 
other things. This individual is not adjusted in his en-
vironment. He is emotionally extracted from it and he ma~ be 
mentally extracted from it. He makes an adjustment of de-
tachment and irrelevance. which is not a successful personality 
orientation. It does not grapple. negotiate and master the 
resistance in life. but flees into unreality. Otherworldly 
religion can do this. Some of the slaves may have practiced 
it. If some of the developments present today began during 
slavery. it is certain that they did. It is by no means certain 
that this is the quality of otherworldly religion expressed in 
the Spiritual. however. 
The type of religion whose policy was to conform had 
another negative element in it. It was a kind of compen-
sation. Here religion was intended to placate, to nurse and 
to coddle. The desired effects were accomplished by shield-
ing the subject from the harshness of reality. This could 
be done at least temporarily. This was usually accomplished 
through emotionalism. Self-pity was the cheapened emotion 
which rendered the subject a momentary drenching. But pro-
bably more often shallow shouting was the form taken. It 
consisted of loud and continuous exclamation employed by the 
subject as a psycho-physical release for himself. or calcu-
lated to stimula te a heightened degree of emotional excite-
ment in others present. This heightened degree of emotional 
excitement is regarded in turn as highly desirable. It is an 
apex of accomplishment. It becomes an end in itself. 
Through this means the . 11 worshipper 11 is swayed into a 
level of self-conscious experience which is above the average 
for him. It includes a higher rate of metabolism. It employs 
nervous and emotional stimulation. The participant tends to 
become dominated by his immediate occupation. Through intense 
preoccupation, he may forget difficulties. He may become 
pleasantly oblivious of all the data of consciousness except a 
single symbolic or stimulating word or phrase or rhythmic beat. 
Here are three negative elements that were developed 
in the religious experience of the slave. They did not in-
tegra,te his personality, nor did they orient him in his 
physical and personal environment. They were not problem 
solving, but they were means of escape. They were drugs and 
blinds, methods of self-deception and evasion. If these "'ere 
the only elements developed in the religious experience be-
hind the Spiritual one would look in vain there for dignity 
and worth. 
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Dependable orientation or character cannot be supported 
by such elements. The slave was confronted by a severe situa-
tion. Just how do persons react when they are up against 
imponderables'/ Observe the individual who is bearing in-
tolerable pain. His behavior is different from what his own 
behavior would be under usue.l circumstances. His 11 normal 11 
behavior is different in the severe circumstance from what it 
is in the usual circumstance. He may 11 normally 11 talk of 
death when he is facing it, though he may not mention it in 
the usual circumstrulce. The Spiritual grew out of the African's 
life as a slave in the Unit ed States. Against this background 
the prevalence of references to heaven is less accentuated. It 
may be even said that a prevalence of reference to heaven 
becomes normalized. 
Further, otherworldliness may be considered as a posi-
tive element. Without forgetting the stark reality of death 
in the life of the slave, consider his extensive capacity as a 
man. As a Christian he was a citizen of two worlds. 
In the Christian faith ••• an individual may stand 
both inside and outside history. He stands inside because 
his faith affirms the meaningfulness of history and he 
stands outside because his faith asserts that history is 
borne by an eternal will.l 
Whenever anyone undergoes abuse that is not self-
inflicted, he may be affected by some force which is out of his 
own control. The lot of the slave reduced the amount of ego 
involvement to the barest minimum. He had the least possible 
amotint of directive consultation exercised in the running of 
things. He was a spectator. wnere he was concerned in the 
usual events of his own life this was so. He was not auto-
motive. He might reduce cross purpose and tension by standing 
on the sideline volitionally. He stood in readiness to be 
propelled. W'i th his self-willing and. self-direction he stood 
outside the usual course of events. To this extent he was 
standing outside of history. He was standing outside of the 
concentration, exertion and expense of energy required for 
asserting initiative. To the extent that he was not autono-
mous he was stripped of responsibility. To the extent that he 
was an automaton he was irresponsible. Eut this was part of 
the condition to which he agreed once he chose life as a sla,ve 
in preference to death. The slave abdicated self-directed 
llli· He moved out a'tTay from life 1 s area of broad open hill-
sides. He moved out upon a jutting, overhanging ledge. And 
1. Niebuhr, ~~M, 70. 
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the slave system moved in behind him. He could not retrace 
his stepp.. He paid a penalty for abdicating life. He had 
to endure whatever treatment was meted out to him. He r~ 
jected himself and he was held in contempt by others. The 
contempt of others which he felt and his self-rejection are li' 
two indications that he took with him human personality. It 
is persistent though conditions may vary greatly. Its de-
mands are no less urgent. High fulfillment must still be 
approximated. That is, ultimate objectives that are satis-
fying to the slave must be worthful to human personality. 
Human personality is essentially identical whether found in 
the slave in the United States or in a royal family of Europe.2 
Its needs are dynamic. The religious experience which makes a 
contribution among these needs must have dynamics suited to 
restriction and extremity. 
One of the Spirituals which is flagrantly other-
worldly. according to its wording, is 11 City Called Heaven" or 
11Po 1 Pilgrim". An examination of its text is in place here. 
An attempt at interpreting its meaning in some of the setting 
just indicated may also be in place. 
11Po' Pilgrim II 
I am a po 1 pilgrim of sorrow 
Tossed out in this \'tide world alone, 
2. Allport, PER,259,285,566. 
No hope have I for tomorrow, 
I started to make heav'n ~ home. 
Chorus 
Sometimes I am tossed and driven, Lord, 
Sometimes I don't know where to roam, 
I heard of a city called Heaven 
I started to make it my home. 
My mother has reached that bright glory, 
My father's still walking in sin, 
My sisters and brothers won't own me, 
Because I am tryin' to get in. 
As this singer traveled a sorrowful ~ alone, he was 
l'tithout hope of finding anything better in this world belo\·r. 
His bounds were determined, He was tossed by forces he 
could do nothing with, by forces he did not understand. He 
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was driven, actually driven, with a cutting lash. Where could 
he find relief? 
There's a city called heaven where the pilgrim can sit 
down and rest a little while. Up there he would shake hands 
with his mother who understood him. With her he could be at 
home never to roam any more. 
Mothers of families earned the name of being steadying 
agents in the rigorous lot which fell to them and to their 
children and husbands. The decision to be a slave could not 
be made by a man to last all of his lifetime. He had to 
decide again and again so long as he maintained the complex of 
self-respect referred to as manhood. He had to decide whether 
he lorould be a slave and a coward or whether he would rise up 
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and fight. He would review whether the consideration of 
staying alive in the hope of reclaiming his family or something 
else could still stand. He would have to answer whether he 
should die now as so many had done coming over--four out of 
five according to Buxton, Woodson and others. Could he decline 
to fight to the death in showdovm violent resistance? Was 
there any ground that justified his not doing so? He could 
not find peace. He could not have faith. He was walking in 
repression, tension, fear, hatred, sin. 
Religion was handed out by the white folks. Taking it 
was a compromise. The critical refused to be duped. The 
self-respecting held the conforming compromisers in contempt. 
It is right that they should, but what of those in the religion 
of Jesus strain or the religion of the Hebrews strain who were I I 
I· 
not compromising? The skeptical and uninitiated threw all of 
the religious fools together. 11My. sisters and brothers won't 
own me, Because I am tryin 1 to get in. 11 Blood relationships 
were severed in reference to a quest that was misunderstood. 
This pilgrim ""as not trying to make peace vri th the white 
folks, though. His effort was in terms of transcendent 
orientation. 
But otherworldliness is inferior religion. This is the 
judgment of present religious thought. Then should his song be 
thrown out at once? Or are there values in it? He is not 
embittered by his lot, and "'hen he says, 11 I am a po 1 pilgrim, 11 
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he is £rankly facing reality as much as he is pitying himself. 
The eyes that stared toward that city were those of a man who 
could not call himself his own. His responsibility for this 
world was limited to his opportunity in it. 
Thus his looking beyond was not simply an escape 
mechanism; it was an emancipative projection of the human 
person out of a hopelessly fettered existence. Under the more 
refined light of Christian teaching as limited as it had come 
to him, he believed that death was not the end. Religion from 
Africa was a supplement at this point. He would take the 
rigors of this life as incidents on his journey. As Ulysses, 
from the early Greeks, braved hazardous sailing, turned from 
the lures of wine, sweet music and beautiful women, fought 
demons and men, and crossed the seas again to Ithaca, Penelope, 
and all that home meant to him under the drive of. an irrestible, 
purposive homesickness just so would this pilgrim aspire to 
that city called Heaven and make it his home. 
There is evidence that captives who leaped overboard or 
took their lives in other ways had the belief that if they died 
they would return in the spirit to the homeland. That drive 
was suicidal. The one expressed in this Spiritual does not 
seek the way out of destructive desperation. It would work 
against desperation. It would work against the sin of the 
father. ~would work against disintegration. "Tryin 1 to get 
in," is soul's achievement. This is worthful. It is redemptive. 
i 
i 
' ' I 
These all died in faitl::!., .not having received the 
promises, but having seen them afar off, and were 
persuaded of them, and embraced them, and confessed 
that they were strangers and pilgrims (the writer's 
emphasis) on the earth. For they that say such 
things declare plainly that they seek a country.3 
l4S 
There is another consideration for testing the positive 
or negative qualities in otherworldly religion. It grows out 
of the slave 1 s original responsibility for his lot as a slave. 
He was either born into slavery or brought into slavery. 
What ~1as his own responsibility for it. If he were at home 
in the Kingdom of Dahomey on the west coast of Africa and 
slavers captured him, what was his o~m moral responsibility 
for being captured? The dogma that the weak invite ag-
gression is not debated here. This will be dealt with in the 
next chapter. The intention is to examine the conditions \'lhich 
were surrounding the slave's abdication of self-directed life. 
Negligence may have led him to the place where he had to ab-
dicate. This would imply that he had a conception of what 
would befall him and he refused to take measures of precaution. 
Or he postponed implementing foresight until it was too late. 
Ruling compe.rable military armament out of present consideration, 
there is hardly any other measure of precaution \•rhich could have 
been taken. He was carrying out the functions of life with a 
fair degree of satisfactory adjustment to the environment. 
3. Hebrews, 11:13, 14. 
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When aggression to enslave came, he was taken. The way 
in which the over-all population went into defeat and enslave-
ment tends to indicate that the abdication was not premature. 
A much lower death rate than four out of five would have made 
this so. To abdicate self-direction he did not have to give 
up hope for improvement. He had to postpone his own efforts 
for improvement. He could not maintain self-respect and 
depend solely upon the aid or indulgence of other men for it. 
Here his religious experience applied. He could stand inside 
of history and the tragedy of African and American slavery did 
not smash and dispel the meaningfulness of human events. He 
could. stand outside of history, :possibly in the meaning that 
Niebuhr intends and surely in the sense of his being repressed 
from self-direction in human events, and still fulfill the con-
dition that 11 his faith asserts that history is borne by an 
eternal will. 11 It is t hrough this exercise of faith that he 
maintained contact and held relevance though his participation 
was reduced. He did not surrender relevance until he no longer 
cared what happened now or later. So long as he recognized 
that he had a final, individual responsibility for overcoming 
the environment, he had relevance to it. This responsibility 
is not for changing the environment in the case of the in-
dividual who has abdicated self-direction in the environment. 
He may accept responsibility to live his life as though the 
environment v1ere changed. The slave in the religion of Jesus 
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strain of development would do so. He would be open to attack. 
But he would make eye contact with the man of the opposition. 
His single request being for a hearing that there might be 
opportunity for interpersonal communication. 
The position may be taken that the slave cannot attain 
to cosmic orientation. So long as he is a slave his first 
responsibility is to free himself. He must work on this and 
die trying or succeed in it as his first accomplishment in self-
realization. From this view any of the accomplishments made 
by men while they were still slaves were short of their primary 
charge and in moral compromise. .Anything accomplished by 
slaves so long as they remained slaves was done while the main 
issue was evaded. This view obviously calls into question all 
of the religion experienced by the slaves. It places the 
blight of evasion upon all of the Spirituals which grew up 
during slavery. 
The chief difficulty with such a view is that it places 
responsibility for slavery upon the slave. It does not recog-
nize that persons may find themselves in situations beyond their 
control. It correctly points out that men can always do ~­
thing about any conceivable situation. It may be agreed further 
that something can be done which leads toward an adjustment on 
growing terms in the situation. Still, removing the slave 
system involved the will of the persons in control. Their co-
operation is indispensable to a permanent change. Their wishes 
1~ 
were expressed in the system. Their wills were involved in 
maintaining it. Their cooperation toward change might not be 
secured readily. They might have to be beaten into it. 
Beating the controllers into change is not a moral accomplish-
ment on the part of the slaves. To make removal of slavery the 
main moral issue confronting the slave, he must assume a 
disproportionate amount of the moral responsibility for it. 
Those who advocate freedom through violent revolt must regard 
beating the controllers into cooperation with this change as a 
moral accomplishment. 
Turning away from freedom as the first moral responsi-
bility, the slave is caught with the task of self-realization 
within the restrictions of slavery. He will choose freedom as 
opportunity may come, however it should be recognized that as 
a free man his task for self-realization is not identical with 
what it bad been as a slave. 
Slavery cramps persons. Part of the person is de-
sensitized as though acted upon by a local anesthetic. The 
slave must work against the tbreat of being de-humanized. The 
religious experience furnished a legitimate compensation at 
this point. Intelligence and adaptability lead human beings to 
compensate for difficulties encountered. It is a process by 
which the individual makes readjustment taking into account 
irreplaceable lack or loss. One must make a careful assessment 
of his resources. He must take an honest evaluation of his 
limitations. He must avoid deception and evasion to make a 
solid readjustment. 
In otherworldly religion compensation was a. delicate 
accomplishment. Without a place here that he had built, or 
that he owned, or that he paid rent on--without claim to a 
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home, he would make heaven his home. Without dignity as a 
person, he wa.s one of God 1s children. Without personal identity 
or a decent name here, his name was written up yonder. There 
was a robe, shoes and a cro\m in heaven. He could walk and 
shout and fly all over God 1s heaven. Here there was con-
tinual disparity between the big house and the shacks. An 
affirmation of fel,t personal vTorth may be gleaned from, 11 ! 
want to live up yonder in bright mansions above. 11 
"Swing Low Sweet Chariot" with its 11 Comin' fo' to carry 
me home 11 is one of the best-known Spirituals which may be placed 
in this classification. The urgent question is--was it escape? 
Or was there a religious experience behind it that accomplished 
genuine, legitimate compensation? It would be hard to find a 
more sonorous ,.rord than 11 home 11 • Even if it '\'Tere accidently hit 
upon because of its sound, it is strikingly played upon in the 
final held-over measure of each refrain. Home , home, home--not 
just away and out. A place where he belonged. nA place where 
when you have to go there, they have to take you in. 11 4 He had 
4. Frost, DBM, 
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longings, he had strivings, but he was not tipping the balance. 
He was fiot forcing the event of death by his own hand. "Comin1 
fo' to carry me home." He was being sent for. And again in a 
prevalent characteristic of the otherworldly Spiritual, he 
11 looked 11 • He extended his insight into the nature of reality. 
Things as they are in the restrictive immediate were not all 
that he saw. Whether what he saw was illusion need not be 
denied. His seeing angels may have been figurative. Yet, 
his looking over impenetrable barriers which could have walled 
him in and buried him down was a triumph. In these simple 
phrases with Old Testament angelology and travel to heaven, a 
record of aspiration is made. The soul, intellect, will of the 
people who made this song was not done to death. They mastered 
themselves by holding on to an integration that persisted. 
They mastered an environment, which could have finished them, 
by holding their higher capacities. 
11 If you get there before I do. 11 One does not know when 
he will go. The che.riot schedule is in someone's else hands. 
It must be God's. They are His angels. It is His heaven: our 
home. The rest of us are on a par, such as the others who have 
made it home, my friends. This is not just a free ride for the 
asking. One goes up against resistance. 11 I 1m sometimes up 
and I'm sometimes down. 11 This is an eloquent expression of 
naked acquaintance with endeavor. Or it is frank, religious 
autobiography. Here is success and failure. Trial and success. 
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Trial and failure. But trial, trying. trying. It is not giving 
over, it is not drifting, it is not just getting out, escape. 
":But still my soul feels heavenward boUllO,. 11 Could this be 
bragging? Not in the context of the pleading dependence 
"Swing low ••• 11 It is an affirmation of valid perfectionism. 
It is keeping faith. Going on to perfection. This is the 
triumph that overcomes the world. Here is genuine compensation. 
Let there be no quarter asked. Any station of humanity can 
reach it--the halt. the lame. the blind. the poor, the injured, 
the alone. he who strives against fea.r. against dread. against 
insanity. the enslaved. the idle. bequeathed rich. the morphine 
addict. For any of the disadvantaged or victimized race of 
men, there is adjustment, compensation.salvation. 
~Then an individual is down in a pit in water that is 
over his head in depth. his first task is to keep afloat. All 
of his energy may be used up in keeping his head above the 
level of the water. If the water is being stirred up or debris 
is flung in from overhead. he may be hard put to survive. The 
habitual alcoholic is in such a pit. The slave \oras in a pit. 
Part of his religion was designed for keeping alive dovm there. 
Water wings and a steel reinforced helmet for the head were 
good equipment for that situation. But one would hardly wear 
them to the Puritan meeting-house on Sunday morning. This 
argument will, therefore, admit a margin of super-imposed 
otherworldly religion which had positive quality. This is to 
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be distinguished from the negative otherworldly religion dis-
cussed on page 136 of the present study. The individual here 
.does not reduce his awareness of the immediate environment. 
He uses insight and intelligence in the selection of the type 
of equipment employed. His religion came into high worth as 
it lay at the friction point of affliction. Religion was made 
intentionally into a shape which gave buoyancy. 
Religion is a fortune 
I really do believe 
Where Sabbaths have no end. 
There ;.ras no apology for the underscored line, 11 Where Sabbaths 
have no end. 11 With it included a buoyancy was accomplished 
which could keep the slave from sinking do\m. The religious 
experience which made these songs did not divert the attention 
of the singer to the extent necessary for nega tive otherworld-
liness to operate. He continued to be an efficient worker. 
The Spirituals are in rhythmic measure. Most common is four-
four and two-four time. They i'Tere lifted up in their work. 
The later work songs had melody, rhythm and droll humor. The 
otherworldly Spiritual had an additional elevation of faith in 
attainable values. 
It came through the affirmation of continuous personal 
worth. They persisted and could not be drowned out. They 
could not be finally struck down by one or many crushing blows. 
This otherworldly religion protected a vulnerable area of the 
slave. He could be fatally struck from above. Otherworldly 
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religion fitted a helmet over his head. Deadening blows were 
warded off. Premium was kept upon personality. Image of 
God and son of God capacity was not doubted. Current contact 
with Him was kept. In fact, periodic test flights were made 
up to His abode. Through these considerations, such an ex-
treme Spiritual as 110 Let Me Fly 11 does not fall as flat as a 
dud before the eyes of the examiner. 
The other world was not complete in itself. It de-
pended upon this life. It follows up this life. One passed 
throU6h the chilly ,.,aters of death to get there. Death "'as 
ver-;r real. Death had "cold icy hands 11 • The events of this 
life had finality to them. One must be ready to die. An 
often used stanza was: 
I would not be a sinner 
I'll tell you the reason why, 
I 1m afraid ~Lord might call me. 
An' I wouldn't be ready to die. 
There is also the well-kno'\om Spiritual "I Want to be Ready 11 
which points this out. The future state of life in another 
world comes a,s reward or as punishment for the life lived here. 
They wanted to go to heaven, but they wanted to go right. In 
the blues gain' right and dressin' in white could mean fine 
style of clothes. In the work song it could have something to 
do with the racial conflict. The conception of heaven in the 
Spiritual had a definite place for the symbolism of white and 
purity. Heaven "~s a place where Jesus is. It was no place 
I . 
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for lyin 1 , and stealin', and confusion and sinnin 1 • Their 
symbolism on this point checked with that in Revelation. 11 These 
are they which came out of great tribulation, and have washed 
their robes, and made them white in the blood of the La..mb. 115 
They also sang the exhilarating Spiritual 11 When the Saints Go 
1-iarching In11 • The :Book of Revelation has been interpreted to 
refer to future things. It has been a difficult book to in-
/ terpret. An impressive amount of scholarship and labor have 
gone into forming a different interpretation. .According to it, 
the book was written to encourage Christians during their 
persecutions from the Roms~ government in the first centuries 
of the Christian era. Elaborate figurative language is used. 
There is much about heaven, the holy city, the new Jerusalem, 
a city with twelve gates, saints, angels ~~th wings and 
trumpets. gold and jewels. There are fantastic cre&.tures and 
str~~ge events including the battle of Armageddon. The seal 
of God is put into the forehead of some men to exempt them from 
hurt. Still the discerning read this in terms of encourage-
ment to persecuted Christian communities. At least some of the 
symbolism purposely masks meanings from the persecutors. With 
all its apparent unearthly, otherworldly preoccupation, it 
applies specifically to the immediate present for those early 
5. Revelation 7:14. 
Christians. This should be remembered as otherworldly ex-
pression in the Spiritual is being interpreted. 
1.5.5 
The other world was not merely of future reference. It 
had current reference. Consider the Spiritual "I'm Gonna 
Build Right on-a That Shore 11 • 11Right 11 may refer to place as 
would the terms just, precisely, or there. It could refer to 
truly, purely; that is, it could refer to good as against 
evil, or to 11 right now". At any rate the stanzas leave no 
doubt a s to the conception of the relation between the life here 
and the next life. The singer would not be a sinner, a pre-
tender, a liar. His reason is that he is afraid his Lord 
might call him and he would not be ready to die. Among other 
Spirituals which are similar in figure of speech and in main 
implication are 11 I 1m ~lorking on the Building", and 11 Send up 
your timber in due time • 11 from a stanza in 11 The Heaven 
Door's Gonna Be Closed 11 • One fashions his estate in the life 
to come out of his deeds in this life. 
There is another consideration which places positive 
quality upon the otherworldly element found in the Spiritual. 
Through it the singer relaxed his grasp upon life. He did not 
negate life by thinking of it as an inherent evil, but he 
ceased to clutch it frantically. It was no longer a be-all 
and end-all, no final good in itself. This came through 
participation in the Christian shift in the cosmic center of 
gravity. Through it a revaluation is placed upon the life span. 
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It is part of _a larger whole. This life does not end all. It 
has uncompromising significance. Time once past cannot be 
reviewed. "What you do" and 11Wbat you 8~11 fixes you eternally. 
Yet mortal life itself is a medium for these activities. The 
environment is a stage or a passage-way, or better, a wilderness 
through which the pilgrim travels. Man as he knet-T men did 
not belong finally in life as he knew life. 
Emotion was a positive element in the religious ex-
perience behind the Negro Spiritual. The ideas of heaven gave 
rise to emotions. The graphic descriptions of sense and sight 
contributed. But the person of Jesus drew out the most constant 
constructive emotion. If their stealing away to Him meant 
leaving this world before long it was so. It was equally so 
if they contemplated walking along with Him all the way through 
the journey of life. They found in Him the things that 
mattered most. "lhether He was 11 King Jesus 11 or 11 0 Lord 11 or the 
sufferer on Calvary, or the same as the Lord God, what He 
wanted or did mattered most to them. He captured their in-
terest. He was of supreme worth. He had or He was the answer 
to their deepest needs. Their fear, insecurity, frustration, 
self-rejection, contempt and hate was severe. Jesus had to 
'\'ralk this valley by Himself. And He made it. What elation 
they could feel because of His success. 
In the whole barren lot of the slaves, no one cared as 
did Jesus. Their reaction to 1 t was strong 'loli th emotion. Fes,r, 
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anger and despair would disorganize them. As destructive 
emotions they would produce "indigestion, circulatory and 
nervous disorders, illness, weakness and unhappiness. 11 Their 
grasp upon Jesus and their identity with his will generated 
positive emotions in them. These,. faith, hope and love, trans-
formed the negative ones.6 
Faith expressed in the Spiritual is directed toward a 
11 Sustainer of Values who works for good and is willing to co-
operate with man".? It is the linking medium which establishes 
communication with the Sustainer of Values. It establishes 
communication 1>ri th the uncooperative personal agent, the master 
class slave driver, owner, white man. He is uncooperative in 
the pursuit of values. Yet he must be considered to make 
possible a valid religious adjustment on the part of the slave. 
The slave's interpersonal relations include God and other men. 
Other men include the most difficult of other men. The slave 
driver may represent the most difficult of men in the slave 
system (see figure 1, page 158A). The slave's religious ex-
perience is not complete in personal involvement with the 
establishment of line CA beh·een him and God. He must believe 
in God, but according to Christian doctrine in the writings of 
6. Johnson, POR, 55, 56. 
?. Johnson, POR, 56. 
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John, it must include adjustment with other men to be sound. 
"If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a 
liar: for he that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, 
how can he love God whom he hath not seent 118 He must affirm 
the slave driver to be his brother by faith and move as close 
to him as genuine love will bring him. He thus takes up a 
location at D, shortening the distance of separation. From here 
he establishes line DB through willingness to be a cooperator , 
a brot.her. So long as it is a one-way "'illingness it is a 
broken line. He recognizes the personality of the slave driver. 
Theologically he sees tha.t he is created in the image of God. 
Through this he assumes line EA or he, the slave, establishes 
it by faith. Then the line of the slave's desperate striving 
upward for God, by faith, out of great need might be re-
presented by D1A1 , a broken line congruent to line DA in the 
figure. ~fuen the slave clears the interpersonal relations 
DB and BA then God 1s approval and cooperation fill in what 
would be line D1A1 to make it the solid line AD and DA. 
Faith was an affirmation of value. It 'tras an open 
medium of possibly improved interpersonal relations on terms 
provided by the Creator of Values. "I Want To Live So God Can 
Use Me 11 is a Spiritual that applies here. 
8. I John 4:20. 
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Hope and despair were at opposite poles. If :the slave 
should despair of his position then there was no hope. No 
lasting hope could be secured from the course of events though 
they might be favorable at times. The prospect of slavery was 
not a hopeful situation. Religion was a singular source of 
hope to the slave. There was promise in it which events in 
this world could not finish off. Then there was continually 
the hope that the goodness of God and the justice of God would 
bring an end to slavery. He brought Israel out of Egypt; He 
could hear His people pray again. 
They were encouraged to persistence through their re-
ligious experience. God 1 s people were not only the Children 
of Israel whom He heard back yonder. His people were all who 
would do what He said to do. When .the slave sang about the 
Hebrew Children in the fire and Daniel in the lion's den, they 
were not only given hope but they "'ere encouraged to go on and 
to keep on. They sang 
March on 
And you shall gain the victory, 
March on 
And you shall gain the day. 
And they toiled tediously over a weary field. They pursued 
a painful soul's striving with 
Keep-a inchin1 along, 
Keep-e. inchin1 along; 
Jesus is comin 1 bye an 1 bye. 
Keep-a inchin 1 along 
Like a po 1 inch worm, 
Jesus is comin 1 bye an 1 bye. 
~·· 
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To ~eep doggedly at a difficult task is commendable. If 
good cheer accompanies it there is additional quality. Not 
enough evidence has been assembled to draw conclusions but an 
indication has grot~ in connection with this study. It is to 
the effect thB.t during the time that Spirituals were being 
p~oduced in greatest number, the Negro stood the rigors of 
slavery with the least bitterness. A decline in religious 
fervor accompanied a shift in the type of music produced. The 
work song and the blues followed. With them also grew 
cynicism and bitterness. The songs did not express bleak des-
pair but the temper of life often did. The temper of life sags 
below the level of the songs. Songs may inspire genuine cheer. 
Without misrepresenting the t<rorst facts and without denying 
immediate pain, there may be cheer. This is not shallow 
11 smiling through''· It is a thorough, positive attitude of 
pessimistic optimism. It sees things as bad as they s.re, or 
in the worst that they may become and yet it sees reason for 
appreciation, thankfulness or wellbeing. 
Courage is expressed in the Spiritual. It is a kind of 
courage which is not recognized by a careless glance. For 
courage is often associated with that man who stands up in the 
face of a. lie directed against him and tells the author that 
he is a liar. When the liar admits his lie, the issue is 
closed with a good mark for the man of courage. w!len the liar 
wants to fight about it, the champion of truth fights him. He 
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fights with the strength and courage that comes to him with 
truth at his back, But this is not the kind of courage behind 
' 
the Spiritual. 
It is not characterized by the imposition of one's 
persuasion or conviction of truth upon an antagonist. It must 
leave the antagonist room for exercising his freedom of choice • 
It places the basis of agreement upon the achievement of com-
pa,tible persuasion. It respects a difference of opinion or of 
practice held by another though it may see error in that other 
opinion and practice. It does not insist upon the response of 
circumstances to conform to one's own will. Though this may 
'" 
mean inconvenience quiet courage which sets hard tasks for it- i' I 
II 
self avoids impatience and fretfulness. It goes the long, slow ! 
way of securing the consent of persons involved in the given 
circumstance. Its line of improvement is through the cooperative 
will) of these persons. It has depth enough to gauge its resolve 
beyond immediate response. Thus it is able to remain actively 
in an a.lien situation without despairing. It is able to pursue 
activity in keeping t·rith its ends without compromise. In this 
there is en independence of a multiplicity of ends. The moral 
level of the environment does not determine the active moral 
level of the person of courage in it. This position must be 
based upon competence. Ina..dequate thought may thr0\17 a person 
into the position of holding a faulty conclusion against the 
more valid conclusions lived out around him. Immature 
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judgment may lead a :person to be -mistaken. Oddity is not 
synonomous with courage. 
When competency has found a valid way courage operates 
to live according to it in the face of opposition. In the 
ethical development of the religion of the Hebrews, Jeremiah 
had courage. When Jerusalem was under fatal siege he spoke 
out. He spoke out of turn so far as :popular acceptance was 
concerned. Whether he was right or wrong, what he said was 
not acceptable to his hearers. He could not have expected it 
to be. He knew he was up against opposition. He knew he was 
outnumbered. With the courage that assumes unlimited liability 
he sought the welfare of the inhabitants of Jerusalem. He did 
so at the risk of being misunderstood by some and of being 
misrepresented by some. 
Thus saith the Lord, He that remaineth in this city 
shall die by the sword, by the famine, and by the 
pestilence; but he that goeth forth to the Chaldeans 
shall live; for he shall have his life for a prey, and 
shall live. Thus saith the Lord, This city shall 
surely be given into the hand of the king of Babylon's 
army, which shall take it. Therefore the princes said 
unto the king, We beseech thee, let this man be put 
to death: for thus he weakeneth the hands of the men of 
war that remain in this city, and the hands of all the 
people, in speaking such words unto them: for this 
man seeketh not the welfare of this people, but the 
hurt.9 
This \'las a time of national emer.~·3ncy. Jeremiah \·las held up 
9. Jeremiah 38: 2-4. 
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as a traitor, an enemy of his country, and a coward. He stood 
in the face of ridicule. But he was not given credit for 
courage. He was branded as a madman. Courage here is easily 
denied when it is defined as the willingness to 11 stand up and 
fight 11 • Jeremiah's opponents in the government -did not 
particularly wish to meet and expose as false the contention 
he made. They wished to silence him. They would draw the 
issue that suited their convenience. One which could be 
forced through most quickly and easily against him. They would 
discount him totally. There should be no hint of braverj on 
his part. No thought of moral courage attached to him. No 
reasonableness or respectability or worth allowed him. 
Among the incidents accompanying the crucifixion of 
Jesus are recorded the activities of those which would discount 
him. 
And they that passed by railed on him, wagging their 
heads, and saying, Ah, thou that destroyest the temple, 
and buildest it in three days, Save thyself, and come 
do~m from the cross. Likewise also the chief priests 
mocking said among themselves with the scribes, He saved 
others; himself he cannot save. Let Christ the King of . 
Israel descend now from the cross, that we may see and 
believe. And they that were crucified with him reviled 
him.lO 
The answer to these taunts was with such lack of demonstration 
that it seems that no answer was given. In response to these 
10. Mark 15: 29-32. 
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taunts as in response to some of the questioning in the trials 
and the abuse in the city and out to Golgotha 11He never said a 
mu.mblin 1 word." He could not comply with the suggestion to 
come down from the cross and hold with ·His larger purpose. He 
was being defied, and He was up against great odds. He had to 
respond with courage. Anything else would have reduced 
apparent defeat into actual defeat. But with what kind of 
courage? It is so obscure that it may be denied. It may be 
misrepresented; termed cowardice. It did not impose its per-
suasion or conviction of truth upon an antagonist. It did not 
insist upon the response of circumstances to conform to its o'~ 
will. It pursued ends in keeping with high purpose, defined 
by Jesus as the will of the Father, without compromise. 
Torture and death and final false condemnation can be endured 
with this kind of courage. 
Humility is a virtue. But all submissiveness is not 
virtue. Reasons for the pattern of behavior which may be des-
cribed as submission distinguish whether it is good or not. 
The attitude of the man in submission may be vicious or 
virtuous. "Blessed are the poor in spirit ••• 11 refers to a 
feeling of spiritual need. Through it one may avoid fallacious 
self-infla tion which may come through comparing oneself with some 
other people. A careful selection of others cannot fail to give 
oneself the feeling of being not so bad as others. 
The moral arrogance which could accompany a strong perse-
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cution complex in the slave 1 s experience was a threat to a 
flexible outlook. The slave could allow himself to be robbed 
of moral endeavor. He could shut himself off from it. :Sy 
feeling that slave owners were the worst devils on two feet 
he was pretty well off because he did not o~m e~ slaves him-
self. He could even feel an added and unexplained goodness 
and innocence because he was bearing the brunt of the wicked 
slave system. He was suffering because of the wickedness of 
slave owners. He coasted into this self-righteousness without 
exerting any effort. He could maintain it smugly so long as 
the slave system lasted. 
\Vi th hu.mili ty he could refrain from becoming a self-
appointed person with the job of pulling out the mote from 
other men 1 s eyes. He could withhold his judgment of others. 
In this way he could find an open door to the self-improvement 
ah,ays possible when the imperfections of a man are honestly 
faced by himself. They learned to sing: 
It 1 s-a me, it 1 s-a me, oh Lord., 
Standin 1 in the need of pra~er. 
It 1 s-a me, it' s-a. me, oh Lord, 
Standin 1 in the need of prayer. 
Not my brother, 
But it 1 s me, oh Lord, 
Standin' in the need of prayer. 
Not my brother, 
But it 1s me, oh Lord, 
Standin' in the need of prayer. 
Not my sister • 
Not my father • • • 
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Not my mother • • • 
Not my preacher • • • 
Not my deacon • 
• • 
The urgent, individual need is quite definitely speci-
fied. Such an insistent expression would be an unworthy prayer 
if it cla,imed some goods or material possession. No one was 
so much worse off than others around him that he could make 
such a demand that excluded the best-love~persons about him. 
The intention is specified in 11 the need of prayer". The need 
was a spiritual one. In humility a felt spiritual need ,.,ras 
implored of the Lord. This petition came from one who could 
confess a need, a lack, greater than any other person 1 s. He 
could esteem others in preference to himself. This humility 
served him well whenever he was called upon to go ostensibly 
under the yoke of slavery. He could pray not for his brother's 
(the o~~er 1 s) need but for his own. 
Humiliation was swallo,red up in humility. He learned 
more of this wisdom as he introcepted the genius of the 
Chri_stian revelation of the will of God for men. 11 He that will 
humble himself shall be exalted." 11 He that would be great a-
mong you let him be servant of all. 11 11 The Son of Jl.1an came not 
to be ministered unto but to minister ••• 11 
Forbearance is the attitude which refrains from taking 
offense. It operates under an offense provoking condition. As 
a psychological reaction or as an attitude it is directive for 
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a mode of overt action. But it is not self-explanatory. It 
stems from a pattern of thinking. It grows up with a trend in 
feelings. Among the Spirituals that express forbearance are 
11 Lord, I Don't Feel No 'flays Tireci 11 and 11 Walk Together 
Children, Don't Y1 Get Weary 11 • 
The slave could find excuse for laxity. The ethics of 
his situation was indefensible. He could find license to do 
anything he could get away \tli th as a response to the evil of 
his lot. Yet the religious experience behind the Spiritual 
made an unequivocal stand for righteousness in the life of the 
slave. The Lord God of Israel, King Jesus is a God of 
righteousness. His people must do right. No matter what they 
go through, they must do right. God is the judge of every-
thing that goes on. Everyone must answer for himself. But any-
one who wants God to be his God must do right. So far as it 
is expressed in the main body of the Spirituals, this did not 
consist of not playing cards or dancing as is the case when 
churches became well established among Negroes. Gambling is 
denounced, however. The words even appear where the gambler 
is told to get up off his knees. The general term 11 sinner 11 is 
most often used. The liar is singled out time and again. But 
righteousness appears to be doing 11 what the Lord says do 11 ; 
that is, doing the will of God. 
Applied. to the life of the slave this bolstered the 
morality out of Africa. It included marria€e as an obligation 
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required for living in the married state, respect to parents, 
refraining from murder, from stealing, as well as from 
deception and lying. It required him to alter some of the old 
morality. The slave could no longer protect hut and home and 
family. He could not bear arms and go to war for the pre-
servation of the tribe or kingdom. There was further modi-
fication in terms of the greatest moral drain of slavery. In 
spite of the inherent abuse of slavery they must not only fill 
the overt requirement of treating everybody all right, but 
actually love enemies from the heart. With the religion they 
must know an inner righteousness, 11 Lord I Want to be a 
Christian in My Reart. 11 
Resistance may seem to have no part in the experience of 
those who continue to submit to slavery. Or it would seem to 
be sporadic, meager, negligible a.nd ineffectual. The resistance 
expressed in the slave revolts is not co-extensive with the re-
sistance expressed in the Spiritual. In fact, they may be 
totally independent. It is by no means certain that 11 Go Down 
Moses" was a battle song, yet it is a distinct song of resis-
tance. The experience that authored it ~ms resistant to 
slavery. So was the experience of those who sang it over and 
over grasping meaning in it. There was resistance with them 
whether they sang with muffled or with booming voice, with 
flashing eye, with upturned face or with hung down head. 
Acceptance and rejection are important in religious 
·I I 
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experience. Freedom of choice is final to the individual. 
Conflicting claims are decided upon through preferred 
loyalties. The claim of manhood had to resist the final de-
basing claims of servitude. Something had to be reserved in 
the slave which the slave holder could not o~rn. It was an 
area of human personality which recognizes lordship and 
prostrates itself helplessly before it. With constant vigil 
and unerring discrimination the slave must keep the slave 
holder out of this area of his psychological life. Nothing 
that the slave did in his relationships must allo\-r his so-
called earthly master to trespass .on this area. It was 
reserved for God. The slave, though a sle . ve had one Lord. 
In spite of the slave system his religious experience dis-
placed the master class from a place of control to a place of 
usurpation. There was but one rightful Lord of life. Any 
man who took it upon himself to rule over other men as lord 
and master of their lives s.nd destinies was against God; 
11My Lord's Gonna Move This Wicked Race. 11 
vlhen the slave achieved sonship with God through 
acceptable religious adjustment, this sonship demanded 
brotherhood against every denial of it. A part of the per-
sonality of the slave had to be reserved from the lordship of 
every man. He must resist every encroachment of any and every 
other person upon it. He could not be owned 11 body and soul 11 • 
And while no slave driver ever wanted to herd together and 
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work a gang of slave souls, that driver was still confronted 
with a distasteful task. In order to make terms with the 
minimum requirements of the slave's resistance referred to 
here he must recognize that the slave had rights that the 
driver must respect. Since this was so difficult as to be 
practically impossible on the part of the driver, the re-
ligious slave's unrelenting psychological resistance was 
required. 
Love as a term does not appear much in the Spiritual. 
An examination of the religious experience behind the 
Spiritual to determine the absence or presence of love in it 
may be most fruitfully conducted by a review of the psycho~ 
logical condition of the slave. Inescapable conf!ct was in 
the situation. It was augmented by various practices among 
masters and through choices by slaves. Psychological tension 
was required to maintain the system. Tension was produced in 
it and by it. Frustration accompanied by aggression entered 
the disturbed condition. Fear for the master class was used 
by them as a principal means of control over the slaves. Fear 
in the slave ~ms purposely instigated and promoted. Hatred 
tended to appear as an attitude accompanying the strong fear 
condition. Tension in the situation also fostered it. It 
could be used effectively as a psychological control device 
from the slave position. 
As active as fear is and as strong as hate is they 
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could ~ot fail to condition conduct where they were present. 
The simple modes of expression would carry them even though 
they were masked. Folk-lore and folk-songs would carry them. 
The Spiritual is the earliest type of American Negro folk-
song. Left in the condition described above, the slave would 
have produced an expression of fear and hate. Springing from 
hate the Spiritual would. not have been produced. Neither 
could fear produce it. From the Babylonian captivity there 
is a psalm which illustrates how religious expression may be 
connected with bitter reaction to a social and political 
si tue.tion. According to an e.ccount in the Book of Jeremiah 
four thousand six hundred (4,600) of the Jews were carried 
into Babylon as captives.ll From the time of Moses to this 
captivity was some six centuries. During that time they had 
developed a flourishing national life. They had achieved a 
remarkable religious development. Into the captivity they 
carried a written religious tradition and a priesthood. Yet 
Psalm one hundred thirty-seven expresses how little they 
were disposed to sing. 
By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down, yea, we 
wept, when we remembered Zion. We hanged our harps 
upon the willows in the midst thereof. For there they 
the.t carried us away captive required of us a song; 
and they that wasted us required of us mirth, saying, 
Sing us one of the songs of Zion. How shall we sing 
11. Jeremiah 52:28-30 
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the Lord 1s song in a strange land? If I forget thee, 
0 Jerusalem, let ~ right hand forget her cunning. 
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If I do not remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the 
roof of my mouth; if I prefer not Jerusalem above my 
chief joy. Remember, 0 Lord, the children of Edom in 
the day of Jerusalem; who said, Rase it, rase it, even 
to the foundation thereof. 0 daughter of Babylon, who 
art to be destroyed; happy shall he he; that rewardeth 
thee as thou hast served us. Happy shaJ.l he be, that 
taketh and dasheth thy little ones against the stones.12 
Let it be noted that with all its worth this psalm includes a 
vindictive expression against a tormenter and against a 
conqueror. It is not unusual in human reaction. It \'rould 
not have been unusual for Africans to wish the babies of 
their conquerors to be dashed against the stones. In the first 
of the psalm is sorrow because of loss. The unreasonable, in-
sensitive request for a song by the Babylonians stimulates the 
captives' appreciation for their own songs. They vow their 
preference for Jerusalem. This may also be a pledge to the 
values it represents. Follo,.,ing this, as though it '"ould 
stiffen the core of resistance. is bitterness against Edom 
and Babylon. 
Vind.ictiveness, bitterness, hate can stiffen the core 
of resistance. They can be played upon by the leaders of 
resistance movements. They can be promoted qui etly inside an 
oppressed group. It can be done secretly so that the dominant 
society does not learn about it and stop the plan. This mode 
12. Psalm 137. 
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of procedure was open to the Negro slave in the United States. 
He followed it through the religion of the Hebrews strain of 
his religious development. The holiness code and individual 
responsibility had major functions in preserving the identity 
of the captives and in giving them motivation to return to 
Jerusalem with a positive purpose. This should be remembered 
in considering the quality of their sustained religious 
tradition. 
But the Negro slave found in the religion of Jesus 
an emphasis which gave him a core of resistance. It was the 
kind of resistance which was most characteristic of his time 
in slavery. It gave him a wholesonsintegration. He would 
have been torn up by destructive feelings. Fear is among the 
distress emotions that may "defeat the values sought by dis-
organizing personality. nlJ Hate is like a two-edged sword 
\oThich not only may cut outward but also tends to cut back and 
injure the user also. But when the religion of Jesus put 
hate down it had to have something very inclusive to take its 
place in a situation of oppressive conflict. Vindictiveness 
furnishes some protection to the person who goes behind the 
enemy's lines. He is on guard. He is ready to attack. He 
is ready for attack. An attitude \olhich would rule it out 
13. Johnson, POR, 55. 
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and everything like it must assume heavy responsibility. To 
be a final directive in human behavior it must be active 
with the most decisive parts of the psychological life. The 
religion of Jesus presented an emphasis which is not to be 
found in the religion of the Hebre;.rs nor in any of the tribal 
and national religions of Africa. Neither is there a com-
parable emphasis to it in 1-.lohammedanism, in case the Africans 
had contact with Islam before coming to the United States. 
It is an emphasis in the religion of Jesus although it is 
not an emphasis in Christianity. If the emphasis in these 
two had been more identice.l Africa would not have apostacized 
on the same basis she did in the early centuries of the 
Christian Era . If the emphasis in thes e t\'i'O had been more 
identical it could not have been so tr-u.ly sa.id more than once 
that Christianity gained an empire but lost humanity. This 
central emph~s in the religion of Jesus is sacrificial love 
as the ultimate means for improving men. It exerts an in-
itiative . It assumes a risk. It follO 'l<!S through to a con-
clusion. All of its means are in keeping with the original 
purpose and with the end in vie\'1. From this emphasis it is 
shovm that out of his interest and concern God suffered 
Himself. In His great est work in the interest of man He did 
not sit as Lord or Judge. He so loved the 'ltrorld that He 
gave Himself, His Son. And the cross becomes the chi ef 
symbol of the working out of His will in hume.n events. 
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11God so loved the world 1114 that He put Himself out. 
God risked mistreatment and got it. Jesus was mistreated, but 
He was so perfectly good that He found understanding enough 
to have love enough to love the mistreater. He loved His 
friends. He loved His enemies. He loved good people. He 
loved evil people. He did not love evil. He did not coddle 
people in their evil. But He loved them. No matter what they 
did He loved them. They could do their worst to Him and He 
still loved them. Love was the answer. Love was the foil 
for hate. It does not suspend ethical distinction. The slave 
should not try to see no evil in the policy of slave holders, 
but he should find no slave holder whom he could not love. He 
was drawn to all of ~~ind through a new love. Wnile the 
slave did evil .God loved him and Jesus came to save him. 
Love is why Jesus suffered. Love cast out fear. Love opens 
the way for forgiveness \'rhen hatred would block the way. Love 
wins over hatred in this way. In human relations it can do 
all that hatred can do by way of severe drive. It can do what 
hatred ca.nnot do in an ultimate impasse. It can be creative 
enough to find a way out \'Thi.ch means growth. An impasse is 
ultimate when no possible combination of available factors 
can render adjustment without a damaging compromise. It is 
14. John 3:16. 
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comparable to hate in being a total and complete orientation. 
In contrast it may be relatively located at the opposite 
pole of emotional attitude. Hate holds explosive imbalance 
within like a deep volcanic cavern. It may delay er prevent 
eruption while life near at hand continues though there is 
horrible seething below the surface. Love keeps persons in 
balanced self-integrity in balanced relation to each other 
and in balanced relation to God somewhat as ~ravity is exerted 
in the operation of our solar syste~. 
A chief place for this kind of love is found in the 
Spiritual. Love had a chief place in the religious experience 
which brought about the Spiritual. Love furnished the main 
motivation for the creative activity which resulted in the 
Spiritual. It was strong enough to temper the whole of the 
slave's psychological condition. It affected the whole trend 
of the slave's reaction to slavery. Through it slaves found 
an antidote for the poisonous effects of repressed vin-
dictiveness. A fiery passion was channelled into stark, s~ple, 
poetic expression. These simple lines were set to regular 
rhythm, plain or weird melodies, and full-feeling harmonies. 
The Spiritual was in this the cathartic, creative birth 
attending a soul's redemption. It sang the victory found in 
the way of love as an unli:nited improvement over the way of 
hate in huEan relations. It plumbed a new depth of validity 
as it said from the pit of the sla ve, no matter in what 
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cendition a man may be, love is the way. There was joy in 
that song beoause it had found an undeniable, inextinguishable 
invincible achievement. Active love for everybody and 
proper love for himself brought the integration which gave 
him peace of mind. The sacrificial leva of Jesus was basis 
enough for being at peace even in the position of a slave. 
Through the l~ng trying years of slavery a symbol of 
the confidence which slaves established in the households of 
slave holders was the black mammy. She could have done 
damage in such a strategic place. Her genuinely construc-
tive function was attested to time and again by life-long 
ties of affection. When the crisis came with the Civil War 
further evidence appears. Some slaves were so victimized that 
they could not move from wherever they happened to have been. 
They were not capable of being left with any responsible 
charge. Some, of course, left which discounts the argument 
that none of them had enough judgment to want to fight for 
their freedom. Besides those wno joined the Union Army, there 
were those who stayed on the plantations in responsible 
charge of things. They were not only in charge of the pro-
perty but also the person of children, wives and older people 
in the homes of the fighting men who enlisted in the Con-
federate cause. 
But the African is good natured, it is argued. Yes, 
he was good natured who went to take up arms in the Union 
• 
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cause. Again it may be observed that it is a misleading 
generality to suppose that no matter what happens to him the 
Negro smiles and will not retaliate because of some con-
stitutional determinant. Those who had preserved enough 
personality integrity to be capable of being charged with the 
care of precious wives, children and aged people had per-
sonality integrity comparable to that of those who joined the 
Union forces. So far as sunny dispositions go they could 
have made a joke out of sabotage. Nothing so \'/ell accounts 
for the course of their conduct as their proof of Christian 
character, or their operating under what they understood to 
be the Jesus way. 
Sacrificial love was not a central emphasis in the 
gospel handed the slave by the master. In order for it to 
have been heart and center it would have to have been the way 
of life of those who preached it. The slave had to find this 
emphasis. This vras a delicately discriminative grasp of 
perception. It was stimulated by the pressure in the slave's 
situation. His former religious experience was useful. But 
the decisive factor in the accomplishment was the person of 
Jesus. Moses, David, Elijah, Samson, Ezekiel and Daniel were 
all knovm by name. :But you might search ever-,ywhere and 11 You 
Can't Find a Man Like Jesus 11 • Even without careful reading 
of the lines and pages of the Ne;-1 Testament, a person broke 
out upon their perception who could not be contained in a book. 
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Perception of Him was vivid. He was one who could "Walk With 
Me 11 • This immediate and available person had practically a 
contemporary presence through the character of His work on 
earth. He was just the same in the slave's day as He had been 
in the Bible accounts. The slave singers found a grasp upon 
the way of sacrificial love through an appreciation for the 
work of Christ. The way that He lived and died never failed 
as a fitting answer for the repeated ~uestions that cropped up 
before them. Yr.hy should they suffer so? Why should they :r 
have to go through what they did? 
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CHAPTER VI 
HEBREW-CHRISTIAN :REVELATION IN THE SLAVE'S BELIGIOUS 
DEVELOPMENT 
The authors of the Spiritual also took hold of some 
of the major emphases in the Hebrew-Christian religious 
tradition. They seemed to understand tha.t there is one God 
over all of the earth, 11 He 1 s Got the \Vhole World in His 
Hand 11 • No matter how high men got they had to come by God, 
11 You Must Come in at the Door 11 • Everyone has to obey Him; 
He does not have favorites. No matter what you look like, a 
more important thing is that you are accountable for your 
conduct, "My Lord's Writin 1 All the Time 11 ; 11 He sees all you 
do and He hears all you say, My Lord 1s writin 1 all the time. 11 
This also carries an implication that justice will be done. 
Individual responsibility is another important item ex-
pressed in the Spiritual. References to Ezekiel in the 
Spiritual do not clearly express this doctrine but there is 
the Spiritual 11You Got to Stand Your Test in Judgment". There 
is also "You Gonna.'Reap Jus' What You Sow 11 • Another boon to 
the slave in the face of the difficulty that confronted him 
\oras the prophetic emphasis that right is identified with God. 
The thing of most importance for the slave then became doing 
right. In the strife the thing which needed to be determined 
was what was right. God could be depended on to be on that 
f . 
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side. Despite the apparent lack of promise in the course of 
things the slave of faith learned to sing 11 ! Will Trust in 
the Lord 11 • What might appear to be dumb submission to chains 
in this way became through his faith a different transaction. 
Added to patience there was a note of surety. Because God is 
who He is, right is the final outcome. That is a certainty; 
nothing else is sure, but God is sure. 11Didn 1 t Ole Pharaoh 
Git Lost? 11 , 11Didn't My Lord Deliver Danielt 11 , 11 You :Better 
Min' 11 • You may think it will take a long time before things 
change here on earth. '\'!hen will we all be free? Or \'!hen will 
we all do right and treat each other right? :But God is working 
in the world 'll'i th different people. He deals with the good 
man, He deals "Y.'i th the bad man. No matter who it is no one 
can get a'tJay from God.. The 't!hole setting of human events 
in a nation may ·be changed, but if they are not you must 
still answer to God. for yourself, for h0\-'1 you lived. Though 
you may have lived under a handicap you must answer as to 
whether you lived as though you believed that right is the 
final outcome. 
The slave's religious experience could not avoid con-
tinual contact with slavery. Since slavery was inclusive of 
all his experience, this was so. :But because of its private 
possession by the slave and its personal interest in his \orel-
fate, contact with slavery was augmented for religious ex-
perience. There vrere numerous modes and degrees of adjustment 
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to slavery contributed to in this way. There was the burnin~ 
crusader against being enslaved. There was the drugged 
accepter of slavery. There were shades of variation besides 
these. Not all of these variations may be found in Spirituals. 
Not all of the slave's religious experience could inspire songs 
of their worth. In the course of this discussion some 
qualities have been observed to characterize them as a body of 
fGlk music. They have dignity. It is contributed to by the 
reserved manner in which deep feeling is expressed. There 
is artistic taste employed in symbolic and impressionistic 
expression. Behind them is an experience of faith capable of 
integrating the personality of the slave. In tenns of their 
continued use, such a persGn may be channelled along lines of 
endeavor which lead to a realization of his maximum capacity 
on growing terms with his environment. Such a person is also 
potentially a positive unit for cooperation in improving the 
environment. 
The person who had the religious experience that pro-
duced the Spiritual and lived his life in accordance with it 
recognized that the chief good in life was in doing the will 
of God. This consideration came before the resolv::• for free-
dom. Even freedom must be gained in terms of the will of God. 
He knew where they were and what they were going through. He 
looked on their groaning just as He heard the groaning of His 
very own people t he Children of Israel down in the Egypt land. 
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He was not just being mean to them. Because He suffered Him-
self. Jesus had been along the way of sorrow. He t-Talked all 
the way up to Calvary. The best thing to do \'ras to go along 
with Jesus. One could keep on going along and He would show 
the way. The strong demands in the lot of the slave were 
vexing and confining as well as monotonously tiring, un-
promising and without fulfilling meaning, but rt'\'Jby Don't 
You Do Like the Lord Says Do?" illi th this reference there ;.Jas 
meaning, purpose, sure fulfillment. , It was employment in 
doing the will of God which could change the chaffing effect 
of vexation and limitation. They went on about their business 
with a balm for their impatience and anxiety with the song 
11 When He Calls Me I Will Answer 11 • 
One may criticize the interest the slave had in heaven 
by saying that it kept him from having an interest in this 
world. He does not try to change the present world. He loses 
interest in changing it by setting his affections on the world 
beyond. In the argument presented in this paper, it is pointed 
out that otherworldly religious experience in the life of the 
slave may be a legitimate protective device, or equipment for 
buoyancy, or it may be defendable emancipative projection. 
These may be regarded as having a positive effect upon person-
ality. They integrate it and adjust it to its environment 
preserving its delicate components intact. They open an area 
of aspiration commensurate with human personality despite the 
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frustrating environment enclosing the individual. A more 
important consideratlon is whether there was interest in 
changing the present environment or the social order. It is 
more important to establish whether · the religious experience 
responsible for producing the Spiritual exerted itself toward 
bringing an improved change. 
It has been observed that through negative religious 
experience energy might be diverted from pursuing improvement. 
If the religious experience had relevance in the situation and 
held relevance to it, it had worth. If the religious experience 
was evasive, it did not have worth. 
Interest in change and effort toward change may not 
produce great change. The kind of effort chosen may not 
produce fast improvement and extensive improvement. It is 
through a consideration of the Spiritual's conception of the 
plRce of the cross of Jesus Christ in the Christian Gospel 
that this slave's interest in and effort toward improvement 
of the immediate situation comes into focus. 
The slave's situation was a cruel ordeal. Without 
dwelling upon atrocities, pickine out cases of kind masters, 
or describing the minimun1 of psychological tension involved, 
the medium condition is not exaggerated when referred to as 
an ordeal •. He must make contact and find adjustment in 
human life with an ordeal as the given situation. He was 
spared some chores. He did not have to shift for himself in 
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the labor market to find a job. He did not have to pay bills. 
But nothing that he was spared made personality development 
any less difficult. Being born and living a lifetime as a 
human being is a test in any set of circumstances. Tasks are 
unavoidable in the achievement of ma ture personality. He had 
.the responsibility of growing into a mature human being under 
a set of circumstances that intentionally opposed and denied 
this development. Failing in his growth, however, he failed 
his highest possibility, a possibility from which he was not 
excused. 
When the slave system was operating eff).ciently energy 
was wrung out of the slave to the maximum extent in work 
which '~>ras profitable to the master. The slave was kept busy. 
His phY<sical energy was claimed. His time was employed. 
Creative activity re~uires leisure. Books, operas, poems are 
not produced by the people who are taken up in "busy work". 
Effective promoters even in a movement to improve conditions 
for the laborer need to spend their whole time and energy in 
promotion. Time is required for meetings, for m~~ing contacts 
with people, end for preparing and distributing material. 
Concentration is re~uired for preparation and for planning. 
Wherever it was possible, the slave was so hard pressed that 
he could not carry on this kind of activity. Thoughts of 
how he should like to do for improvement dropped away as 
impossibility. They were tired and sore. If they were 
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hardened to the toil through years of tough pbysical con-
ditioning, they could be flogged at the drop of a hat. They 
were not given a man's chance. It must not be considered an 
oversight or negligence on their part if they did not elect 
representatives, form a union. present grievances, and bargain 
for improvement. They had nothing with which to bargain. 
They labored, they kept employed. In this they gave account 
of themselves. Their immediately urgent responsibility was 
standing their ordeal. 
Variations of attitude to their situation were possible. 
They did not want slavery. No African had wanted it~ No 
Negro in America wanted it. The slave who did not we.nt to 
shift for himself wanted irresponsibility and idleness, not 
slavery. The slave who was well clothed and well fed as he 
worked in the big house and \•ras 11 in good with the white folks 11 
wanted as many comforts as possible and he \•ranted kind.liness 
and friendship, but he did not want slavery. His choice had 
been and v.as, ultimately. between slavery a.nd death. :Between 
these two he chose slavery . His attitude toward l ife in it 
follovred on the \va.ke of this com ;)lication. Through this pitch 
in the situation a tendency in atti tud.e was provoked. It 
\"las a tendency tovre.rd bitterness. Trea tment in line with 
using fear as the main psychological means of control operated 
to further establish this tendency. This tendency vras re-
inforced by observable patterns of reaction in persons. 
Mistreatment and abuse tend to stimulate resentment and 
bitterness. These reactions were among the slaves. 
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But through religious experience which found expression 
in Spirituals, bitterness and resentment are taken out of the 
slave. In dealing with them the slave found an immediately 
assigned task. It \11as a task toward psychological wholeness 
and soundness. It was a task of attitudinal impro11'ement. It 
worked toward soul refinement. And it had such importance 
that no other accomplishment could compa re t o it. The slave 
did not have to search for it in order to get to v10rk on it. 
It was disting'U.ished as being among the most difficult of 
tasks in interpersonal relations and. it lay d.irectly at his 
door. In New Testament terms he must find a way to love his 
enemies.l He di d. not need to do this by p rinting literature, 
a.ttending abolitionist conventions, persistently lodging his 
protests. He set himself to shouldering up responsibility in 
his situation. iiha t he did was work upon his own attitud.e. 
No one but himself could give final settlement upon his 
attitude. Through the wa;y of Jesus in bearing the cross, he 
found a way to meet his situa tion and accomplish his task. 
He could. preserve self-respect and not respond with resentment. 
The slave would willingly carry on without bitterness where 
he was being ta~en advantage of. 
A slave's ta~ing up the cross of Christ is not to be 
1 . Mat the;., 5 : 44. 
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~ confused with a slave owner 1s using this doctrine of the 
. church as a device for ex:ploi tation. The slave caught in-
sight into a solution for a problem in human relations. He 
applied it in his difficult situation. He set about it in his 
way of life. His religious experience took a governing role 
in his way of life. It developed into its finest quality 
la.ying at the friction point of affliction. Here it uti-
lized an interpretation of bearing the cross of Christ. The 
slave who shared this religious experience accomplished the 
difficult task of operating with an independence of the level 
of ethica l quality expressed in the treatment received at the 
hands of other persons. The ethical quality of his inter-
personal relations would not be decided by the failings of 
other men affecting him. The decision of the quality 
initiated by himself would be made on the basis of his best 
grasp of the good. The slave who found the religion of 
Jesus worked into a way of life which meant continuing in 
love. This positive core or hidden group of persons pro-
duc ed the· Spiritual. The strength of their positive attitude 
in interpersonal relations started a domine~1t, positive trend 
in slave attitudinal adjustment • 
. ~lthough this religious experience set itself to the 
task of affecting attitude, the slave's own attitude, it also 
affected his adjustment in the environment. 
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Feelings and readjustment of feelings went into pro-
ducing a song. It was not enough just to find a miraculous 
way through a hopeless situation. New-found invincibility, 
peace and strength leaped together for emotional expression 
in measured lines set to music. 
Their efforts were no longer futile. There was actual 
direction to what they tried to do most, the will of God. 
There was point to it. They had a project right on their hands 
so long as there were black folks getting beaten by v1hi te folks. 
They would first of all keep their own attitudes clear. 
So long as hope depended upon rate of progress in 
observable conditions toward the desired goal of reli ef from 
slavery, it could be thwarted. In terms of obs ervable con-
ditions progress might be held at a standstill, it might be 
reversed. In this way the slave 1 s environment held despair 
over his head. His religious experience overcame the en-
vironment on this score by placing his main concern upon the 
dependability of God and upon God's interest. 
Introduction of a drug will stimulate an organism to 
activity on energy alrea~v stored there. If food is denied 
and this process is continued, it will conclude in mal-
nutrition and in death. The religious experience behind the 
Spiritual produced and secured energy for endurance during 
those long days and in the crucial days of adjustment after 
slave!"'IJ ended. This acted through psychological renevral and 
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through desirable channelling of ppysical energy. Integration 
added to effici ency . Reinforcement came t hrough conscious 
orientation in the purpose of God. Cooperation with Him 
brought welcome s tatus. The indispensable suffering was no 
longer meaningl ess. Slaves could help God in bodily pre-
sentation. Their bod.i es were given too on that part of His 
redemp tion of the world where He chose the way that risked and 
bore suffering. 
Thought patterns a.nd habitual attitudes are affected by 
personal contac ts and by conditions in the surrounding en-
vironment. A prisoner is aff ected by contc..ct with other 
prisoners and also by p r ospects of r el ease. The strength of 
the \'Jalls and bars about him is not forgotten. So long as he 
is incarcerated his t houghts and his intentions cannot ignore 
it. Life in prison is conditioned. Life in the army also has 
definite, determining influences at \'Jork upon it. Compulsory 
behavior, wearing a uniform and obeying superior officers 
without question, are ex-pected to develop into pa.tterns with 
automatic control. 
Initia tive was t aken from the slave. He could r egain 
it only through constructing an area for the function of his 
tho-ughts and attitudes which wa s independent of the environment. 
To have validity it must ·be also relevant to the environment. 
Suffering was a ma jor f actor in the experience of the slave. 
He suffered physical op:t:J r es s i or:.. 2.r.o. psychological denials. 
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His being convinced of the injustice of it could intensify the 
sharpness of it as readily as it could modify it. 
To make his psychological habits wholesome he must 
avoid futility and accomplish some acceptable meaning in the 
severity of his lot. The slave who began to be Christian had 
some adjustments to mru{e. He must recognize his own evil 
and wrong, his own baseness and neglect which contributed to 
the institution of slavery. He must repent of it and turn 
from it. In facing any forfeiture or frustration which 
obstructed full accomplishment of the ideal social situation 
he found therapy in the cross of Christ. 
After the religious experience of confession, for- -l 
giveness, and restora.tion the slave found reinforcement through 
identity with God. He wa s not irrelevant in his relationship 
to the urgent life of slavery but he was independent of its 
overpo\oJering evil. He was not immune from suffering but this 
was part of the 1:ra:y Goo_ gives himself for the world. With 
Christ the slave was not t he piteous victim. He with Christ 
continued high-priced redemptive cooperation with God. They 
lived as though God 1 s purpose was yet working out. There were 
painful delays, and senseless wastes, and heedles s impositions. 
Blov1s were struck, and the striker vrould live to his dy ing 
day without being struck back. The receiver suffered them and 
did. not pay them back in mind. Could he a.ccept never paying 
back in substitute aggression? Could. he escape self-rejection, 
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and loss of self-respect? 
The slave who understood the cross of Christ as God's 
accepting unavoidable suffering found improved meaning for his 
lot. God's holding to his purpose that led him to giving His 
Son was real here. It was a delicate front on which human and 
divine will could be set in harmony. Compulsion from opposition 
in the situation urged fusion \oJi th the will of God in the 
experience of the slave. Christ bore the cross. He suffered 
death upon it as He strove through the meaness of this world 
and stayed just as good as He ever vras. God wanted him to do 
\'/hat he was doing, so he kept ondoing it. 
The victim shedding his blood for a mystical salvation 
and cleansing was not emphasized. Interpretation of the cross 
fell under the influence of victorious achievement through 
death and after this life. 
0 run along chillin 1 an be baptised, 
Highty happy meet in 1 on the other side 
Humble, humble, unto the dyin' Lamb. 
Suffering to death with Christ \oras a newly constructed 
ultimate. It replaced final murder for the despondent. It 
was an alternative for the rash slave who previously could see 
no other honorable way to the end save violent uprising. The 
dying Lamb was no mere pitiable object of destruction in the 
nerveless hands of a sadistic world. The suffering slave had 
achievement open before him. Failing it he was lost. 
He must recognize that some of God's ways are beyond 
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human comprehension. He must believe steadfastly in the 
trustworthiness and goodness of God • . He must rely in a good 
and just final outcome. He must refrain from resentments 
against the persons of tormentors or obstructors of the good. 
He must devote himself to such a line of behavior that is 
continually in harmony with God's good. His attitudes must 
hold constant readiness for cooperation with God, and for 
cooperative growth with the best or the worst of other persons. 
He will avoid providing 11 lodging 11 for anxiety in his pre-
carious position by declining to utilize energy and resources 
in safeguards. He will deliberately and willingly assume the 
ultimate risk to body or person which may be involved in 
doing the will of God by taking up the cross of Christ. 
The religion of Jesus recorded in the synoptic Gospels 
emphasizes the importance of attitude. It was important 
in the life of the slave. It was one area in human capacity 
which "'as not eliminated from his control. His time was 
monopolized. His physical energy was confiscated. And 
this condition prevailed as long as he belonged to someone 
else and was profitably appropriated to the owner's use. 
A slave could continue life a long time in his con-
dition while harboring the intention of breaking out by force. 
His attitude toward his owner, the system, himself, and free-
dom would determine his intention. But this intention carried 
anxiety. Anxiety consumes nervous energy and tends toward 
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disorganizing the person. This individual has a current focus 
of energy upon an objective which is not actual. To achieve 
it he must break the system. That is, he must break the wills 
of the men expressed in the system. He was not able to 
currently exert his physical energy in carrying out his in-
tention so long as he was in slavery. Physical energy was 
spent, nevertheless. Just how lavishly it was spent would be 
difficult to estimate. On the other hand, consider the slave 
whose attitude toward the slave holder, toward the slave 
system, toward God, toward other slaves, e.nd_ toward himself did 
not lee~ him to intend to brea~ out of slavery by force. When 
this slave's attitude gre\<r out of the religion of Jesus, his 
energy was not focused upon breaking out of slavery. 
It was not given over to cooperating with slavery. It .. , 
... ras not given over to keeping out of trouble with the slave 
system. The focus of energy was upon providing the individual, 
whose attitude gave him eligibility, to a share in God's 
purpose to improve :persons in their world. 
"Philosophy mey be defined as the attempt to think truly 
about human experience as a whole; or to make out whole ex-
perience intelligible. n2 The most ordine.ry of people make 
this attempt. What they do may not get into lecture notes or 
into text books. Their attempt to think truly about human 
2. Brightman, ITP, 4. 
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experience as a whole may escape the notice of persons ob-
serving them. Out of a staggering mass of contradicting and 
confusing data, their attempt may be a hectic one to make the 
whole of experience intelligible. The slave's religious ex-
perience aided in his attempt to find coherence. 
A studied consideration of slavery could drive sensi-
tive humanity to revulsion, revolt. or distraction. Out of 
this perplexity a. productive religious experience emerged. It 
was produced by survivals from Africa. fragnents of the 
Christian Gospel. insistent needs posed. by the slave situation, 
and an accelerated emotional state. Through his religious ex-
perience the slave found cla.ri ty and coherence in the "'hole 
of experience. In the light of it he found solution for the 
problems in his life. He was able to achieve adjustment on 
growing terms as a person in an extremely difficult environ-
ment. 
Dean Van Etten, minister at St. Paul Cathedral, Boston, 
suggests that the stage of emotional development in an in-
dividual determines the degree of maturity to ~rhich he has 
attained. Three tests nmy be made to indicate the degree of 
maturity an individual has reached. First, must the in-
dividual receive praise for each thing that he does? Second, 
does he insist upon occupying the center of the stage? Third. 
does he demand that others should be miserable when he is 
miserable? The child is given encouragement by those who 
'I 
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surround him and are interested in his development. They 
praise him for each good thing he does. But this is not 
continued uniformly in life. Kindergarten children by turns 
have been observed to try with insistence to claim the 
teacher's attention. This ~-not be outgrown but as chrono-
logical age advances it becomes more ridiculous and it becomes 
vicious. Finally, the child can not bear to see others 
laughing when he is crying. ~fuen he is miserable he wishes 
everyone else to be. 
These ~uestions may be placed against expressions in 
the Spiritual to test the degree of emotional development there. 
The slave received neither praise nor thanks nor compensation 
in the usual run of his lot. His religion expressed a stage 
of emotional development. He was able to forego all of these. 
There is a considerably large section of expression in the 
Spiritual which commits the slave to accepting the prospect 
that he would get no just reward at all in the course of his 
whole life on earth. Delayed payment could not satisfy some 
impatient slaves. Compensation in another world for deeds 
done in the body was not taken seriously by the slave owners. 
But the slaves whose re]jgious experience found expression in 
the Spiritual found ade~uate otherworldly reward. It w~s re-
lated in the affairs of current life. In this it was not 
evasive. It was not an escape. As it drew out an emotional 
development which could forego immediat e praise or even com-
pensation it advanced the stage of emotional maturity. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
African slavery was introduced into the No1' th American 
colonies about the time the Protestant Reformation was making 
its impression upon the colonial life here. This burst of 
religious idealism furnished a climate for all of the affairs 
among men during those earliest times. Religion set the trend 
of events during those two centuries. A statesmanlike summary 
of the period "'as that they 11 brought forth upon this continent 
a new nation. Conceived in liberty and dedicated to the 
proposition that all men are created equal. 11 And earlier, 
11 That they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable 
rights. 11 Freedom of the individual was in the formation of an 
increasing number of denominations. Religion played its part 
in formation of Rhode Island, NarylancL, Pennsylvania. It 
followed the frontier of westward expansion. 1 
It is not to be supposed that religious influence was 
absent in Virginia, or in Mississippi, or in Alabama. Even 
the largest slave ovmers and the slaves -v1ere exposed to the 
effects of this over-all climate. Not always did the in-
fluence produce a desirable result. In economic endeavor 
1. Sweet, SRA, 30l-J2l 
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groundwork was laid for a free enterprise, capitalistic system. 
Through it there grew up an aristocracy of wealth. The 
Christian climate hovering over the slave o~~ers was deflected 
to the slave with an intention to further exploit. It got to 
the slaves as part of a dominant movement in the lives of the 
people settling here. Not all of the reaction in the slaves 
could be claimed by the refined Christian spirit. Yet some of 
them out of their urgent need broke through the defaced 
Christianity proffered them to grasp a clear share in the way 
of life of Jesus Christ. 
The Spiritual has earned a place of distinction. Some 
answers to the q_uestion of "'by it should have been given. A 
musical evaluation of it gives it distinction. There is force 
in its simplicity and dignity. Melody, harmony and rhythm in 
it are compelling. Then in its verbal expressions there are 
stimulating suggestions. This has been pointed out by 
those ~Tho have made their examination from a literary point 
of view. The poetry of the Spiritual has scope in imagery and 
strength in realism. It shares some of t hese characteristics 
with other folk music. Some of them are practically identical. 
Rhythm in the Spiritual may be matched or more elaborately 
developed in the blues. Religious experi ence is the component 
which distinguished the Spiritual from each and every other 
form of folk music, whether it i s folk music among Negroes or 
among other people in America . The Spiritual's principal 
,1 
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interest is religion. Religious experience is its motivation. 
Without the slave's contact with God there could not have been 
a Spiritual. This experience with God was the motive for the 
Spiritual. It was brilliant enough to turn into music. It 
was intense enough to inspire singing. The scope of the 
religious experience finally det ermines the vmrth or lack of 
worth of the Spiritual. 
Vital Christian experience i s the motive behind the 
Spiritual. Human slavery is a restriction of the values 
available in human life under any standard. Under the 
Christia.n concepts of human personality, as emphasized by the 
philosophy of pers onalism, it is a gross denial. Observing 
·I 
thi s fallacy moved Christians to rebel. :But those \'Tho ex-
perienced in their own lives the heartrending discrepancy 
are those who poured out the Spiritual. It was the dis-
crepancy bet\·Teen the new-found revelation of the will of God 
through the Spirit of Christ in human life ~over against and 
presented contemporaneously with human slavery . The man who 
came under the Spirit of Christ and under slavery at the same 
time vocalized a weird melody. 
Some of the tune patterns from Africa seemed to have 
been appropriate for the purpose. The minor key mood was 
used. Adeq,ua te trace to Africa is available in this material. 
The Spiritu.al is valuable as a p sychological datum be-
cause i t is a part of folk-lore, folk music. A pa inting may 
b • 
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catch up color impressions which the artist has found verbally 
inexpressible. A work of sculpture may make permanent an ex-
pression which would not otherwise be preserved. .A. musical 
refrain may find release of meaning through the flexible scale 
of tones which would otherwise be muted out. Poetry can scale 
dovm a disciplined record of symbolic word usage which may 
last indefinitely for suggestive usefulness. Crea tive 
literature and these other forms of artistic expression come 
from the inner life of the author. They pres erve a r ecord of 
psychological life. 
Folk-lore and folk music a.r e traced not to individual 
authors tut to groups of individuals. This does not exclude 
the possi'bility that individuals exerci se inclependent initia-
tive. An individual may determine the form of a given pro-
duction. But in folk music no individua,l has unq,uestionable, 
copyright claim to authorship. The group censors, revises, 
tests by use, and brings out the product together. 
Th8.t folk music which is without Hords wou.lcl seem to be 
,· harder to interpret. In any study detailed meanings "beyond 
the general ones might be difficult to establish. But the 
music intended for occasions preparatory to war , or that 
intended for mourning, or for feasting ancl rejoicins should be 
distinguishable. 
The Spiritual preserves a specia lized r ecord of psycho-
logical life. As part o: the folk-lore of an ethnic group it 
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preserves religious experience. The record is made at the 
juncture where this ethnic group met slavery and the Christian 
religion simultaneously. There is music to it and there is 
the added advantage of words. They put on record the slave's 
e~eriences with God. 
Wnile some of the people who had lived and worked and 
sung as slaves were still together the \'IOrk of putting their 
songs on paper was an invaluable service. There has been much 
loss but the early collectors helped salvage and preserve songs 
through their work. Arrangers with talent and fine appreciation 
contributed to enriching the store a.nd to increasing its 
attractiveness to the ear. Some choral directors, workers 
with small groups, and individual artists have promoted the 
effective interpretation of the songs. Then as people have 
heard them they have raised ~uestions about them. Thoughtful 
critical discussion of them has taken place. Some of this, 
notably in the work of Benjamin Mays and Ho~Tard Thurman has 
examined their religious interests. This late \'iOrk may be 
pushed much farther along. Especially should the religious 
consideration be pursued because they are principally ~eligious 
songs. 
The Renaissance and the Reformation had their influence 
in the life that grew up on the North American continent. But 
search for an all water route to the east was economic. Com-
petitive interests among European nations led to claims upon 
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the lands in this hemisphere. Hardy seekers of fame and 
fortune under the protection of rival European flags threw 
vigorous exertion into exploiting any resources whic~ might 
be readily converted into wealth. The colonists who came for 
religious reasons were fugitives. The exploiters worked with 
unmolested European collaboration down to the last ~uarter 
of the eighteenth century. 
A planting system with forced labor supply was intro-
duced in the West Indies. This netted rich profits in 
sugarca.YJ.e p rocluction, but it li~uidated the nat ive Indian 
population. Africans were imported, the first being secured 
as ransomed prisoners of war. Once established as a source 
of available slave labor supply this populous continent was 
f 
,. 
not relieved from furnishing it until the nineteenth century. 
Europeans enjoyed the political advantage of being 
S'.lbj ects of various influential rulers of :E.'u.rope. They 
secured economic advantages through their initia tive and 
applica tion. Social preference came to them through political 
station and wealth. It happens that the Europeans were white. 
The Indians and the Africans were not. '\'Then the li'u.ropeans 
lost control in America this color difference still s erved as 
a convenient arbitrary line of distinction. Racism developed 
to enable idealistic Christian and democratic America to ex-
terminate, enslave, exploit, and discriminat e against Indians 
and Negroes. 
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The doctrine of racism alleges that one "race 11 is 
inherently qualified to rule another. One 11 race 11 has superior 
qualifications to think, :plan, manage. Another 11 race 11 is so 
limited in capacities that it is destined to be the slave. 
Studies in anthropology discourage the use of the term~ 
except as it is applied to the human race. They shov.r also 
that there is no scientific basis for supposing that any 
ethnic group is superior or inferior to another one. 
There is an impression that the African and the Negro 
in the United States are \'li thout self-respect a.nd manhood 
enough to resist abuse. 'rru>_t they do no t have ethnic pride 
enough to oppose insult. That they do not have courage 
enough to face death rather than suffer mortal compromise of 
the things which human beings at their best hold precious. The 
fact that the Negro submitted to slavery is then offered as 
evidence. The assumption follows that since he spent over two 
centuries in slavery in the United States he did not oppose 
being placed into slavery , he did not object to being kept in 
slavery, or he was so weak that whatever he wanted need not 
be considered. 
vlhere this impression imp lies less than human personality. 
with its worst and at its best, as found in the Negro ethnic 
group, it is in direct conflict 'I'Ti th a major premise in this 
study. This is a study of persons. Correlation bet'iTeen ethnic 
identity and psychological capacity is so slight as to be here 
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disregarded. The slave presents another person engaging in 
interpersonal relations. 
If the Negro did not oppose slavery or object to it or 
if he were so weak that whatever he '"anted need not be con-
sidered, precautions would not have had to be taken in hand-
ling him. But Negroes were chained and locked in the holds of 
ships to get them here. Severe beatings '\'Tere more the rule 
than the exception. Legal codes were enacted to keep the 
slave at a disadvantage before the law. 
The precautions taken a.nd t he abus es dealt were sense-
less cruelty if the assumption above is correct. Four ·out of 
five slaves were put to death bet ..... reen their homes in Africa and 
their new homes in the United States during the African slave 
trade. Cons idering that it v,ras a profit enterprise and profits 
lay in delivering live, sound slaves, some other factor must 
be i ntroduced. This high death rate occurred because of the 
slaves strenuous opposition. He kept raising obj ection after 
the odds were pla inly against him. Any external measures to 
keep him in subjection had to be of a threatening , oppressive, 
severe kind. This deduction is further supported by the 
number of slave revolts which took place, the num.ber of slaves 
who ran av!ay, and the number who purchased their freedom. They 
have also sho\vn initiative toward integration into the life of 
the United States since their slavery here . The record bears 
out their proficiency in the higher p sychological capacities 
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in human personality. They did oppose slavery; they continued 
to object to it. They were not so ,.,.eak that >t1hat they wanted 
could be disregarded. Severe measures were applied. The 
familiar phrase 11 We know how to handle niggers down here 11 , 
has persisted to the present. It fitted into a scheme of 
terrorizing. It recognized that Negroes, like other persons, 
have wants and can be deterred from going after them only when 
immensely unreasonable penalties '1-rere imposed. Drastic pre-
cautions were taken, even to the suspension of the democratic 
process in civil government. In this way they were held in 
slavery. Though men in full capacity, they were held in 
slavery. 
A mechanically explosive, destructive weapon multi-
plied the European 1 s ability to kill. He did not confine it 
for use in shooting and killing wild animals for protection. 
He used it for warfare, the gun. And he used it to give him-
self an overpowering, destr-active force as he practically ex-
terminated the Indian population of North America and as he 
invaded the continent of Africa. (Europeans and Americans of 
European stock carried this policy further in the domination 
of China and India and through laying claim to possessions 
throughout Africa and South America.) This device gave 
Europeans the added, conveni ent, immediate force needed to 
.eapture and enslave Africans. It was a constant source of 
overwhelming force held at the disposal of slave ovmers to 
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keep the slaves enslaved. 
The will of slave owners prevailed. In the typical 
situation there was no argument. This was enforced as the re-
quired order. A lashing or a killing was the answer to a 
slave 1 s showing an inclination to come back \'Ji th his fists. 
When slaves allowed incidents to pass over their heads with-
out comment or overt reaction it vras in the context of this en-
forced situation. It should not be nresumed that there was no 
. ---
mental experience involved on their part. Whenever persons 
come into direct, close contact with each other psychological 
interaction occurs. Self-consciousness on the part of each of 
them with human intellect provides that this is a mutual ex-
perience. The psychological interaction between the slave and 
master did not match the single direction that we.s traveled by 
orders. 
~llierever the personality of the slave and the o~mer were 
involved in contact there \'ras sentiment, feeling , \•!illing and 
thinking in the experience of the slave as well as of the owner. 
Such experience in the slave did not have to be expressed. But 
it determined his behavior tendencies then anQ subsequently. 
Wnolesome growth in persons requires continuous im-
provement. Varying amounts of responsibility is one line along 
which an individual may progress toward maturity . As rna-
turation advances responsibility must be increased in order that 
a balanced adjustment may be maintained. The slave's ceiling 
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for responsibility was extremely low. Lack of responsibility 
.i:o 
' 
commensurate with his personality maturation introduced an 
: 'I; 
' unavoidable situation of psychological conflict. Maturity re-
~uired self-direction, slavery denied it. 
Tension is psychological stress occasioned by unre-
solved conflicts. So long as a slave's conflict remained 
psychological the master class had no inclination to deal with 
it. The tendency was to deny that such conflict existed. It 
was tension which the slave system itself instigated. Thwarting 
the nurture and growth of persons caused it. 'I'he intensity of 
tension varied with individual d.ifferences and with situations. 
Individual differences included variations in temperament and 
in personality integration. The stages of intensity ranged 
from the slave \>rho felt no tension to the slave who was ready 
to commit or to suffer violent killi ng . The stage of no 
tension could be accomplished through abdicating personality. 
Thinking, feeling, and willing refer to activities in the 
higher levels of personality. Engaging in them and preserving 
them from the assaults of slavery tended to increase the in-
tensity of tension. 
The a.egree of tension in a given subject may vary as he 
participates in one situation or in another. Since the high 
degree of tension tends toward disagreeable agitation that leads 
to distraction and psychosis it would not be sought after 
normally. The individual would seek the situa.tions which 
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avoided high tension and tended to continue low tension. 
From a dependable random sample of the population the 
variation of temperament among individuals would point toward 
the assumption that there were various degrees of tension 
represented by the various individual patterns of reaction in-
eluded in the slave population. That is, one person would 
tend to fight or run a~1ay, while another would tend to eat or 
brood.2 They would meet conflict in different ,..,ays. Further, 
the degree of tension in the reaction of each 1-roulcl vary. The 
tendency toward violent be~~vior was greater in one individual 
than in another. The tendency toward psychotic disintegration 
traveled at a higher rate in one individual than in another. 
The need for techniques to prevent unacceptable behavior would 
be greater for one slave than for another. And the urgency 
for therapeutic measures also varied. 
There were physical instruments used to conduct the in-
stitution of slavery. Chains and the lash are common enough 
to be symbols. But these 't!ere accompanied by the dominant 
psychological technique of the use of fear. It was a useful 
addition to cha ins for it could be employed in a more wide-
spread consta.nt manner. Shackles 1-rould have to be loosened 
for the slave to \'lOrk to best adva.ntage during the day. They 
2. Sheldon, VHP, 236. 
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would have to be fastened on again at night. When the lash 
was laid upon a slave excessively he might be reduced in labor 
efficiency the next day. On the other hand, one slav.e might 
be used to impress t\'renty or fifty slaves if he were brutalized 
enough with them as eye witnesses. In a course of time the 
fate of six slaves handled singly might bring dread to the 
whole countryside if atrocity enough were committed upon them. 
Ne~ traveling by word of mouth and whisper around the slave 
quarters in the evening could aid the technique of fear pro-
motion. A constant threat of who might be next, the unpre-
dictable slight provocation witnessed in former cases, and the 
lack of defense before the law conspired to increase the amount 
of fear. Self-respecting, physically well-endowed individuals 
were reluctant to be fearful. Their situation only increased 
the degree of tension resulting from the purposeful promotion 
of fear. 
Command may be based upon respect and confidence or upon 
force and necessity. irhen the power in command has respect as 
the principal mode of procedure, loyalty is the attitude under 
which commands are carried out. A mutual respect is involved 
when the one in command respects the persons of those under 
him. He furnishes them reason to respect him. On the other 
hand, when force is used as an unqualified mode of procedure 
it resorts to fear as the attitude under wrrich cornmands are 
to be carried out. Fear was extensively used for control of 
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the slaves. Confidence between slave and owner was limited 
to single plantations. Mutual respect that included respect 
for personal rights was thrown out as something which spoiled 
slaves. 
Fear was deliberately promoted with plan and purpose. 
The ownership class depended upon it as a keystone of their 
secure control. To stimulate it and to keep it strong drastic 
measures were enacted from time to time. By thorough in-
tention, fear of what the master might do \•ras thrown into 
each and every slave. This 'l'ras an unavoidable psychological 
disturbance in each and every slave. He had this as a given 
upset upon whichtbbuild according to his own inclinations or 
intentions. Then \'lherever he ranged himself on the scale of 
tension intensity, he had_ this additional stimulus, fear, used 
as a control device by the master class. 
Even when the person in the role of 11 master 11 was kindly 
disposed, the master-slave relation was a faulty interpersonal 
relation. To take a slave the 11 master 11 must over-ride other 
possible relationships which might respect the personality of 
the slave. There was social and economic reduction placed 
upon the slave. Artistic pursuit was crowded out and denied. 
Creative initiative was diverted and q_uite effectively blunted. 
To the African brought to America a.nd p la.ced into forced labor 
the transportation held frustration. All of the usual ways of 
doing things were interrup ted. The f orced charJ.ge of language 
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was one easily ignored item involved. Leisure time was 
denied the slave. When the purpose of slavery is fulfilled 
the slave is fina,lly of mere economic advantage to his owner. 
All other considerations are forfeited in ord.er that this 
advantage may be at its highest rate. 
Slavery thwarts the course of full maturation in the 
growth of humen personality. Notably the capacity for 
responsible self-direction is obstructed. Room for responsible 
self-direction in decisions which determine the course of the 
individUCJ . l 1 s affairs is important. Thi s is not a luxury, it 
is part of the minimum requirement for the ma trix of personality. 
Beyond this minimum consideration t here is a larger 
expanse. Human beings do not have to lea rn to r ead and write 
and cipher. They need never compose a poem or author a book. 
:But in a ny large sample of a population there may be ex-
pected some "'hose talents are wasted or cut off when they do 
not find expression through these higher mediums. Slavery 
imposed a uniform limited level of performance upon all of 
the slaves. The more ima~inative were seriously frustrated. 
The fear fof;3tered by the slave holcl er i f;nored respect 
for the slave. The slave's fear response did not carry a 
necessary respect for the slave holder. It s claim of respect 
or reverence or affection wa s based on self-deceit and 
hypocrisy. \'iilling and cordial conformi ty on the part of the 
slave re ~uired hypocrisy . To act because of fear and pretend 
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that he liked it tore away self-respect. His honest reaction l.i 
. :.r 
,, 
registered disapproval, even disapproval of himself. Fear ,.I 
was a principal control, repression, or frustration upon the 
slave. His tendency to disapprove when stimulated to an 
extended degree became hate. It '\'las strong enough to 
compensate in his psychologica,l unbalance. It could unify 
and make terms with his state of fear. It was a form of 
aggression. 
The Davis and Dollard theory that frustration always 
brings about aggression is accepted. Aggres sion in the slave 1 s 
behavior was rigidly curtailed by pain and death. A slave 
could be flogged for "talking back 11 to a. i<lhi te man. He could 
be put to death without trial for striking a white man with 
his fist. No matter what the provocation. all overt, ag-
gressive behavior on the part of the slave was curbed by 
drastic measures. Thus the slave tended to exert his ag-
gres sion in subjective channels. The drastic measures, ~rhich 
to him would seem unreasonable, helped to give direction to 
the trend of his reaction. The subjective aggression strong 
enough to match the frustrating impotence of the slave in the 
face of dra~m blood by the lash, and killing, was hate. 
The psychological life of the slave '\oJas purposely 
dominated by fear, and it wEts directly controlled by hate. 
This fear-hate state answered practical purposes but it was 
destructive to personality. Fear enforces control through 
}I' 
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inhibition and repression. It disturbs the wholesome course of 
organic functioning and continues a tense psychological state. 
It carri es dread and the upset and threat of ins ecurity. It 
leads to panic, unreliable judgement, and irresponsible be-
havior. It undermines self-respect and from this strategic 
point causes an unraveling or disintegration of persona.li ty. 
Hate has c:t caustic effect in the psychological life. 
It is a stringent degree of disapproval that attacks violently 
w·hat it contacts. It is a psychological a.ggression '·rhich 
affects the subj ect as vrell as the object. The one against 
whom it is directed is d2.ma.ged , c:mcl the one employing it is 
also damaged. It brea~s off contributory interpersonal re-
lations between the subject person and the obj ect person. The 
subject pe r son cannot contribute to the grov1th and wel l-being 
of the person who is t he object of his hate. Hi s asgr essive 
motivation is to\·tard tb.e injury of that object. But since the 
individual must build total orientation in interpers onal re-
lc>,tions out of the accumul8,tion vlhich includes all of his 
experiences and relations, when he holds one relation that is 
injurious to a person his total orientat ion is disrup t ed. He 
cannot find the fulfilling relationship of love with God so 
long as he rztes another person. He is p revented e~so from 
the bal<mce of a unification in his O'l'-m personalit~,r so long 
as he dis r espec ts persone.li t y to the extent of hatin[; a.ny 
othe r person. Religion sets tasks of improving ? ersons and 
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interpersonal relations through grO\'lth and disciplined ad-
justments. These are not accomplished under the attitude, 
motivation, or emotional state of hate. 
The slave i'las given an emotional environment to i'lhich he 
should rea.ct. In any of its variations he was regarded as a 
means to the p rofit or conveni enc e or security of his ovmer. 
This was a. violation to his status as a person; when he 
responded emotionally, this violation wa.s a f a ctor. 
Control wa s mai n tained by the me.ster class through fear, 
t hr ough keeping the slave unarmed, through keeping the slave 
dispossessed, through cla.i ming superior abili t;: t o comn1~,nd by 
p sychologica l force. These controls were submitted to by the 
slaves through conforming, through r epression, through clecep tion, 
through f ee,r, through lack of integration, through l a ck of 
defined objective , through the fe eling of futility , discourage-
ment, and despair, through acknoi·Jledged or deni ed co\'J'ardice. 
Granting human :personality to the Af rican who was en-
slaved in Ame rica , it is impossibl e to deny p sy cho logica l con-
tent to his experience . In fact the psychological experi ence 
affirmed is one \·rhich runs the gamut of t he QOst hi ghly 
diffe r enti a ted capacity kno1:rn to nervous syst ems in biologl,cal 
life. On the basis of h is endoi·nnent as a person , his full 
human capacity for psychological a nd. emotionc>l experience is 
affirmed. 
Exc ess ive atuse can l e8.d to an abnormal state of calloused 
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indifference. Extreme suffering can reduce an individual to 
apathetic suspension from personal participation in his en-
vironment, a reduction of the amount of initiative exercised. 
An emotionally desensitized subject and a morally unresponsive 
victim. can result from s€lme severe experiences. These effects 
were produced on a percentage of the slave population. Des-
criptions of such individuals may be found in literature con-
temporaneous to American slavery.3 Counterparts and descendants 
of such individuals may be observed in the pre sent day population.4 
From another percentage of the slave population there issued 
the Spiritual. It is evidence of participation in life and 
adjustments to the lot of the slave which must be distinguished 
frem the calloused, the apathetic, the emotionally desensitized, 
and the morally unresponsive and irresponsible. The extent of 
the area of experience in which the Spiritual has relevance 
gives an indication of the extent of the area of experience 
known to t hose who authored the Spiritual. 
This area included delicat e and dominant kind s and degrees 
of emotion. The general assertion that slaves had no emotional 
reaction toward their lot, favorable or unfavorable, does not 
hold in the case of the auth0rs of the Spiritual. 
3. Embree, TE., ix, 53. Parsons, IVS, 27-39. nAnti-
slavery Convention" Art. (1839). Armistead, SAD, 38, 98,99. 
4. Davis and Dollard COB, xxv, C. Johnson, SOP, 90. 
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A claim that the slaves did not object to ill-treatment 
is secured if a claim that they felt no emotional reaction 
could be established. It is discounted when emotional reaction 
is found. Beyond the presence of emotional reaction there is 
need to find the direction of the sentiment involved. The 
precautions taken to prevent escape and rebellion among the 
slaves indicate their "'ill to be free. Extreme measures were 
taken especia.lly in the earlier years of slavery. These be-
came a fixed code of treatment for slaves and_ Negroes. The 
high death rate incurred in the seizure . and transporta.tion of 
slaves from Africa is evidence of their objection. 
Frustration accompanied the denials made upon persons 
submitted to slavery. Fear \tras purposely promoted in the slave 
as a. control. Hate \•ras a psychological aggression related to 
his frustration and to his fear. These aggravating conditions 
and these po\1-rerful motivations for behavior were in the direction 
of injury to the slave holder and violence. 
Repression of them \'TOrked another destructive result in 
the personality of the slave. Some aggression and violence 
not repressed \·!as worked out on substitute subjects, which in-
eluded other persons and some things. This could superficially 
relieve tensions, but it did not ansvrer the larger need of 
orienta tion through total inter-personal adjustment. 
Into the harrO\·Ting e:JC_perience of slavery in America the 
African brought some cultural ancl religious resources \rlhich \'lere 
7 
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useful. A folklore helped ease t~e . shoak of aggression. A 
sense of humor helped him endure. Proverbs helped stave off 
fatalism. Medicine men or priests who were brought along 
were custodians of content and practices from the native place. 
In the content of their religion "'as brought a distinct, long 
standing belief in the divine, which was a ready background 
for an unshakeable faith in God here. He r~d a readiness fpr 
a firm grasp of the revelation of God in Jesus Christ which he 
encountered in America. Ho\'rever cruc.e or p rimitive the cultural 
.s.nd religious resources brought from Africa. \•Jere, they served 
to meet the needs of the people brought. Va.lues exist in 
terms of excellence of moral character among primitive societies. 
:But the. ordeal of American conquest a.nd enslavement \'Jas a 
devastating crisis. Cultural and religious r esources \rrere 
tested as never before, as unprecendented needs \'rere developed. 
The slave w2.s thro\·!ll into conflict through the necessary 
violation of his status as a person. As long as conflict was 
unresolved he v1as in a state of tension. Fea r was ca refully 
p romoted in him and he could not avoid frustration . In 
direct line v!i t !.1 this sequence of developments v:as his psycho-
logical aggression of hate. Re "'as required to give up manhood 
and part of his humanity. He v1as pressed wit!l discouragement, 
humiliation, covrardice, a nct futility. 
Among the Africans ,.,.ho lost their lives in the slave 
trade \vere t !.1ose \vho deliberately chose dea th in p reference to 
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slavery. Such individuals are a recommendation to the 
qualities in the culture from which they come. But another 
test is placed upon religion by these deaths. It is the test 
of suffering and sorrow. As the slave made terms with suffering 
in his religious experience he found helpful supplementing in 
the Christian fa.i th. 
The religion of the master class \'ras utilized as another 
instrument to strengthen the system of slavery. God meant 
for some peop le to be hewers of wood; they were the black 
people. The slave could be a good Christian , a goo d black 
Christian, if he did. \';hat he was told and did not !llc'll{:e a:ny 
trouble. The slave-hold.i ng class recognized this as good 
propaganda if not welcome justifica tion. They \'ran ted it to be 
given to the sle,ves, end did. not suspect the values in t he 
Christian tradition that could. give the slave invincible 
personal reinforcement. 
The slave readily took to the religion of the master 
cla ss \•Jithout having to see special value in it. It •·ras the 
religion of a conq_ueror, it vras ne"'• and it came as kindness of 
a kind. Through taking up this religion they \·rere able to have 
meetings for singing a.nd preaching, restoration a.nd establish-
ment of some sociological grouping. 
The slave found out about a special book held sacred in 
t he Christian reli gion. He '"as impres sed by it and. r etained 
material said to come from it. He found out that there vras more 
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in this book than the master class emphasized. He took the 
I 
record of the people behind the Bible and applied their \'rork ! 
to his o;.m situation. The Hebrews became known intimately as 
the 11 Chil 1 en 11 • There were numerous individuals known by name, 
among them v.ras Moses and his \·Jork of deliverance, and Jesus, 
the Son of God. The slave dre\'1 up on the discoveries made by 
the Hebrevrs and the people in the Bible regarding \·.rays to deal 
\'!i th difficulties and r egardi r.g the nature anct the \vill of God. 
The relig ious experience of the slaves followed three 
strains of development: 1) the conforming strain, 2) the 
r eligion of the Hebrews strain, and. J) the r eligion of Jesus 
strain. The conforming strain stewned from master class p ro-
mo tion. It \vas not critical of the slave system , and ,.,as 
pliable at the point of conflict betv1een master E..nC. slave. Its 
function wa.s protection to the slave through his keeping in 
line. The relig ion of the Hebrev;s strain stenuned from en-
lightenment out of the Bible. It was independent of the slave 
system enough to be critical of it. Deliverance was a main 
theme for faith and for motivation. Patience and long-suffer-
ing were not to be forgotten as good in the sight of God . 
Salvat ion and redemp tion would come to those f ai thful ones "rho 
vrould rep ent and believe. The De.y of the Lord. mi ght come vrith 
destruction and slaughter \oJhen the opp res sed should rise up 
strong in the right and in the strength of the Lord, and cast 
do\'m the oppressor. The relig ion of Jesus strain stemmed from 
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a concept of \<Tho Jesus was and "'bat He did and what He wanted 
people to do. Its main theme ;-1as love. God \·Tork~ for good 
in the '\rfOrld the \·lay He did \l.rith Jesus. Jesus \•ras always good 
even "'hen He \oJas up against evil. He did not try to destroy 
the evil, He tried to bring it to become good. He did not 
change even when He suffered from the evil. 
Sorrow, fear, and hate "'ere dominant in the psycholo-
gical condition of the slave, producing a state of disturbance. 
The conforming strain of religious experience gave a super-
ficial administration to sorrow. It did not negotiate with 
fear and with hate. The religion of the Hebrews strain did 
negotiate with them. In its independence from the slave 
system it se~,rched for the purpose of God. That purpos e could 
give meaning to suffering and to sorro'''· GocL stood for the 
right a.nd the slave ne ed not fear 1t1hen he di d right; in this 
way he could. stand \>Tith Gocl who '\rJould bring do\-m the mighty from 
their seats. The sll:we should be ready for the Day of the Lord 
or the time of d.elivera.nce. One should. hate the evil of the 
evil-doer and put it do\'m , Let the wicked be destroyed. But 
hate 1t1as r equired to be discriminative. 
The r elig ion of J esus strain secured an interpretation 
of life from the point of viet·: of Hebre'v:-Christian relig ious 
tre.di tion. Suffering \'Ta.S dra\om into focus through poverty, 
ethnic antipathy, unfair trea tment and abuse, and death on a 
cross. Some times the only thing He cou ld do \lras to keep in 
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touch with the Fa ther. Suffering with Jesus could be identity 
with Him and fello\'rshi:p with Him. This adjustment achieved 
integration through unity with the will of God. Fea r \'Jas 
displaced as a final conditioner of conduct and a major 
motivatir,gpsychological disturbance. The motivation for fear 
'\'Jas :painful consequences, torture, humiliation, irreparable 
loss; suffering a s :promoted by the slave system. This suffer-
ing was redefined and reduced in irrationality; it wa s r elated 
in e. cherished whole . In this way fear \ITa s not repress ed b:ut 
its cau se \,ras mo difi ed. The individual \,rent into suffering 
\villingl y a s he took up the cross of Christ. His p r ayer \•ra s 
vehement a s he depended on Jesus 1 strength because of hi s ovrn 
'\"Teakness . He concentrat ed and fixed upon i dentity and fellow-
ship with Je sus. Thus f ear of dire cons equences in terms 
of physica l suffering or a ny othe r kind of abuse "'as repl a ced 
by the f ear of losing contact with Jesus. This l a t er fea r was 
not a di s integr a tive proce s s since it was but the nega tive 
r ef erence to an act of faith. 
The sorrow which \'TO '~ld. be f elt by a n individual as a 
di rect r esul t f rom the suffering of slaver y V'2.s modified a s 
the suffering vras r edefined. Bitterness and the fru stra tion 
which accompcni ed enf orc ed, irra ti onal suffer ing were r emoved. 
As the psychologi cal frus tra tion '"'as reduced the psychologica l 
aggr ession,Ha.t e , tended to be r educed. Thr ough the religion 
of J esus s tra in the slave coul d r ega.rd t he ma.s ter clEts s and the 
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slave driver with an attitude void of the intent of injury in 
return for injury. In good faith with himself and on motivation 
initiated by himself he could contribute to the vrell-being of 
these other difficult persons. The task set through his 
religious experience took the trend of disciplined adjustment 
through improving his 01•m person a.nd the relationships bet'!!;een 
himself a.no_ other persons. He held himself in readiness but 
the improved relation betvreen himself and these other persons 
must come with their consent. Confidence and pa tience were 
needed to persist in this trend. The religion of Jesus off ered 
love for the attitude, the motivat ion, and the emotiona.l state 
1·rhi ch could supi)ort ttli s trend of ad jus tmen t. The psycho-
logical disturoance resulting from sufferinE;, fear, and hate 
tended toward the disintegration of personality. Disintegration 
appeared in destructive patterns of behavior and violent inter-
personal relations. The sla.ve found wholesome therapy through 
religious experience available in the religion of Jesus strain. 
Racism claimed to remove the usual responsibility from 
some interpersonal relations. Usually a person ca nnot inflict 
injury , disp oss es s ion, suppres s ion, and_ death upon another 
with impunity. Accorcling to the arbitrary assumption of racism, 
these things ma~r be inflicted by a 1>rhi te person Ul) On a non-
white perso n '''i th im~'uni ty. The white person, it contends, is 
not comp romised in terms of an~r i dec_l s , and he is not guilty 
in terms of a ny religion. 
d 
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Racism complicated the trend of the slave's religious 
development. He regarded himself as a person, Christianity 
valued persons, yet Christianity affected by r acism follO\'Jed 
a policy that denie<i his value as a person . To r e solve the 
contradiction he had to distinguish between the imperfect 
bearer of the Christia.n witness a nd the Christ himself, a nd 
f as ten his attention upon Jesus. He did not f a c e the r a cial 
scourge before Jesus that he did in relat ions \·lith men through 
whom h e lea rned about Jesus. The slave here r equired an 
incl e:penctence from i'.l'hi te peop l e who lived according to the 
r a cist dogma . He could not cont inue a r el at ion which VJould 
permit them to continue as clispenser s of the materia l s for his 
r elig ious exper i ence . 
Through the religion of J esus strain the slave found. e. 
hu..rnili ty collli.nensur.s te with self-respect. Confronted with 
r ac i sm h e \•Je.s humble; yet, he was uncompromisin[; in his denial 
of it. He rema ined on hand., he received insult; yet , he 
maintai ned a positive set for wholesome i nter-personal r el at ions. 
The b r eak i n the vi ol ent pattern occurred v;here he declined to 
r espond in the p roffered mutual resentment. 
Some element s of questionabl e '\oro rth appea.red i n the 
religious development of the slave. Evas ive other-vrorldl y 
r el~gion, pa~pering comp ensation preac!~ent , exagge r a ted 
emotiona l exc itement , and delibera te esca:pe a r e of o~uest i onable 
'loTorth. They did not i n tegr c;;.te his per sonc'.lity , nor orient h im 
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in his physical and personal environment. They were not problem 
solving. but were dru~s and blinds and metheds of self-deception. 
Aside from these there were pesitive elements. In so far 
as other-worldliness was an emancipative projection of the 
hUll1an person out of a hopelessly fettered existence, it was 
positi .;e. So long as it recognized a final, individual. 
responsibility for overcoming the resistance to value in the 
present enviromnent it had relevance and was positive. Threu~h 
it a delicate balance of compensation could be rendered without 
abuse. It could be a legitimate protection in t he severe 
situation of the slave. Through other-worldly religion the 
singer relaxed his frantic clutch upon life. He did not negate 
life as an inherent evil, but he affirmed that mortal life is 
not the last end. It has uncompromising significance, but man 
as he knew men did not belong finally in life as he knew life. 
Positive emotions were part of the elements of the 
religious experience. Faith was the linking medium which 
established com.'Ilunication with the Sustainer of Values. It 
also establish.ed comrnunication with the uncooperative personal 
agent, the master class and slave driver. It was an affirmation 
of value. It was an open medium o f possibly impro ved inter-
per sonal relations on terms provided by the Creator of values. 
Through religion the slave secured a sin~ular source 
0 
of hope. He was encouraged to persistence. Go od eheer could 
be dependably fostered through it. Courage which assumed 
' ;l 
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unlimited liability not imposing its persuasion upon the 
antagonist, not shrinking from misrepresentati on was a positive 
element. It pursued ends in keeping "'ith high purpose "'i thout 
compromise. Humility could help the slave from pulling the 
mote out of another 's eye. Through it he could \'li thhold his 
judgment of others . Through it he thv1arted the degrada tion of 
being thrust down as he found with Jesus reason to put his 
volition behind this lo\·Tering of the self. The slave was able 
to make for ethical g ro\>lth and endure without offense through 
The sl<we was not g iven license to .?.nything he 
could get eHay ,,,i t h a s a r e sponse to the evil of his lot. The 
religious experience -oehind. the Spiri tua.l made an unequivocal 
stand for righteou~~· The religious slave had to reserve one 
area of his personB.li tJ' for one Lord E.nd Mas t er , that '1-ras God. 
Unrelenting p sychologi ca l resistanc e v1as r equired against the 
encroa.chments of the master class. Each and every deed should 
a.v oici violating the area of reverenc e . He should not p rostrate 
himself unreservedl y before a.ny other lord. Another p ositive 
element in the r eligious development of the slave \'Jas sacri-
fici a l ~as the ultimate means for improving men. 
These positive elements were more extensive in their 
effects upon the motivation capacities of the slaves than ,,,ere 
the negative elements. The positive elements \'Jere more in-
fluential in the trend of the reli gious development than the 
negat ive elements. 
The slave's relig;ieus experience reflects seme si~ni­
ficant emphasis ef the enlightened Hebrew-Christian traditiGn. 
He understoed that there is one God over all the earth. He 
is the Judge of all men and justice will be dane. Right is 
identified with God, and right is to be the final outcome. 
Everyone must answer fer himself bef0re God. The chief good 
possible in the lives of men is doin~ the will of God. 
Sacrificial love is the ultimate means for improvin~ men. 
The cress of Christ found urgent application in the 
slave's adjustment through religious experience. Effert by 
the slave toward changing the social order is hard to discern. 
But he had to make contact and find adjustment in human life 
with an ordeal as the given situation. He had an immediately 
urg;ent responsibility of standing the ordeal. Without being 
satisfied with the situation as it was he gave account ef 
h~self. He carried on witLout bitterness where he was bein~ 
exploited. 
The slave's religious experience improved in ethical 
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values and in integrative force as it lay at the friction point 
of affliction. In the suffering;, sorrow, fear, and threatened 
hate involved in the system, he was strGn~ly impelled to secure 
means of meeting the severity of his situation. Religious 
experience was comprehensive enough to take a governing role 
in his way of life. When it did it found application at the 
point of gre atest need. Here it lay at the friction point of 
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affliction and came into its finest q_uality utilizing an in-
terpretat ion of bearing the cross of Christ. This religious 
experience overcame the environment, produced a song, com-
batted futility , offset despair. It produced energy in the 
r esources of the slave's person and affirmed r esources in the 
Divine from \vhom energy might be secured. In it inspirat ion 
for achievement ";as found. 
It '1'1as in the area of the slave 1 s own attitude toward 
life that the most significant accomplishm.ent \va s made. Here 
the religious experience behind the Negro Spiritual di d its 
greatest \•rork. From e. destructive trend of hate he was re-
organized to an a ttitude of love tot'!ard the master class and 
slave driver. This v1as the major accomplishment which brought 
solution to the i nterpersonal p roblem posed for him by human 
slavery. 
This study has been directed toward uncoveri ng , des-
cribing and r el ating to life the religious experience involved 
in the autho rship ~mel vivid singing of Negro Spirituals. The 
Spiri tua.l has been regarded as a body of religious folk-music 
vrhich is generally >·rell kno'l'm in America. Individual reference 
for the most pa.rt h8.s been confined to the better known ones. 
A selection of some with debatable meanings has been made and 
they have been consulted from the point of view of inter-
personal psychology to uncover meanings. Description of the ex-
perience has followed from findings fr om this socia l p sychology 
-r; .· ··1 
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of religion with evaluations from the Hebrew-Christian religious 
tradition. The Spiritual is treated as a preserved record of 
individual and group religious experience. Reference to the 
events in the historic, social situation has been made to 
reconstruct the outline of dominant psychological experiences 
of African slaves in America. Cultural and religious resources 
in Africa have not been ignored. From these a relation of the 
ideals kep t and of the tension held in balance by the motivation 
from religious ex:perience had been reproduced. In the course of 
the study thes e conclusions have been reached. 
1. Africans '""ere pressed into slavery t hrough the use 
of superi or arms and not for the lack of humc.n capacity which 
kep t them from objecting or \orhich particulc.rly sui ted them 
to be slaves. 
2. The African slc.ve \'ras a person with the uniq_ue 
capacities of human personality. Evidence of r elit; i ous 
capacity is found in the Spiritual. 
J. The slave was thrown into unavoi dable psychological 
conflict ~:md disintegrative tension. 
4. Three of these dominant psychological states vrere 
sorrow from suffering, fear promoted as a cont rol technique, 
and hate developed as an aggression. 
5. The experience of slavery is frustratin~ <mel. crucial 
to human personality. 
6. Racism developed as an indispens &."ble device for 
21Mr'H G W t :;"'··· ·.....-.-. 
harmonizing exploitation and idealism. 
?. The religion presented the slave by the master 
class was intended to help continue the slave system with a 
minimum amount of trouble. 
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8. The Bible helped the slave get more of the Christian 
revelation than the sponsors of the slave system intended. 
9. Three strains may be distinguished in the course of 
religious development among the slaves. 
10. Psychological distur\)ance in the slave found 
v1holesome therapy through religious experience ava.ilable 
through the religion of Jesus strain. 
11. The positive elements of the slave's religious 
development outweigh the negative elements. 
12. The slave 1 s religious experience reflects some 
significant emphasis of the enlightened Hebrew-ChristiRn 
tradition. 
13. The cross of Christ found urgent applic~tion in 
the slave's adjustment through religious experience. 
14. The slave 1 s religious experience improved in 
ethical values and in integra.ti ve force as it lay at the 
friction point of affliction. 
15. The attitude of love toward persons incl~ding the 
master class and slave driver was a major accomplishment. 
__ _,,, 
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0 BLACK AND UNKNOWN BARDS ._, 
0 black and unknown bards ef long ago, 
How came your lips to touch the sacred fire? 
How, in your darkness, did you come to know 
The power and beauty of the minstrel's lyre? 
Who first from midst his bonds lifted his eyes? 
Who first from out the still watch, lone and long, 
Feeling the ancient faith of prophets rise 
Within his dark-kept soul, burst into song? 
Heart of what slave poured out such melody 
As "Steal away to Jesus"? On its strains 
His spirit must have nightly floated free, 
Though still about his hands he felt his chains. 
Who heard great "Jordan roll"? w·rtose starward eye 
Saw Chariot "swing low"? And who was he 
That breathed that comforting, melodic sigh, 
"No body knows de trouble I see" ? 
xxix 
What merely living clod, what captive thing, 
Could up toward God through all its darkness grope, 
And find within its deadened heart to sing 
These songs of sorrow, love and faith, and hope? 
... 
How did it catch that subtle undertone, 
That note in music heard not with the ears? 
How sound the elusive reed so seldom blown, 
Wnich stirs the soul or melts the heart to tears? 
Not that great German master in h is dream 
Of harmonies the.t thundered amongst the stars 
At the creation, ever heard a theme 
Nobler than "Go down, Moses." £;1ark its bars, 
How like a mi6hty trumpet call they stir the blood. 
Such are the notes that men have sung 
Going to valorous deeds; such tones there were 
That helped make h istory when time was young. 
I 
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There is a wide, wide wonder in it all, 
That from degraded rest and servile toil 
The firey spirit of the seer Ehould call 
These si•ple children of the sun and soil. 
0 black slave singers, gone forgot, unfamed, 
You--you alene, of all the long, long line 
Of those who've sung untaught, unknown, unnamed, 
Have stretched out upward, seeking the divine. 
You sang not deeds of heroes or of kings; 
No chant of bloody war, no exulting poem 
Of arms won triumphs; but your humble strings 
You touched in chord with music empyrean. 
You sang far better than you knew; the songs 
That for your listeners' hungry hearts sufficed 
Still live,--but more than this to you belongs: 
You sang a race from wood and stone to Christ.l 
l. Johnson and Johnson, BANS, ll, 12. 
~------------------------------------~ 
I'll Make Me a Man 
Then God walked around, 
And God looked around on all that He had made. 
He looked at His sun, He l0oked at His moon, 
And His lit'l stars. 
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He looked on His world with all its living things, 
And God said, "I'm lonely still." 
God sat down on the side of a hill, 
God sat down where He could think; 
God sat down by a deep, wide river, 
God sat down with His head in His hands. 
God thought and thought, till He thought, 
"I'll make me a man." 
Up from the bed of the river God scooped-a the 
clay; 
And by the bank of the river God kneeled Him 
down. 
And there this great God alrr.ightJr-
Who lit the sun and fixed it in the sky, 
Who flung the stars to the most far corners of 
the night, 
Who rounded the earth in the hollow of His hand, 
This great God, This great God, like a mammy bending 
over her babe, 
Kneeled down in the dust, toiling over this-e. lump 
of clay, 
Till He shaped it, He shaped it, till He shaped it 
in His own irn.age. 
Then into it He blew the breath of life, 
And man became a living soul. 
.. 
1 
Ezekiel Saw de Wheel 
Ezekiel saw de wheel, 
Way up in de middle of de air, 
Ezekiel saw de wheel, 
Way in de middle of de air. 
Ezekiel saw de wheel of time, 
Ev'ry spoke was of human kind, 
A wheel in a wheel, 
Way in de middle of de air. 
0 de big wheel run by faith, 
An' de lit'l wheel run-a by de grace of God, 
A wheel in a wheel, 
W~y in de middle of de air. 
Way over yonder in de harvest field, 
Way in de middle of de air. 
Mind my brother how you walk: on de cross, 
Way in de middle of de air. 
0 de angels a shovin' at de Chariot-wheel, 
Way in de middle of de air. 
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0 your foot might slip an' your soul get lost, 
Way in de middle of de air. 
Ezekiel saw de wheel, 
Way up in de middle of de air; 
Ezekiel saw de wheel, 
Way in de middle of de air. 
Ezekiel saw de wheel of time, 
Ev'ry spoke was of human kind, 
A wheel in a wheel, 
Way in de middle of de air. 
0 de big wheel run by faith, 
An' de lit'l wheel run-a by de 
A wheel in a wheel, 
Way in de middle of de air,. 
gre.ce of God, 
•n------------------------------------------~-11 
Lit'l David Play on Your Har~ 
Lit'l David play on yo' harp, 
Hallelu, Hallelujah; 
Lit'l David play on yo' harp, 
Hallelu. 
David had a harp, 
Had ten strings; 
Touch one string, 
An' de whole heaven ring. 
David play en yo' harp, 
Hallelu, Hallelujah. 
Lit'l David play on yo' harp, 
Hallelu. 
I say to David, "Come play me a piece." 
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David said to me, ''How can I play when I'm in a strange 
land?" 
David, play on yo' harp, 
Hallelu, Hallelujah. 
Lit'l David play on yo' harp, 
Hallelu. 
David play on yo' harp, 
Hallelu, Hallelujah. 
Lit'l David play on yo' harp, 
Halle lu. 
-----~···.-,c· 1 
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Two Wings 
Lard, I want two wings to veil my face, 
I want two wings to fly away; 
Lord, I want two win f;s to veil my face, 
And I want two wings for to fly a way. 
Lord, I want two wings to veil my face, 
Lard, I want two wings to fly away. 
I want two wings to veil my face, 
And I want two wings for to fly away. 
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0, meet me, Jesus, meet me, meet 11e in-s. the air; 
And if these two wings fail me, jus' give me 
another pair. 
0, I want two wings to veil my face, 
Lord, I want two wings to fly away. 
Lord, I want two wings to veil my face, 
And I want two wings for to fly away. 
I want two wings to veil my face, 
Lord, I want two wings to fly away; 
Lord, I want two wings to veil my fac~~ 
And I want two wings for to fly away. 
Didn't My Lord Deliver Daniel? 
Didn't my Lord deliver Daniel, deliver Daniel, 
deli ver Danie 1; 
A-didn't my Lord deliver Daniel, 
An-a why not-a every man? 
He delivered Daniel from de lion's den, 
An 1 Jonah from de belly of de whale. 
An' de Hebrew chillun from de fiery furnace, 
An-a why not deliver po' me? 
.......... ----------------------------~--
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Dry Bones 
Ged called Ezekiel by His word 
~Go down and prophesyt" 
"Yes, Lordt"--
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Ezekiel prophesied by the power of God; 
Commanded de bones to rise. 
Dey gonna walk aroun'. 
Dry bones, dey gonna walk aroun' wid de dlJ' bones, 
Dey gonna walk aroun'. 
Dry bones, why don't you rise an' hear de word 
of de Lord. 
"Te 11 me, how did de bones get together wid de 
leg bone? 
Prophesyt 
"Ah, well, de toe bone connected wide de foot bone; 
De foot bone connected wid de ankle bone; 
De ankle bone connected wid de leg bone; 
De leg bone connected wid de knee bone; 
De knee bone connected wid de thigh bone. 
Rise and hear de word of de Lordl 
Give-a Way, Jordan 
Give-a way, Jordan, Give-e. way, Jordan, Lord, Give-a. way, Jordan, I mus' go for to see my Lord. Give-a way, Jordan, Give-a Jordan, way, Lord, Give-a way, Jordan, I mus' go for to see my Lord. 
Nebuchadnezzar sat on his royal seat. 
I mus' go for to see my Lord. 
He saw the three Hebrew chillun boun' hands an' feet; 
I mu s' go fo r to see my Lord. 
Give-a. way, Jordan, Give-e. way, Jorcan, Lord, 
Give-a way, Jordan, I mus' go for to see my Lord • 
-' 
..... --------------------------~--
A Witliess 
My soul is a witness for my Lord, 
My soul is a witness for my Lord. 
You read about Adam, he was the fust, 
God created him out-a de dust. 
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Then God made a woman, an' He call'd her Eve, 
An' told her not to eat the forbidden tree. 
Now that's the fust witness for my Lord, 
That's the fust witness for my Lord. 
You read again, an' you'll understan', 
Methusalah we.s the oldest man. 
He 1 i ve d nine hundred an' -a sixty-nine; 
He died an' went to Heav'n, Lod, in due time. 
Methus'lah was a witness for my Lord; 
Methus'lah was a witness for my Lord. 
You read about Samson from his birth; 
He was the strongest man on earth. 
Samson went out at-a one time, 
An' killed a thousand of de Philistine. 
Delilah fooled Samson, this we know, 
For the Holy Bible tells us so. 
She shaved his head just as clean as your hand, 
An' his strength became as a common man. 
Now that's another witness for my Lord, 
Now that's another witness for my Lord. 
Daniel was a Hebrew chile, 
Who went to pray to his God for a while. 
The King at once for Daniel did send, 
An' he put him down in de lion's den. 
De Lord sent an angel, de lions for to keep; 
Then Daniel laid down an' he went to sleep. 
Daniel was a witness for mJ' Lord, 
Daniel was a witness for my Lord. 
Then who'll be a witness for my Lord? 
Now who'll be a witness for m;y Lord? 
Yfuo' ll be a witness for my Lord? 
Oh, wno'll be a witness for my Lord? 
I. ' 
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You're Tired, Chile 
Oh, sit down, sister, sit down\ 
I know you're tired, sit down\ 
''Cause you come a long way: 
Sit down, chile, sit down, an' res' a lit'l while. 
Oh, you come a long way 
An' you had hard trials, 
An' I know you're tired, 
Sit dovm, chile, sit down, an' res' a lit'l while. 
Oh, you come a long way, 
An' you had hard trials, 
An' I know you' re tired, 
Sit down, chile, sit down, an' res' a lit'l while. 
Tell me what you're waitin' for-
I'm a-waitin' for my mother 
'Cause I want to tell her howdy. 
Sit down, chile, sit down, an' res' a lit'l while. 
Oh, you come a long way, 
An' de road is dark, 
.~' I know you're tired, 
Sit down, chile, sit down an' res' a lit'l while. 
Oh, sit down, sister, sit down, 
I know you're tired, sit do~~; 
'Cause you come a long way, 
Sit down, chile, sit down, an' res' a lit'l while. 
Oh, you come a long way, 
An' you had hard trials, 
I know you're tired, 
Sit down, chile, sit down, an' res' a lit'l while • 
.............. _________________________ .. 
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In-a-Dat Mornin' 
You may bury me in de Bas', 
You may bury me in de Wes', 
But I'll hear de trumpet soun' 
In-a-dat mornin'. 
In da t morn in' , 
My Lord, how I long to go, 
For to hear de trumpet soun', 
In-a-dat mornin'. 
Good ole Christians in dat day, 
Dey'll take wings and fly away, 
For to hear to truinpet soun' 
In-a-dat mornin'. 
In dat mornin', 
~,1y Lord, how I long to go, 
For to hear de trumpet soun', 
In-a-dat mornin'. 
Plenty Good Room 
Plenty good room, plenty good room, 
Good room in my Father's kingdom; 
Plenty good room, plenty good room, 
A-jes' choose yo' seat an' set down. 
Oh, plenty good room, plenty good room, 
Good room in my Father's kingdom; 
?lenty good room, plenty good room, 
A-jes choose yo' seat an' set down. 
I would not be a sinna; 
I tell you de reason why, 
'Cause if my Lord-a should call on me, 
I wouldn't be ready to die. 
I would not be a backslider; 
I tell you de reason why, 
'Cause i f my Lord-a should call on :ne, 
I wouldn't be ready to die. 
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Plenty Good Room (continued) 
Plenty good room, plenty good room, 
Good room in my Father's kingdom; 
Plenty good room, plenty good room, 
A-jes choose yo' seat an' set down. 
Oh, plenty good room, plenty good room, 
Good room in my Father's kingdom; 
Plenty good room, plenty good room, 
A-jes' choose yo' seat an' set down. 
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Oh, yes a plenty good room, plenty good room, 
Good room in my Father's kingdon; 
Plent:/ good room, plenty good room, 
A-jes' choose a yo' seat an' set down. 
l'm Troubled 
I'm troubled, I'm troubled, 
I'm troubled in min' ; 
If Jesus don' help me, 
I surely mus' die. 
When bowed down in sorrow, 
And burdened with grief, 
To Jesus in secret 
I go for relief. 
Heaven 
I ~ ot a robe, 
You got a robe, 
All-a God's chillun got a robe. 
When I get to heav'n goin' to put on my robe, 
I' ~n goin' to shout all over God's hea v'n, heav'n, 
heav' n. 
Ev'rybody talkin' 'bout-a heav'n ain't a-goin' dere, 
heav'n, heav'n. 
Goin' to s~out all over God's heav'n. 
Heaven (continued) 
I got-a shoes, 
You,_ got-a shoes, 
All-a God's chillun got-a shoes. 
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~Vhen I get to heav'n goin' to put on my 
shoes, 
I'm goin' to walk all over God's heav'n, 
heav'n, heav'n. 
Ev'rybody talking 'bout-a heav'n ain't a-L~oin' 
dare, heav'n, heav'n. 
Goin' to shout all over God's hea v 'n. 
I got a song, 
You got a song, 
All-a God's chillun got a song. 
~hen I get to heav'n goin' to sing a new song, 
I'm goin' to sing all over God's heav'n, 
heav'n, heav'n. 
Ev'rybody talkin' 'bout-a heav'n, ain't a-goin' 
dare, heav'n, heav'n. 
Goin' to sing all over God's heav'no 
Goin' to sing all over God's heav'n. 
~oin' to sing all over God's heav'n. 
Steal Away 
Steal away, steal away, 
Steal away to Jesus. 
Steal away, steal away home, 
I ain't got long to stay here, 
I ain't g_ot long to stay here. 
My Lord, He calls me, 
He calls me by the thunder; 
De trumpet sounds within-a my soul, 
I ain't got long to stay here. 
Green trees a bendin', 
Po' sinner stands a tremblin' 
De trumpet sounds within-a my soul, 
I ain't got long to stay here. 
~P_ilgrim 
I am a po' pilgrim of sorrow, 
I'm in this wide worl' alone; 
No hope in this worl' for tomorrow, 
I'm strivin' for heav'n-my home. 
Sometimes I'm both tossed and driven, 
Sometimes I know not where to roam; 
Vve heard of a city called heav'n, 
I've started to make it my home. 
Mother, she's reached de pure glory, 
My father still walks in sin; 
My sisters and brothers won't won me, 
Because I am tryin' to get in. 
Sometimes I'm both tossed and driven, 
Sometimes I know not where to roam; 
I've heard of a city called heav'n, 
I've started to make it my home. 
Good News 
Good news, de chariot's a-cornin', 
God news, de chariot's a-comin'; 
God news, de chariot's e-comin', 
An' I don' want it to leav'-a ~e behin '. 
'!Jere's a long white robe in de heav-1 n I know, 
Dere' s a long white robe in de heav'n I know; 
Dere's a long white robe in de heav'n I know, 
An' I don' want it to leai.' 1 -a me behin'. 
Dare's a bran' new song in de heav'n I know, 
Dare's a bran' new song in de heav'n I know, 
Dere's a bran• new song in de heav'n I know, 
An' I don' want it to leav'-a me behi t, 1 • 
Good news, de chariot's a-comin', 
Good news, de chariot's a-comin'; 
Good news, de chariot's a-comin! 
And I don' want it to leav'-a me behin'. 
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Good News (continued) 
Good news, de chariot' s a-comin' 
Go od news, de chariot' s a-comin ' ; 
Good news , de c !la r iot 1 s e. - e.cJn:1.n ' J 
JJ!' I don' want it to l ea v' -a me behin'. 
An' I don' want it to leav-e. me behin'. 
An' I don' want it to leav-a me behin'. 
You Mus' come in By an Thro' de Lamb 
My God is so high, 
You can't get ove r Rim; 
He's so low 
You can't get under Him; 
He's so wide dat you can't get around Him, 
You mus' come in by an' t hro' de Lamb. 
One day as I was a walkin' 
Along t he heav 'nly road, 
My saviour spoke unto me 
An' Ee filled my heart-a wid lo ;;·e. 
Oh He's so high, 
You can't get over Him; 
He's so low, 
You can't get under Him; 
He 1 s so wide dat you cartf get e.roun' Him, 
You mus' come in by an' t hro' de Lamb. 
Tell you fellow member•, 
·rhings happen mighty strange; 
The Lo r d was good to I s rael, 
An' His ways don't ever change. 
Oh he's so h igh, 
You can't get over Him; 
He's so low, 
You can't get under him; 
He's so wide dat you can't get aroun' Him, 
You mus' come in by an' t hro' de Lamb. 
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'Roun' About de Mountain 
'Roun' about de mountain, 
'Roun' about de mountain, 
My God's a-rulin', 
An' she'll rise in His arms. 
'Roun' about de mountain, 
'Roun' about de mountain, 
My God's a-rulin', 
An' she'll rise in His arms. 
De Lord loves de sinna, 
De Lord loves de sinna man; 
De Lord loves de sinna, 
.An' she' 11 rise in His arms. 
~ben I was a sinna, 
A-see kin' je s' -a like you, 
I went down in de valley, 
I prayed till I COLl'J.e through. 
You hypocrite, you concubine, 
You're plaried amongst de swine, 
You go to God with your lips an' tongue 1 
But you leave yo' heart behin'. 
De Lord loves de sinna, 
De Lord loves de sinna man, 
De Lord loves de sinna, 
An ' she' 11 rise in His arms. 
'Roun 1 about de mountain, 
'Round' about de mountain, 
My God's a-rulin', 
An' she'll rise in His arms. 
Goin' aroun' de mountain, 
There I'll take-a my stan'. 
I heard de voice of Jesus, 
Thank God He's in dis le.n'. 
De Lord loves de sinna, 
De Lord loves a sinna man, 
De Lord loves de sinna, 
An' she'll rise t 
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Prepare Me One Body 
Prepare me one body, 
I'll go down; I'll go down. 
Prepare me one body like man; 
I'll go down an' die. 
The man of sorrows, sinner, see; 
Igll go do~n, I'll go down. 
He died for you an' He died for me, 
I 11 go down an' die. 
~ 
Prepare me, Lord, one body. 
Prepare me one pody, like man. 
I'll go down an' die. 
Sister ~iary Had-a But ene Child 
Sister Mary had-a but one child, 
Born in Bethlehem. 
And-a every time -a the-a baby c r ied, 
She'd-a rocked Him in the weary land. 
She 1 d -a roc ked Him in the weary land. 
0 three wise men-u to Jerusalem c~~e, 
They'd tr&.velled very ft:.r. 
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They said, 11 \ffue re is He born King of the Jews, 
For we have-a seen His star? 11 
Herod's heart was troubled, 
He marvelled but his face was e; rim. 
He said, 11 Tell me where the Child may be found, 
I!ll go and worship Him, 
I ll go and worship Him." 
An angel appeared to J vseph, 
And gave him-a this-a command, 
"Arise ye, take-a your wife and child, 
Go flee into Egypt land. 
For yonder comes old Herod, 
A wisked man and bold. 
He's slayin' all the chillun 
From six to eight-a days old, 
From six to eight-a days old." 
Sister Mary had-e. bvt one chile., 
Born in Bethelem. 
And-a every time-a the-a baby cried, 
She'f-a roc~ed Him in the weary land, 
~he'd-a rocked Him in the weary le.nd. 
Lit'l Boy 
~Lit'l Boy, how ole are you? 
Lit'l Boy, how ole are you? 
Lit'l Boy, how ole are you?tt 
ttsir, I'm only twelve years old.~ 
This Lit'l Boy had them to remember that 
He was born the t~enty-fifty of December, 
Lawyers and doctors were amazed 
And had to give the Lit'l Boy the praise. 
"Lit'l Boy, how ole are you? 
Lit'l Boy, how ole are you? 
Lit'l Boy, how ole are you?" 
"Sir, I'm only twelve years old." 
Lawyers and doctors stood and wondered, 
As though they had been struck by thunder. 
Tnen they decided while they wondered, 
That all mankind must come under. 
"Lit'l Boy, how ole are you? 
Lit'l Boy, how ole are you? 
Lit'l Boy, how ole are you?" 
"Sir, I'm onl;y twelve years old." 
The last time the Lit'l Boy was seen, 
He was standin' on Mount Olivet green. 
When He'd dispersed of the crowd 
Be entered up into a cloud. 
"Lit'l Boy, how ole are you? 
Lit'l Boy, how ole are you? 
Lit'l Boy, how ole are you?D 
WSir, I'm only twelve years old." 
Live a-Humble 
A-live a-humble, humble, 
tumble yourself, de bell's-a done-e. rung; 
A~live a-humble, humble, 
Vumble yourself, de bell's done run~ • 
.. GierJ' an' honor, 
Praise King Jesus. 
Glory an' honor; 
Praise de Lamb. 
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Live a-Humble (continued) 
Oh, my Lord's done jes' what He said, 
My Lord, He healed de sick an' He raised de dead. 
A-live a-humble, humble, 
Humble yourself, de bell's done rung. 
Did you ever see such a man as God, 
Who gave up His Son fer to come an' die. 
He gave up His Son for to come an' die, 
A-live a-humble, humble, 
Humble yourself I de be 11' s done run r . 
Glory an' honor. 
Praise King Jesus. 
Glory an' tonor. 
Praise de Lamb. 
A-live a-humble, humble, 
Humble yourself, de bell's done rung, 
A-live a-humble, humble, 
Humble yourself, we bell's done r ung. 
Hear de Lambs a-cryin'? 
You hear de lambs a-cryin'? 
He!l.r de lambs a-c ryin'? 
Bear de lambs a-cr;yin'? 
HOh, shepherd, feed-s. my sheep~'' 
My Saviour spoke these words so sweet: 
"Peter, if you love me, feed-a my sheep l n 
.. Lord, I love Thee, Thou dost know: 
Oh, give me grace to love Thee more t 11 
You hear de lambs a-cryin'? 
Hear de lambs a-cryin'? 
Hear de lambs a-cryin'? 
"Oh, shepherd, feed-a my sheep!" 
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The Last Supper 
Jesus was a-sittin' at the last Passover. 
John, he rested upon His shoulder. 
Jesus said one word that seemed to blight. 
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Re said, "One of you goin' to betray me tonight.n 
Mark cried out, "Lord is it I?u 
James cried out, uLord, is it I?•t 
Then Jesus said, nA-look an' see him dat dip in 
de dish-a wid me." 
Then Jesus with his disciples Simon-Peter, and 
others went into the garden. 
Jesus said to them, "Tarry ye here, while I go 
and pray." 
Then when Jesus on returning. found his disciples 
asleep He said: 
" S imon~ S imon~ Sleepest thou? Coulds't thou not 
watch one hour? 
Simonl The spirit is willing , but th e flesh is 
wee.k. 11 
My time is come, my time is come, 
Oh, my time is come, 
I'm boun' to pay de debt I owe. 
They Led i·;!y Lord Away 
They led my Lord away, away , away , 
They le d my Lord away. 
Oh tell me where to find Him. 
They le d Him up to Pilate's bar; 
Te 11 me where to find Him. 
But they could not condemn Him there. 
Tell me where to find Him. 
Pilate said, "I wash my hands," 
Tell me where to find Him. 
"I f ind no fault in this iust man." 
Tell me where to find Him: 
-~--
He Never Said a Mumberlin' Word 
Wasn't it a pity an' a shamel 
AA' He never said a mumberlin' word. 
Wasn't it a pity an' ~ shamel 
An' He never said a mumberlin' word. 
Oh not a word, not a word, not a word. 
Dey nailed Him to de treel 
An' He never said a mumberlin' word. 
Dey nailed Him to de tree! 
An' He never said a mumberlin' word. 
Oh, not a word, not a word, not a word. 
Dey pierced Him in de side, in de side, 
side! 
Dey pierced Him in de side, in de side, 
side! 
De blood came a-twinkalin' down! 
An' He never said a mumberlin' word. 
De blood came a-twinkalin' down. 
An' He never said a mumberlin' word. 
Oh, not a word, not a word, not a word. 
He bowed His head an' died. 
An' He never said a mumberlin' word. 
He bowed His head an' died. 
An' He never said a mumberlin' word. 
Oh, not a word, not a word, not a word. 
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Did You Hear When Jesus Rose? 
Mary set her table, 
In spite of all her foes. 
King Jesus sat at de center place, 
An' cups did overflow. 
Chillun, did you hear when Jesus rose, 
Did you hear when Jesus rose? 
Did you hear when Jesus ros e ? 
He rose an' ascended on high. 
The Father looked at His Son an' smiled, 
De Son did look at-a Him. 
De Father saved my soul from Hell, 
An' de Son freed me from sin. 
Chillun, did you hear when Jesus r ose, 
Did you hear when Jesus rose? 
Did you hear when Jesus rose? 
He rose an' ascende fi on h igh. 
Were You There? 
Were you there when they cr~ ified my Lord? 
lifere you there when they crucified my Lord? 
Oh, sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, 
tremble. 
Were you there when they c rue ified my Lord ? 
xllx" 
The Spirituals inc luded here repre sent a 
selection made by a compete nt interprete r of the 
Spiritual over the past quarter o f a century and 
more, Roland Hayes in h is recent collection My Songs. 
Boston: Little , Brown and Company, 1948. 
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The problem of the dissertation is to uncover, to 
describe, and to relate to life the religious experience 
involved in the authorship of the Negro Spiritual. 
The Spiritual is recognized as one of the finest 
bOdies of folk music to be found. As folk music it is 
expressive of intimate psychological processes in the peo. 
ple responsible for it. As religious music it preserves 
a record of religious experience they had. 
The slave system purposely promoted fear in the 
slave. This followed the high casualty rate of the slave 
trade in which three or four Africans displaced in their 
native land lost their lives for e-very one who was land.ed 
on a plantation in the Uhited States. In the early slave 
codes of Florida, Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia pro-
vision was made for the punishment of slaves by maiming in 
organ or limb, burning at the stake, and crucifixion. This 
fearful emotional state was used as a device for perpetuat-
ing slavery. Fear is a strong determiner of conduct and may 
be kept in operation at long range. When its tension fa non-
directed and irrational its pressure within the psychic life 
of the individual may grow to be devastating. 
Hatred is another emotional attitude sponsored direct-
ly by the slave system. Responsibility for its presence 
lies in the slave. The owner did not intend to foster ha-
tred in the slave nor did he readily admit its presence, yet 
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he took precautions against it.. The system which purposely 
fostered fear, at the same time built up aggressive tmpulees. 
That fear was neither fostered nor experienced with respect 
or respectability, but with mutual contempt. Hatred came 
as a result of abusive treatment near the level of a phy-
siological reaction. It came as an attempt to hold some 
self-respect in the humiliating circumstances of slavery. 
The psychological condition of the slaves was one of 
tension and conflict. This was eo for those who maintained 
any self-respect, who did not allow themselves to be fatal-
ly brutalized by slavery. Pressure was brought about by 
the controls exerted by the owner and by self-initiated con-
trols employed by the slave for his own protection. The own-
er kept the slave unarmed, dispossessed of any rights bin~ 
ing upon the owner against the owners wi 11, reduced economi-
cally, denied opportunity for self-improvement, ·ana altoge-
ther denied psychological capacity comparable to that of 
ree,l persons. The slave should remember in his turn to 
please the 0\omer at all times no :na.tter what considerations 
were involved. The slave should never be caught off guard 
and out of character in any contact with the owner. This 
could be accomplished through constant, effective repress~n, 
through deceit, and through abdicating selfhood. 
The interpersonal relationships initiated through hu-
man slavery were fallacious and injurious. Psychological 
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processes accompanying them were destructive and disinte-
grative. The violent controls that were required and spon.--
sored worked directly in opposition to wholescme growth, 
thoroughly preventing adequate orientation of the indivi-
dual in his world. 
Into the difficulties of slavery the Africans brought 
resources from the culture which existed along the west 
coo.st of their m.tive land. They brought along some folk-
lore which contained a philosophy of life , cha racter ized 
by a quaint, contemplative attitude toward the things that 
happen. Closely associated ~71th this w8.s a n underlying 
se nse of humor. In the prov-erbs that were brought there 
is the reflection of a be lief in a jus t orde r in things , 
and a suggestion that good and right are not lost in this 
world. The religions of West Africa present more than a 
ca.sua.l belief in gods, in their creator ship, and in their 
participation of the affairs of me n. 
The slave was introduced to the religion of the 
o-.me r with the principal intention of he lping to continue 
t he system of slavery. The slave could be a good Chr istian 
as God intended frcm the time of Ham through a verse in Paul, 
a good. bla ck Christian, if he O.id what he was told end did 
not mah.--e a.rJ.S trouble . The slave holding class ;.-anted this 
given to the slaves and did net sus:t:--ect values in the Chris-
r 
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tian tradition which could. give the slave independent per-
sonal reinforcement. 
The slave got past this intention to the Bible. In 
this he may have had help frcm san.e members of slave hold-
ing families who did not approve of slavery. But he sue-
ceeded in finding out about the Children of Israel, Moses, 
and Jesus. The religious experience of the slaves ce.me to 
creative expression in the poignantly stirri1~ music of the 
Spiritual. 
Otherworldliness in "Po' Pilgrim" arises frcm the an-
guish of nostalgia a.nd moves into a new purpose. 
Scmetimes I don't lmow where to room ••• 
I started to~ heaven my~· 
It was made intentionally into a sh.e.:pe which gave buoy-
ancy in 
Religion is a fortune, I really do believe; 
Where Sabbaths have no end. 
Self initiated ~reistenc~ had religious motiva~ 
tion as is evidenced in 
also 
a nd 
March on 
And you shall gain the victory, 
March on 
And you sha 11 gain the day. 
K'e$p-a inchin' along, 
Like a pot inch wonn 
Jesus ie ccmin' bye an t bye 
We are climin t Jacob 'a ladderoo. 
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Every round goes higher, higher, 
Soldier of the cross. 
Humiliation was swallowed up in humilitl and the 
slave singer learned to refrain fran pulling out the mote 
frcm other men's eyes as he prayed 
Itts-a me, it's·a me, oh Lord, 
Standin 1 in the ooed of prayer .. 
There was forbearance in an offense provoking con-
dition in hie 
and 
and 
Lord, I don't feel no ways tired, 
Oh glory hallelujah, 
For I hope to shout glory 
When the world is on fire, 
Oh glory hallelujah. 
Walk together children don't y' get weary, 
Great camp meetin' in the promised land. 
You can talk about me, as much as you please, 
I'll talk about you, when I get on my kneeso 
Resistance that owned but one rightful Lord of life 
was expressed in 
Go down, Moses, way down in Egypt land. 
Tell ol' Pharaoh, 
Let my people go. 
These are among the more unexpected and. the debate-
able, positive elements that are found in the Spiritual. 
The passages cited may be interpreted in other ways. 
Benjamin E. ~~ys discounts the otherworldliness found in 
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the Spiritual as escapism. A more careful evaluation of 
environmental factors in tenns of the individual slave •a 
responsibility in them and the vicious interpersonal rela-
tionship of human slavery does not warrant this. 
Fran reinforcement, integration, and therapy there 
was found cosmic orientation despite the atrocious degra-
dation of human slavery. With this achievement there ori-
gina. ted in a new song, the Spiritua lo 
In the course of this study the following conolu~ 
sions have been reached. 
1. Africans were pressed into slavery through the 
use of superior anna and not for the lack of human capacity 
which kept them from objecting or which particularly suited 
them to be slaves. They were persons with all the capaci-
ties of human personality. Among man's highest gifts is 
his capacity for religious experience. In the Spiritual 
there is evidence of religious experience that occurred 
among the slaves which reflects a significant aesimulation 
of the enlightened Hebrew-Christian tradition. 
2. The slave was thrown into unavoidable subjective 
conflict and tension. Three of the dc:minant psychological 
states affecting him were sorrow frcm suffering, fear pro-
meted ae a control technique, and hate developed as aggres-
sive retaliation. The experience of slavery was frustrat-
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ing and crucial to his personality. It initiated inte~ 
personal relationships that were fallacious and injurious. 
These were accompanied by destructive and disintegrative 
psychological processes. 
3. In the course of events racism was developed as 
an indispensable device for harmonizing exploitation and 
idealism. An adapted kind of religion was presented the 
slave by the slave owner. It was intended to help continue 
the slave system with a minimum amount of trouble. But the 
Bible helped the slave get more of the Christian revelation 
than the sponsors of the slave system intended. 
4. Three strains or sustained manners of performan-
ces may be distinguished in the course of religious devel-
opment among the slaves: conformity, righteousness and 
love. Psychological disturbance in the slave found actual 
therapy through catharsis, reinforcement, redirection, and 
wholesome motivation available in the religion of Jesus. 
These results are positive elements in his religious devel-
opment more influential than the negative element of eecap-
ism. 
5. The slave 1e adJustment through religious exper-
ience found dynamic resources in the cross of Christ. Con-
sequently, religious experience improved in ethical values 
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and in integrative force as it lay at the friction point 
of affliction. He need not be victimized by a fatal sub-
mission to hie senseless situation. A new self-respecting 
alternative opened to him in his dilelliD18. of slavery. He 
found a task that was of adequate significance in the area 
of attitude. Underlying the authorship of the Spiritual 
is the religious experience that involved a comprehensive 
love, a love for all persons, love in the worst of circum-
stances, love which did not exclude the slave owner and the 
slave drivel'. 
Lord I want to be a Christian in my hearto•• 
Lord I want to love everybody in my heart ••• 
SllCcess on this task enabled the slave to participate in 
one of the most unique and reconstructive energies of the 
Christian revelation "Love your enemies". 
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